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ABSTRACT 

Magnetic Resonance (MR) and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) are powerful tools for 

non-invasive studies of fluid content and fluid behavior in petroleum reservoir core plugs. 

Core analysis MR/MRI studies should be undertaken with the reservoir pressure and 

temperature, as high as 20000 psi and 200 ˚C, replicated in a core holder. Metal core 

holders are generally favored in the core analysis industry due to their superior safety 

performance and ease of temperature regulation. In this thesis, three prototype MR/MRI 

compatible metallic core holders were designed, fabricated, tested and used for petroleum 

studies. The thesis research comprised two parts. The first was MR/MRI compatible 

metallic core holder development; the second was methane hydrate studies as one specific 

very advantageous use of the new core holders.  

The core holder development process, Part I of the thesis, consisted of four main steps as 

follows. Step 1 was designing, fabricating and integrating different components of the 

MR/MRI compatible metallic core holders. Step 2 involved calibrating, testing and 

correcting the electrical and mechanical performance of the metal core holders. Step 3 was 

the testing of the core holder with representative petroleum processes. Step 4 was prototype 

evaluation and of an improved prototype.  

All three prototypes, fabricated from non-magnetic superalloys, accommodated standard 

core plug samples, 1.5” in diameter and 2” in length, for MR/MRI core analysis 

measurements at high pressures and elevated temperatures. These superalloy core holders, 
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featured high tensile strength and low electrical conductivity. The third prototype was 

pressure tested to 15000 psi. The three prototypes incorporated the RF probe, to excite and 

detect the MR signal, inside the metal case, which functioned as a RF shield.  

In part II of this thesis, methane hydrate formation and dissociation processes were 

investigated employing the third prototype core holder. Hydrate formation occurred in 

water-saturated sand at 1500 psi and 4 °C.  A hydrate-bearing sand pack, with 96% initial 

hydrate saturation, underwent dissociation by depressurization at 290 psi and 4 °C.  
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Figure 1-1 Schematic cross-sectional diagram of a non-MR/MRI conventional core holder: 

(a) cylindrical vessel, (b) enclosure, (c) fluid distributor and (d) pore fluid tubing. The core 

plug sample (e) was integrated with two fluid distributors (c) that are enclosed in a sleeve 

(f). The high-pressure tubing (d) transfers pore fluid into the distributors (d).  Oil, water or 

air are commonly employed as the confining fluid (g) filling the space between the vessel 

and the enclosed sample. The inlet port (h) placed on the vessel transfers the confining 

fluid into the vessel. Two high pressure pumps are required to control the pressure of the 

confining fluid and pore fluids [4]. 4 

Figure 1-2 Schematic diagram of a typical petroleum study employing MR/MRI 

compatible metallic core holders [21]. 9 

Figure 1-3 Conceptual diagram of the research undertaken in this thesis. Prototype 1 is 

called the MS-5000. Prototype 2 is called the MR-5000. Prototype 3 is called the MS-
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10000. Two duplicates of prototype 3 were fabricated. One was provided to Saudi Aramco 

who sponsored this research. One was provided to Green Imaging Technologies who also 

sponsored this research. One was employed in Part II of these studies at UNB. 13 

Figure 1-4 Schematic of the experimental system employed in methane hydrate studies 

undertaken in this research. The diagram is color coded based on fluids the tubing lines 

carry: purple for methane gas, green for glycerol/water mixture (temperature regulating 

fluid), and gray for Fluorinert (confining fluid). The dashed oval encloses the core holder 

assembly. (a) The PEEK sample vessel containing the sand pack was placed inside (b) the 

MR/MRI compatible metallic core holder sitting in the vertical bore of (c) the MR/MRI 

instrument. (e) The Teledyne ISCO pump pressurized the core holder interior using the 

confining fluid. (f) The circulating pump pushed the temperature regulating fluid through 

(d) the heat exchange jacket. V, PG, PT and TC refer to high pressure valves, pressure 

gauges, pressure transducers and the thermocouple. (g) The methane gas tank employed.

 18 

Figure 2-1 Membrane stresses in cylindrical vessels [4], σ1 is longitudinal stress, σ2 is hoop 

stress, h is thickness of the vessel, ds1 is element dimension in the meridional direction, ds2 

is element dimension in the hoop direction, r1 is the longitudinal radius of curvature, r2 is 

radius of curvature of the element in the hoop direction and p is pressure [4]. The 

nomenclature employed in this figure is the same as that of the original source [4]. 28 
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Figure 2-2 Stresses in a thick-walled cylinder [4].  pi is internal pressure. po is external 

pressure. σr is radial stress. σt is hoop stress. a and b represent the internal and external 

radius respectively [4]. The nomenclature employed in this figure was adopted from 

reference [4]. 33 

Figure 2-3 Diagram of stress concentration factor model. The circumferential direction 

refers to σ1 the axial refers to σ2. L is the distance between the center of the two holes. r 

corresponds to the hole radius [8]. 40 

Figure 2-4 shows a 3D diagram of the end closure of the third prototype core holder 

developed in this thesis, described in Chapter 4. (i) the closure was integrated with (ii) the 

set screw. The closure cross-section area is exposed to ΔP pressure. ΔP represents the 

differential pressure between the internal and external pressures. 42 

Figure 2-5 represents a coned and threaded connection integrating a (i) tube, (ii) gland and 

(iii) collar. The collar was threaded counter-clockwise onto the tube. The cone end of the 

tube should sit firmly on the chamfered seat of (iv) the fitting body [12]. 44 

Figure 2-6 Diagram of maximum stress theory [3]. Quadrant I: biaxial tension, Quadrant 

II: tension; Quadrant III: biaxial compression; Quadrant IV: compression. σ1 and σ2 are the 

principal stresses employed on the cylindrical vessel [3]. 46 

Figure 2-7 Diagram of maximum shear stress theory [3]. Quadrant I: biaxial tension, 

Quadrant II: tension; Quadrant III: biaxial compression; Quadrant IV: compression. σ1 and 

σ2 are the principal stresses employed on the cylindrical vessel [3]. 48 
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Figure 2-8 Diagram of distortion energy theory [3]. Quadrant I: biaxial tension, Quadrant 

II: tension; Quadrant III: biaxial compression; Quadrant IV: compression. σ1 and σ2 are the 

principal stresses employed on the cylindrical vessel [3]. 49 

Figure 2-9 Intersecting diagram of the three failure theories [3]. Quadrant I: biaxial 

tension, Quadrant II: tension; Quadrant III: biaxial compression; Quadrant IV: 

compression. σ1 and σ2 are the principal stresses employed on the cylindrical vessel [3].

 51 

Figure 3-1 Hastelloy-C MR/MRI core holder: the core plug sample (a) integrated with two 

fluid distributors fabricated from PEEK (b) are enclosed in a sleeve (c). The high pressure 

fittings (d) transfer fluids into the distributors. The assembly is positioned inside the core 

holder (e). The heat exchange jacket (f) surrounds the external wall of the core holder. The 

BNC connector (g) transmits RF signals to/from the RF probe located inside the core 

holder. 63 

Figure 3-2 Cross-sectional diagram of the Hastelloy-C276 MR/MRI core holder: (a) fluid 

distributor, (b) recessed high pressure fittings (c) confining fluid port, (d) core plug sample, 

(e) the polymeric structure housing the RF probe and coax cable, (f) Aflas sleeve and (g) 

high pressure confining fluid. O-ring (h) sealed the main body cable. Coax cable (i) passed 

through the closure. The heat exchange jacket (k) circulated (l) the temperature regulating 

fluid around the vessel. High pressure fittings were recessed into the closures to minimize 
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the eddy current effects. The RF coil is embedded in the polymeric structure which was 

fabricated from PEEK. 64 

Figure 3-3 2D slices of the normalized B1 field distribution (XZ plane) from 3D B1 maps 

for the RF probe integrated inside the MR/MRI core holder. B1 values are normalized 

relative to the maximum local B1 in the sample space. The scale bar in the upper right of 

(e) is 0.39” in length. Five different planes, (a) to (e), along a homogeneous polyurethane 

sample illustrate the RF probe homogeneity of XZ planes in the Z direction. The B1 field 

map slices (a) and (e) are ±2 inch displaced from the center. The RF probe shows 

satisfactory axial B1 homogeneity in the Z direction for standard core plugs of two inch 

length. 69 

Figure 3-4 Longitudinal cross sectional schematic of stress distribution in the simplified 

model of the Hastelloy-C MR/MRI core holder (a) with and (b) without contact pressure. 

The simplified model represents a cylindrical PEEK sleeve (i) positioned inside the 

Hastelloy-C vessel (ii). 73 

Figure 3-5 (a) Measured (◦) impulse response of the magnetic field gradient system 

(normalized) and a smoothed (—) version of the same function. S is determined from the 

derivative of the measured temporal evolution of the magnetic field gradient waveform. 

The impulse response was employed in the pre-equalization method to correct the magnetic 

gradient field waveform. (b) G, measured magnetic field gradient waveform, as a function 
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of time. The plot shows the normalized magnetic field gradient before (—) and after (----) 

pre-equalization. 80 

Figure 3-6 Free Induction Decay (FID) measurement of the PEEK sample. The FID has a 

two-component decay arising from the superposition of signals from the crystalline and 

amorphous phases. The short lifetime component of the signal is a Sinc Gaussian function, 

while the long lifetime component is an exponential decay. 83 

Figure 3-7 2D slices extracted from 1H 3D centric scan SPRITE images of (a) PEEK and 

the epoxy with a dry core plug in the core holder assembly, and (b) a water saturated core 

plug sample in the same core holder assembly. Slice (a) reveals background signal from 

the PEEK and epoxy in the structure of the RF probe and fluid distributors. Slice (b) shows 

the water saturating the core plug sample. Signal from the polymeric materials employed 

in the core holder are negligible compared to the signals from the water saturated core plug. 

The relative scaling of the two images is revealed by the intensity scale next to each image.

 83 

Figure 3-8 Oil saturation images in the XY and YZ planes extracted from 3D π-EPI images 

during water flooding in a Berea core plug sample. Water flooding displaced oil, right to 

left, in a piston-like displacement from (a) to (e). 85 

Figure 4-1 3D diagram of the open frame RF probe including: (a) PEEK end ring, (b) 

pillars fabricated from PEEK, and (c) the copper RF coil wound with 13 turns. The RF coil 

was wound with a helical pattern utilizing slots cut into the pillars. The helical structure 
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had (d) a pitch of 0.25“. The slots (e) in the pillars had a depth of 0.1”. The configuration 

made it possible to submerge the RF probe in the confining fluids employed in the core 

holder during high pressure MR/MRI measurements. 96 

Figure 4-2 Cross-sectional diagram of the metal MR/MRI core holder equipped with the 

open frame RF probe: (a) fluid distributor, (b) core plug sample, (c) high pressure fitting, 

(d) silicon rubber sleeve and (e) metal closure. (f) the temperature regulating fluid was 

circulated between (g) the heat exchange jacket and (h) the metal vessel. (i) the open frame 

RF probe connected to the closure was immersed in (j) high pressure confining fluid. 

Silicon oil was employed as the confining fluid filling the space between the open frame 

RF probe and the vessel. (k) solid coax cable was soldered to the RF coil wound around 

the open frame. (l) A thermocouple placed in the closure read the temperature of the 

confining fluid during experiment. 97 

Figure 4-3 the experimental core holder: (a) the open frame RF probe fabricated from 

PEEK was attached to (b) the Hastelloy-C metallic closure by non-magnetic brass screws. 

(c) The high pressure BNC connector transmits RF signals to/from the open frame RF 

probe. (d) The MRI compatible metallic core holder, including the vessel and the closure, 

were fabricated from Hastelloy-C. (e) The Berea sample, 1.5” in length and 1.5” in 

diameter, was enclosed by (f) the fluid distributors, and a sleeve with heat shrink tubing. 

The distributors were machined from PEEK bar, and provided a fluid conduit to the sample. 

(g) The enclosed sample was placed inside the open frame RF probe during high pressure 

MR/MRI measurements. 98 
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Figure 4-4 2D XZ slices of the normalized B1 field distribution from 3D B1 maps for the 

open frame RF probe. Five different planes from the 3D map, (a) to (e), reveal high RF 

probe homogeneity laterally. (a) and (e) are slices corresponding to the two ends of the RF 

probe while (b) and (d) are ±0.5 inch displaced from the probe center. 104 

Figure 4-5 Signal intensity from longitudinal 19F profiles of the SF6 saturating the Berea 

core plug at pressures of 400 psi (---- ), 500 psi (—), and 600 psi (ₒ). Increased pressure 

increased the signal intensity in direct proportion to the pressure. 106 

Figure 4-6 2D centric scan SPRITE images of SF6 in a Berea core plug at pressures of (a) 

400 psi, (b) 500 psi, and (c) 600 psi, constant temperature 65 °C. The 2D images from (a) 

to (c) show that increasing the pressure increases the spin density which yields increased 

signal in centric scan SPRITE images. 107 

Figure 4-7 The third prototype core holder: (a) the open frame RF probe fabricated from 

PEEK was attached to (b) the Inconel 718 metallic closure by non-magnetic brass screws. 

(c) The BNC connector transmits RF signals to/from the open frame RF probe. (d) The 

MR/MRI compatible metallic core holder, including the vessel and the closure, were 

fabricated from Inconel 718. (e) The Berea sample, 2” in length and 1.5” in diameter, was 

enclosed by the fluid distributors and a sleeve, with heat shrink tubing. The distributors 

were machined from PEEK bar and provided a fluid conduit to the sample. (f) The heat 

exchange jacket enclosed the core holder exterior, regulating the temperature of the core 

holder interior. 116 
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Figure 4-8 represents (a) the hex key, and (b) the key engagement placed on the top of the 

set screw. 118 

Figure 5-1 Space and time resolved 1H fluid content profiles of hydrate formation. 

Methane penetrates the water saturated sand pack from a constant pressure gas head. Signal 

loss occurs when liquid water is converted to quasi solid hydrate. Hydrate forms first and 

most significantly near the gas head/sand pack interface. (a) profiles before and after 

introduction of the gas. The gas head is visible at left, 24 mm to 36 mm, while a small 

amount of water is visible at right displaced from the sand pack into threads of the sample 

vessel below the sand pack. Observed signal intensity is normalized by the maximum 

signal in the time zero profile. (b) 1H fluid content profiles at 2, 2.25, 2.75, 3.45, 3.75 and 

4 hours after introduction of the gas. (c) 1H fluid content profile at 4, 14, 44, 68, 118, 152 

and 217 hours after introduction of the gas. Hydrate formation has largely ceased 

approximately 120 hours after introduction of the gas but residual fluids, water and gas, 

remain in the pore space. Not the change in the y axis range in (c). (d) Schematic of the 

sample vessel. The gas head (orange region), connected to a constant pressure supply, is 

located on top of the water saturated sand layer (turquoise region). 133 

Figure 5-2 2D slices from 3D π-EPI images of 1H content in the methane hydrate system 

26 hours after introducing methane gas. a) The strong methane reservoir signal is off scale 

at left in the image. No signal is apparent in the interface region of the sand pack. The water 

distribution is inhomogeneous reflecting a non-uniform distribution of hydrate in the sand 

pack. b) Four orthogonal slices from the data set of images (a) reveal the transverse 
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inhomogeneity of hydrate formation. High image intensity is high water content and hence 

low hydrate conversion.  The signal from the gas reservoir exceeds the dynamic range of 

the chosen display scale in Figure 2(a). Signal is simply mapped to the highest intensity of 

the chosen display range. 135 

Figure 5-3 Bulk T1-T2 measurement of the sand pack as a function of time after methane 

supply as hydrate forms. In each sub figure the residual water saturation in the pore space 

is at top right. (a) 4 hours (b) 14 hours, (c) 26 hours and (d) 212 hours. The peak labeled 

P1 is bulk gas in the gas head, P2 is bulk like water including water in threads of the 

apparatus, P3 is residual water in the pore space. P4 is assigned to residual gas in the pore 

space. T1cutoff separates the gas phase peaks from those of water in the system. The P4 peak 

shifts from long T1 to shorter T1, as hydrate forms. Bulk T1-T2 measurements, represented 

in Figure 5-3(a)-(d), have signal to noise ratios of 224, 154, 150 and 80. Variation in the 

regularization parameter did not change the major characteristics of the peaks [30]. 141 

Figure 6-1 Cross-sectional diagram of the MR/MRI compatible metallic core holder: (a) 

sample vessel, (b) hydrate-bearing sand pack, (c) 290 psi gas head and (d) metal closure. 

The outlet/inlet tube (e) was blocked. The temperature regulating fluid (f) was circulated 

between (g) the heat exchange jacket and (h) the metal vessel. The open frame RF probe 

(i) was submerged in the high pressure confining fluid (j). Fluorinated oil was employed 

as the confining fluid filling the space between the RF probe and the sample vessel. Solid 

coax cable (k) was soldered to the RF coil. A thermocouple (l) placed in the closure read 

the temperature of the confining fluid. 155 
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Figure 6-2 Space- and time-resolved 1H fluid content profiles, Y direction, of hydrate 

dissociation. 1H profiles before hydrate formation (+) and after hydrate dissociation (○) are 

shown in (a). The gas head is visible at left, 24 mm to 30 mm. Observed signal intensity is 

normalized by the maximum water signal in the zero-time profile before the introduction 

of gas. Early-time 1H fluid content profiles at t=0.5 (•), 2 (▪) and 3 (◊) hours of dissociation 

are shown in (b). Late-time 1H fluid content profiles at t=5 (▪), 8 (•), 12 (+) and 22 (○) 

hours of dissociation are shown (c). (d) Schematic of the sample vessel. The gas head 

(orange region), connected to a back pressure regulator, is located on top of the hydrate-

bearing sand pack (turquoise region). 160 

Figure 6-3 2D slices from 3D π-EPI images of 1H content in the hydrate system during 

dissociation. At time 0.7 hours, the image intensity increased at the interface of the sand 

pack and the gas head. At time 1.8 hours, the liberated gas moved the recovered water into 

the reservoir head. From 2.9 hours to 5.2 hours, hydrate dissociation progressed from the 

core periphery to its interior as revealed by the pattern of water produced. From 4.5 hours 

to 5.2 hours, the sand pack top moved upwards into the gas head reservoir region. From 

time 6.2 hours to 21.25 hours, the recovered water was redistributed along the sand pack.  

Signal intensity (a.u.) is mapped linearly to the display range at right of the figure. 162 

Figure 6-4 Position of the hydrate desaturation front plotted along the Z (   ) and Y (   ) 

directions as a function of time. Smoothing splines were fit to the data. Front position in 

the two directions was determined from discrete lines bisecting the shrinking core at each 

experimental time. The position front data were extracted from the 2D YZ slices shown in 
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Figure 3 between 1.8 hours to 5.2 hours. Position of the front was referenced to the interior 

surface of the sample vessel. 163 

Figure 6-5 T2 map of the recovered water and the liberated gas saturating the sand pack 

measured by T2-mapping SE-SPI at time 11 hours after commencement of dissociation. 

The bottom of the reservoir is at 75 mm. The gas head in the reservoir is shown from 25 

mm to 31 mm with T2 values between 100 ms and 1000 ms. The liberated gas in the sand 

pack is found between 31 mm and 75 mm with T2 values between 10 and 100 ms. Water 

saturating the sand pack yields T2 values between 150 and 3000 ms. Signal area under the 

T2 curve is proportional to fluid quantity at a chosen position. Signal intensity (a.u.) is 

mapped to the color scale at right of the figure. 165 

Figure 6-6 Bulk T1-T2 of the hydrate-bearing sand pack as a function of time during 

hydrate dissociation. In each sub figure, the recovered water saturation is reported at top 

right: (a) 0.2 hours (b) 2.4 hours, (c) 5 hours, (d) 7.3 hours, and (e) 21.9 hours. The peak 

labeled P1 is 290-psi bulk gas in the gas head, P2 is 290-psi gas saturation in the pore space, 

P3 is bulk-like water in the apparatus and water in the pore space, while P4 is capillary-

trapped residual gas saturation. 167 

Figure 6-7 T1 of methane gas saturating a dry sand pack (  ) plotted as a function of 

pressure. The data show a straight line relationship. These T1 control measurements were 

undertaken at 25 ◦C with the same apparatus as for dissociation measurements. 175 
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Chapter 1 –  Introduction 

Worldwide energy consumption will increase by 50% between 2018 and 2040 as reported 

by the International Energy Agency (IEA) [1]. While a variety of renewable energy 

resources and technologies has been introduced during the past decade, petroleum 

resources still remain a primary source of energy, supplying 52% of the current worldwide 

energy demand [1,2].  

Canada has the third-largest proven oil reserves in the world and is the world’s fifth-largest 

supplier of natural gas [3]. Canada’s petroleum industry has continuously grown during 

recent decades and today Canada is the fourth largest petroleum supplier in the world with 

a 5% share of global production. The petroleum industry with annual revenues of 170 

billion dollars had a 7.6% share of Canada’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in 2018 [3]. 

Canadian petroleum production significantly influences the economy and employment 

market of Canada. For example, increasing petroleum production by 1%, in Alberta, would 

increase Canada’s GDP by 40 billion dollars and support 100,000 new jobs [3].   

Physical core samples are often extracted from potential reservoirs during exploration. 

Core samples provide information required for the development and production of 

petroleum reservoirs [4]. They are employed in petroleum studies to determine the 

operational reliability of the reservoirs of interest [4]. Whole cores, or conventional cores, 

are extracted from the reservoir during the drilling procedure employing a special coring 

bit. This dough-nut-shaped coring bit produces a cylinder of rock of up to 30 feet in length 
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that goes through the center of the bit and is held in a protective core barrel (liner). To 

prevent changes in the native formation fluid saturations in the cores, the core liner is sealed 

with epoxy or foam, stabilizing the core. However the epoxy or foam can penetrate the 

core, damaging the pore structure [4,5]. Core samples vary in diameter from 1.75 inch to 

5.25 inch and are usually cut into 3 foot sections.  These sections may be subsampled to 

produce core plug samples 1 to 1.5 inches in diameter, and 1 to 2 inches in length. Core 

plugs, with the native fluids present, or with model fluids, are subjected to a variety of 

laboratory petroleum tests as part of core analysis [4,5].  

Efficient exploitation of oil and gas reservoirs and increased production from existing 

petroleum reservoirs require that petroleum scientists understand fluid behavior (water, oil 

and gas) in the reservoir and flow properties of these fluids [5].  Many petroleum tests, 

including core analysis, mechanism analysis and enhanced oil recovery (EOR) tests, may 

be undertaken on laboratory core plugs [4,5].  

Core analysis measurements characterize fundamental reservoir properties such as 

porosity, permeability, wettability and fluid saturation [4,5]. Mechanism analysis 

characterizes the physical and chemical phenomena occurring during the petroleum 

production. Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR) analysis refers to secondary oil recovery 

methods including waterflooding and/or gas flooding studies, a more complicated tertiary 

recovery [4,5].    
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Reservoir fluid properties vary with pressure and temperature [4], with reservoir pressures 

and temperatures ranging from atmospheric pressure and 20 °C in shallow gas reservoirs 

up to 20000 psi and 200 °C in deepwater wells [6].  Petroleum process studies and core 

analysis measurements should be undertaken at pressure and temperature conditions 

representative of the reservoir of interest [4,5]. 

Core holders, shown in Figure 1-1, are commonly employed to replicate reservoir 

conditions during laboratory petroleum measurements [4]. Core holders act as a type of 

high-pressure vessel and they should have precise control of pressure and temperature [5]. 

Core holders house the core plug sample surrounded by the confining fluid, as shown in 

Figure 1-1. The confining fluid pressurizing the core holder interior provides a net 

confining stress, resembling reservoir effective stress conditions [4]. Traditional petroleum 

studies, not employing magnetic resonance (MR) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), 

utilize metal core holders [5]. Metal core holders are generally considered safe due to a 

ductile failure mechanism and permit easy temperature regulation due to the high thermal 

conductivity of metals [7].  

Core holders are in general designed to employ equal radial and longitudinal stresses on 

the enclosed core plug sample. This type of core holder is called a hydrostatic or isostatic 

core holder. Hydrostatic core holders were developed in this thesis research. Two other 

types of core holders, biaxial and uniaxial core holders, are also common in petroleum core 

analysis studies. Biaxial core holders (Hassler style), shown in Figure 1-1, employ unequal 
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axial and lateral stresses on the core plug sample. A uniaxial core holder (Hoek Cell) does 

not exert lateral strain on the core plug sample during core analysis measurements [5]. 

 

 

Figure 1-1 Schematic cross-sectional diagram of a non-MR/MRI conventional core holder: 

(a) cylindrical vessel, (b) enclosure, (c) fluid distributor and (d) pore fluid tubing. The core 

plug sample (e) was integrated with two fluid distributors (c) that are enclosed in a sleeve 

(f). The high-pressure tubing (d) transfers pore fluid into the distributors (d).  Oil, water or 

air are commonly employed as the confining fluid (g) filling the space between the vessel 

and the enclosed sample. The inlet port (h) placed on the vessel transfers the confining 

fluid into the vessel. Two high pressure pumps are required to control the pressure of the 

confining fluid and pore fluids [4].  

Traditional core analysis measurements, with the core plug in a core holder, permit 

measurement of fluid identity and flow rate into the core plug and out of the core plug. 

Other boundary condition measurements such as pressure are possible [5]. Traditional 

measurements do not permit measurement of fluid saturation, fluid environment or fluid 

behavior within the core holder. More useful methods would permit such measurement 

spatially and temporally resolved within the core plug in the core holder.   
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X-ray computerized tomography (CT), as a noninvasive imaging method, has been utilized 

for studying petroleum processes and for core analysis measurements. Such X-ray 

measurements are limited when employing a metal core holder. The X-ray CT gives 2D 

and 3D images of the pore matrix in core plugs. But the X-ray attenuation and image 

contrast principally depend on the core plug matrix rather than the fluids present. The X-

ray CT cannot usually directly measure the fluids within a core plug sample [8].  

The sensitivity of MR/MRI to fluid behavior makes this technique very advantageous for 

petroleum studies. MR/MRI measurements are employed for petroleum studies, but MR 

measurements are more common than MRI at present in the petroleum industry.  MR/MRI 

directly obtains signal from the fluids occupying the pore space of the core plug sample 

rather than signal from the solid matrix [8]. MR/MRI measurements can be very useful in 

decision making processes as a petroleum reservoir is developed and exploited [9].   

MR/MRI measurements contribute to decision making on many levels. Basic interpretation 

of fluid saturation and fluid identity is provided by MR/MRI. Specific petroleum properties 

are provided by core analysis measurements undertaken by MR/MRI [9]. MR/MRI 

analysis also permits one to understand and customize displacement of petroleum in a 

reservoir during flooding, either by ordinary water flooding or through enhanced oil 

recovery (EOR) methods [9]. All of this information may be used as input data for reservoir 

simulation, which is employed by all major international petroleum companies, to guide 

production and to make fundamental operational decisions, including decisions on 

financial viability of specific reservoirs [9].      
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MR/MRI can provide both macro scale and micro scale data relevant to the fluids in the 

core plugs. MRI measurements yield macroscale (pixel level) data on the fluid content in 

core plug samples and they provide a wealth of information on petrophysical properties of 

fluid saturated core plugs [8]. The MR relaxation lifetimes help characterize microscale 

(pore level) fluid behaviors since the lifetimes are sensitive to molecular environment and 

molecular dynamics. Petroleum MR/MRI measurements should be performed with the 

pressure and temperature controlled in a core holder. 

Conventional MR/MRI compatible core holders have a heterogeneous structure due to their 

fabrication from dissimilar materials. The cylindrical vessel is usually fabricated from 

either polymer composites or ceramics, and the closures constructed of metals [10,11]. This 

heterogeneous structure results in three major problems: (1) compromised safety 

performance due to a brittle failure mechanism, (2) challenging temperature regulation due 

to low thermal conductivity and (3) low quality sealing/fastening between dissimilar 

materials [12]. 

Most conventional MR/MRI compatible core holders utilize commercial radio frequency 

(RF) probes for MR/MRI signal excitation and reception. Commercial RF probes enclose 

the core holder [10,11]. This increases the size of the RF probe compared to the sample 

diameter, and thereby decreases MR/MRI sensitivity through the principle of reciprocity 

[13]. One exception is the core holder fabricated by Green Imaging Technologies (GIT) 

and Oxford Instruments plc. This MR/MRI compatible core holder, referred to as the P5 

Cell, has an RF coil embedded in its non-metallic shell.  
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Conventional MR/MRI core holders regulate the temperature of the core plug sample by 

circulating a confining fluid [10,11]. The confining fluid pressurizing the core holder 

interior also functions as a thermal bath [14,15]. Temperature regulation in this manner 

requires high pressure circulating pumps, high pressure sensors and high-pressure 

tubing/fittings. Such a complicated high-pressure system can be difficult mechanically and 

it will be expensive [14,15].  The technical problems associated with conventional 

MR/MRI compatible core holders limits core analysis studies with MR/MRI. These 

problems suggest the merit of developing metallic MR/MRI compatible core holders 

capable of replicating reservoir temperature and pressure conditions. The metallic 

MR/MRI compatible core holder integrates the RF probe, unlike conventional core holders 

[16].  

Han and co-workers have recently demonstrated the possibility of conducting MR/MRI 

measurements inside metallic vessels [17-19]. Ouellette fabricated a prototype core holder 

from high strength N60SS; however, it was not used for high pressure measurements [17-

20]. Freeman fabricated a low-field MR compatible pressure vessel from MP35N alloy. 

This vessel was employed in the MR study of diffusion in reservoir fluids [21]. 

In summary, petroleum MR/MRI studies require a MR/MRI compatible core holder, 

reproducing the reservoir pressure and temperature that does not interfere with the 

MR/MRI instrument. Major technical problems limit conventional non-metallic MR/MRI 

compatible core holders. This motivated the work of this thesis developing metallic 

MR/MRI compatible core holders.  
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The thesis research presented is divided into two parts. The first is focused on the 

development of MR/MRI compatible metallic core holders; the second is focused on 

methane hydrate studies as a very advantageous application of the MR/MRI compatible 

metallic core holders. Figure 1-2 is a schematic diagram showing the experimental setup 

for MR/MRI compatible metallic core holder petroleum studies.  
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Figure 1-2 Schematic diagram of a typical petroleum study employing MR/MRI 

compatible metallic core holders [21].    
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1.1 Thesis Objectives 

The overall objective of the thesis was to design, fabricate, test and use prototype metallic 

MR/MRI compatible core holders for petroleum core analysis. Developing metallic 

MR/MRI compatible core holders required the introduction of new designs and electrical-

mechanical fabrication techniques for the core holder components and the integrated RF 

probe [14,15]. The objectives are outlined below. 

 The first objective was to design a metallic core holder, suitable for MR and MRI 

studies of petroleum core plug samples, capable of replicating the high pressure and 

temperature conditions of petroleum reservoirs. The core holder was required to 

accommodate a standard core plug sample (1.5 inch in diameter and 2 inches in length). 

With a metallic main body, the RF probe must be inside the metal case. A heat-

exchange jacket was employed for exterior temperature control.  

 The second objective was to fabricate a metallic core holder that could withstand the 

compressive stresses imposed by the confining fluid and the harsh electromagnetic 

environment of an MR/MRI instrument. A high tensile strength metal with low 

electrical conductivity and low magnetic susceptibility is well suited to this application. 

The primary difficulty anticipated was incorporating an RF probe inside the metal case.  

Comprehensive material selection, innovative mechanical-electrical fabrication 

techniques and component selection were required to integrate the RF probe with the 

core holder. The three prototypes developed were driven by exploration of methods to 

incorporate the RF probe.    
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 The third objective was to test the core holder performance. These tests involved RF 

and magnetic field gradient performance in representative MR/MRI experiments. 

These tests also involved pressure testing, testing of temperature regulation, and testing 

with colleagues in the UNB MRI Center of petroleum core analysis measurements. A 

significant part of testing was core holder usage by UNB MRI colleagues for CO2 

flooding, water flooding and gas shale studies. As anticipated these tests fed back into 

core holder design and fabrication.  

 The fourth objective was to study a realistic petroleum process using the final prototype 

metallic MR/MRI compatible core holder. Methane hydrate formation and dissociation 

processes were chosen for this study because they required precise control of both 

temperature and pressure. These requirements suited well the performance capabilities 

of the final prototype.  Methane hydrate studies were also of contemporary interest to 

the petroleum industry and our collaborators.  
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1.2 Thesis Overview 

1.2.1 Part I: Design, Fabrication and Testing of High-Pressure Metallic MR/MRI 

Compatible Core Holders 

Part I of the thesis, core holder development, was divided into four main steps. All four 

steps were employed for the three prototype metallic MR/MRI compatible core holders 

developed in this thesis research [14,15]. 

 Step 1 involved designing, fabricating and integrating components of the metallic 

MR/MRI compatible core holders. This included the cylindrical vessel, enclosures, 

fittings, RF probe, tuning/matching circuit, sealing system and the heat exchange jacket 

[14,15].  

 Step 2 involved calibrating, testing and correcting the electrical and mechanical 

functionality of the metal core holders while ensuring compatibility with our MR/MRI 

methodologies. Of particular concern were eddy current effects, magnetic field gradient 

waveform correction techniques and MR/MRI background signal characterization 

[14,15].  

 Step 3 was the examination of the core holder capabilities with representative 

petroleum analysis processes undertaken by the author and other members of the UNB 

MRI Center [22-23].  

 Step 4 was prototype improvement, based on experience gained and lessons learned 

[14,15]. 



 

 

 

Figure 1-3 Conceptual diagram of the research undertaken in this thesis. Prototype 1 is called the MS-5000. Prototype 2 is called the 

MR-5000. Prototype 3 is called the MS-10000. Two duplicates of prototype 3 were fabricated. One was provided to Saudi Aramco who 

sponsored this research. One was provided to Green Imaging Technologies who also sponsored this research. One was employed in Part 

II of these studies at UNB. 

1
3
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The first prototype, referred to as the MS-5000, was fabricated from Hastelloy-C and tested 

at a pressure of 5000 psi. It withstood a maximum working pressure of 5000 psi at a 

temperature of 80 °C. The Hastelloy-C imparted resistance to compressive forces imposed 

by the confining fluid, eddy currents induced by time-varying magnetic field gradients and 

corrosive petroleum fluids [14]. 

The MS-5000 core holder relied on an embedded RF probe for MR/MRI signal 

transmission/reception. The RF probe was fabricated from solid polymer composites, 

epoxies, copper wire and coaxial cable. Embedding the RF probe in a polymer structure 

resulted in a very rigid multi-layer structure, stabilizing the RF probe geometry, and it 

prevented any change in the lump capacitance of the RF probe during high pressure 

MR/MRI measurements [14].  

CO2 flooding and waterflooding experiments, over two-months, were successfully 

undertaken by UNB collaborators with the MS-5000 prototype. These experiments are 

described in published papers [22,23] that are not reported in this thesis.  

CO2 flooding and waterflooding experiments revealed that the embedded RF probe 

structure complicated assembly/disassembly of the core holder, and it impaired 

temperature regulation. The embedded RF probe has the potential to suffer from cyclic 

fatigue failure due to repeated applications of compressive stresses [14,15].  
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The second prototype, MR-5000, was developed based on the lessons learned from the first 

prototype. An open frame RF probe design was introduced. The open frame RF probe 

structure incorporates a pillar frame with the RF coil wound on the frame. The RF probe is 

submerged in the confining fluid [15].   

The mechanical advantages of the open frame RF probe compared to the embedded RF 

probe are: (1) the elimination of the multi-layer structure of the RF probe, (2) conversion 

of the metallic core holder to a regular thick pressure vessel, (3) it provided more room on 

end closures for outlet/inlet ports, (4) it simplified the core holder fabrication process, (5) 

and  facilitated connection of the RF coil (6) simplified the assembly/disassembly and 

sealing of the core holder [15].  

The second prototype was also fabricated from Hastelloy-C. It was tested at high pressure, 

1000 psi, with sulfur hexafluoride gas saturating the core plugs. Sulfur hexafluoride as a 

non-toxic and non-flammable gas, permitted safe exploration of the open frame RF probe 

core holder under high pressure [15]. The sulfur hexafluoride gas studies provided valuable 

information on the dimensions of the inlet/outlet ports, heat exchange jacket efficiency and 

electrical/mechanical connectivity. These early testing also resulted in practical experience 

of gas leakage prevention, gas pressure control and temperature regulation [15]. The sulfur 

hexafluoride experiment proved that an open frame RF probe design had more precise 

temperature control and a higher rate of heat transfer to and from the sample region [15].  
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The third and final prototype had the best sealing system, RF probe structure and 

temperature regulation. It was fabricated from heat-treated Inconel 718 and tested at 

pressures of 10000 and 15000 psi [15]. The original version of the third prototype one was 

supplied to our sponsor the Saudi Aramco EXPEC Advanced Research Center. Two copies 

of the third prototype were then produced. One was supplied to our sponsor Green Imaging 

Technologies (GIT).  One remained in the UNB MRI Center. The UNB prototype was used 

exclusively in Part II of this thesis. 

In this thesis we report with both Imperial and SI measurement systems. All machining 

tools, O-rings, threads and set screws employed were specified in Imperial units. Our lathe 

was calibrated in Imperial units. The specifications of materials employed in the core 

holder was also in Imperial units. It is not recommended to convert the units for fabricated 

structures, since this decreases accuracy of the final structure. Therefore, all units related 

to the design and fabrication of the core holder are Imperial units. MR/MRI measurements 

are reported in SI units. 
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1.2.2 Part II: Usage of Metallic MR/MRI Compatible Core Holder (Gas Hydrate 

Studies) 

World-wide methane hydrate deposits are a vast energy resource, equivalent to many 

hundreds of years of methane gas consumption in the United States [24]. Methane hydrates 

are crystalline solids composed of water and methane gas. The gas molecules (guests) are 

locked in water cavities (host) that are formed by hydrogen-bonded water molecules. Major 

technical problems have restricted gas production from methane hydrate deposits, even at 

the pilot scale [25]. Methane hydrate formation and dissociation studies at the laboratory 

scale are still necessary [26]. MR/MRI measurements have proven advantageous in 

previous laboratory studies of hydrate formation and dissociation processes [27].   

Temperature control and the rate of heat transfer significantly influences methane hydrate 

formation and dissociation processes [24]. Thus, any methane hydrate MR/MRI laboratory 

study requires an apparatus with accurate control of temperature [28]. The MS-10000 core 

holder maintained precise temperature regulation due to the use of (1) an exterior heat 

exchange jacket, (2) an open frame RF probe inside the metal core holder and (3) a 

thermocouple immersed in the confining fluid of the core holder [15]. 

The experimental system employed in methane hydrate formation and dissociation studies 

was similar to those employed for CO2 flooding, waterflooding and SF6 measurements. 

Figure 1-3 is a generalized schematic of the apparatus employed for hydrate studies. A 

passive temperature control system was employed in these experiments.  
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Figure 1-4 Schematic of the experimental system employed in methane hydrate studies 

undertaken in this research. The diagram is color coded based on fluids the tubing lines 

carry: purple for methane gas, green for glycerol/water mixture (temperature regulating 

fluid), and gray for Fluorinert (confining fluid). The dashed oval encloses the core holder 

assembly. (a) The PEEK sample vessel containing the sand pack was placed inside (b) the 

MR/MRI compatible metallic core holder sitting in the vertical bore of (c) the MR/MRI 

instrument. (e) The Teledyne ISCO pump pressurized the core holder interior using the 

confining fluid. (f) The circulating pump pushed the temperature regulating fluid through 

(d) the heat exchange jacket. V, PG, PT and TC refer to high pressure valves, pressure 

gauges, pressure transducers and the thermocouple. (g) The methane gas tank employed.         
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In part II of this thesis, methane hydrate formation and dissociation processes were studied 

employing the third prototype of the new generation metallic MR/MRI compatible core 

holders. Hydrate formation occurred in water-saturated sand at 1500 psi and 4 °C. A 

hydrate-bearing sand pack, with 96% initial hydrate saturation, underwent dissociation by 

depressurization at 290 psi and 4°C [29].  

During a two-week experiment, MR/MRI measurements monitored hydrate formation and 

dissociation. The experiment revealed various phenomena occurring during hydrate 

formation and dissociation and their relevant reaction rates. The MR/MRI parameters 

employed in the major hydrate experiments, described in Chapters 5 and 6, were calibrated 

based on the reaction rates determined during an earlier trial experiment [29].  

Typical petroleum experiments, such as methane hydrate formation/dissociation tests, are 

time-consuming [5,22]. The CO2 flooding experiments which employed the prototype core 

holder ran for several weeks. The methane hydrate formation/dissociation study also 

required several weeks. Each of these experiments also required several days to put the 

apparatus together. During an extended experiment enormous volumes of data are 

acquired. 3D images with, acquisition repeated as a function of time, generate 

exceptionally large data sets. But many different data sets are simultaneously acquired with 

other MR/MRI methods. Processing and interpreting all of the data acquired usually takes 

far longer than the original experiment. Five times longer is a reasonable estimate.   
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Thus an individual flooding or hydrate experiment would rarely be repeated. More useful, 

would be an experiment where critical parameters are altered such that new insight and 

new information is acquired. It should be remembered that tracking the behavior of an 

individual sample in space and time provides significant normalization of sample behavior 

and duplicate samples are less important.  

Limited numbers of hydrate experiments were undertaken due to the time consuming 

nature of the experiments and due to the fact that these are the first experiments of their 

type undertaken.      

 Quantitative 1D and 3D MRI measurements observed water migration, bed failure, crack 

growth and the spatial pattern of hydrate formation and dissociation processes both 

spatially and temporally. These measurements made it possible, for the first time, to 

discriminate different molecular species and fluid environments during hydrate formation 

and dissociation [29].  

Bulk T1-T2 measurement was introduced in this study for the examination of hydrate 

formation and dissociation processes. The bulk T1-T2 measurements identified gas trapped 

in the pore space and permitted estimation of the excess pore gas pressure [29].  
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1.3 Thesis Outline 

This thesis is organized into seven chapters following UNB PhD thesis guidelines. Chapter 

1 provides the background, objectives and a summary of the thesis content. Chapter 2 

outlines pressure vessel theory including general stress analysis, failure theories and testing 

of cylindrical pressure vessels based on ASME pressure vessel codes.  

Chapter 3 describes the practical steps of design, fabrication and testing of a high-pressure 

metallic core holder for magnetic resonance based on Hastelloy-C. This chapter is based 

on a paper published in the Review of Scientific Instruments [14]. The author performed 

all the design/fabrication steps, calibration tests, experimental measurements/tests, finite 

element simulations and data analysis in this chapter. The author wrote the first draft of the 

corresponding article of which he is the first author. The author performed the 

waterflooding experiment, pre-equalization/MFGM measurements, field homogeneity 

measurements, MR/MRI background signal measurements and pressure test, with 

assistance from Drs. Ming Li, Fredric Goora, Sarah Vashaee, Florin Marica and Armin 

Afrough.     

Chapter 4 describes the practical steps of design, fabrication and testing of an MR/MRI 

compatible metallic core holder with the RF probe immersed in the confining fluid. The 

chapter is largely based on a paper published in the Journal of Magnetic Resonance [15]. 

This paper was used as the basis of a provisional patent application filed by UNB. The 

author performed all the design/fabrication steps, experimental measurements/tests and the 
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data analysis in this chapter. The author wrote the first draft of the corresponding article of 

which he is the first author. 

Chapter 5 presents a study of the methane hydrate formation process with MR and MRI 

methods employing the third prototype metallic MR/MRI compatible core holder described 

in Chapter 4. This chapter is based on a peer reviewed paper published in the Proceedings 

of the International Symposium of the Society of Core Analysts, Trondheim, Norway, 2018 

[29]. The author performed all the design/fabrication steps, experimental 

measurements/tests, data analysis and interpreted the results in this chapter. The author 

wrote the first draft of the corresponding article of which he is the first author. The author 

undertook the bulk T1-T2 measurements with the assistance of Dr. Sarah Vashaee and Dr. 

Florin Marica. Dr. Armin Afrough assisted the author in performing some MR/MRI 

measurements. Assistance in interpreting the results was provided by colleagues from the 

Dalian University of Technology.  

Chapter 6 presents a study of methane hydrate dissociation with MR and MRI methods 

employing the third prototype metallic MR/MRI compatible core holder described in 

Chapter 4. The chapter is based on a paper submitted to the journal Energy & Fuels. The 

author performed all design/fabrication, experimental measurements/tests, installation, 

data analysis and interpreted the results in this chapter. The author wrote the first draft of 

the corresponding article of which he is the first author. Dr. Armin Afrough assisted the 

author in performing some MR/MRI measurements. Assistance in interpreting the results 

was provided by colleagues from the Dalian University of Technology.  
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Chapter 7 provides a conclusion, outlines the contribution of the thesis and suggests future 

work. Appendix A lists components of the third prototype metallic MR/MRI compatible 

core holder and provides guidance for its operation and maintenance in the form of a user’s 

guide.  

Appendix B reproduces the original reports relevant to the 10000 psi and 15000 psi 

pressure tests employed on the third prototype core holder. A registered high-pressure test 

facility (Infinity Testing Solutions, Mississauga, CA) undertook the pressure tests of 10000 

psi and 15000 psi, and provided the reports presented. Appendix C reproduces the original 

documents related to the heat treatment procedure and the high tensile strength test 

employed on the third prototype core holder.  A registered heat treatment facility 

(Thermetco, Montreal, CA) implemented both the heat treatment procedure and the high 

tensile strength test, and provided the documents presented.   
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Chapter 2 –  Principles of Pressure Vessel Design  

The following chapter outlines the theory, relevant to core holder fabrication, related to 

stress analysis, failure theories and testing of cylindrical pressure vessels in accordance 

with ASME pressure vessel codes. Topics covered in this chapter include membrane stress 

analysis, thermal and principal stresses, localized stress, thick and thin pressure vessels, 

shrink-fit built-up vessels, fatigue and bolt design. The core holders developed in this thesis 

were designed in accordance with ASME Codes from Section VIII Division 1. Vessel 

thickness and the stress calculations of the core holder’s major components, such as 

cylindrical enclosures, were computed based on the equations of ASME section VIII, 

Division 1 [1-3].  

The ideas and equations presented in this chapter are extensively discussed in stress 

analysis textbooks [4,5]. This chapter outlines different types of core holders that are 

commonly employed in petroleum core analysis. Core holders are pressure vessels 

customized to reproduce petroleum reservoir conditions.  

2.1  Stress Analysis 

Stress analysis describes the relationship between the internal and external forces imposed 

on materials, and their relevant stresses. For example, stress results from the pressure 

difference between the core holder interior and exterior. The core holder interior can be 

subjected to confining pressures up to 10000 psi while the core holder exterior is generally 

exposed to on atmospheric pressure of 15 psi. Knowledge of short term and long term 
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hazard effects of the applied forces and their relevant strength/failure theories is necessary 

to develop pressure vessels [1-5].  

When the thickness is significantly less than other dimensions, pressure vessels are 

considered to be membranes and the corresponding stresses are referred to as membrane 

stresses. The membrane stresses are average tension or compression stresses and are 

assumed to be uniformly distributed along the vessel wall [4,5].  

In cylindrical pressure vessels, stresses caused by internal and external pressure differences 

are established based on a shell wall assumption. The stress at each point in the vessel is 

triaxial and the three major defining stresses are σz or σ2 = longitudinal stress, σt or σ1 = 

hoop stress and σr or σ3 = radial stress, functioning as normal stresses in three principal 

axes of z, ϴ and r respectively. The pressure and thermal stresses in a cylindrical vessel are 

principal stresses, there is no shearing stress along these axes [4-6].   

The pressure vessels and core holders employed were subjected to stresses due to internal 

pressure, thermal gradients and magnetic forces. However, magnetic forces were negligible 

compared to other applied forces [7]. Therefore, stresses caused by the magnetic field were 

ignored, and only the principal stresses from combining the thermal and pressure effects, 

are presented in the current chapter.   
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Figure 2-1 Membrane stresses in cylindrical vessels [4], σ1 is longitudinal stress, σ2 is hoop 

stress, h is thickness of the vessel, ds1 is element dimension in the meridional direction, ds2 

is element dimension in the hoop direction, r1 is the longitudinal radius of curvature, r2 is 

radius of curvature of the element in the hoop direction and p is pressure [4]. The 

nomenclature employed in this figure is the same as that of the original source [4]. 
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2.1.1 Membrane Stress Analysis 

The membrane stresses in pressure vessels with complex geometries such as core holders, 

are analyzed based on static equations. The pressure resulting from forces are not required 

to be the same throughout the vessel, but they should be exerted on planes vertical to the 

axis of rotation, as illustrated in Figure 2-1 [4,5]. 

The element abef is defined by two meridional sections (ab and ef) and by two sections (ae 

and ef) vertical to these meridians. This results in a symmetrical condition, imposing 

normal stresses on the sides of the element (abef) represented in Figure 2-1 [4,5].  

The forces imposed on the sides of the elements are σ1hds2 and σ2hds1, as illustrated in 

Figure 2-1. As shown in Figure 2-1b, both forces of σ2hds1 and σ1hds2 have one component 

in a direction normal to the element, resulting in [4,5] 

2𝐹1 = 2𝜎2ℎ𝑑𝑠1𝑠𝑖𝑛(
𝑑𝜃2

2
)   (2-1) 

2𝐹2 = 2𝜎1ℎ𝑑𝑠2sin(
𝑑𝜃1

2
)   (2-2) 

And the total normal force on the element is  

𝑃 = 𝑝 [2𝑟1 sin (
𝑑𝜃1

2
)] [2𝑟2 sin (

𝑑𝜃2

2
)]  (2-3) 

Equation 2-3 is in equilibrium with the sum of the normal membrane component forces, 

Equation 2-1 and Equation 2-2, therefore, [4,5] 

2𝜎2ℎ𝑑𝑠1sin(
𝑑𝜃2

2
) + 2𝜎1ℎ𝑑𝑠2sin(

𝑑𝜃1

2
) = 𝑝 [2𝑟1 sin (

𝑑𝜃1

2
)] [2𝑟2 sin (

𝑑𝜃2

2
)]  (2-4) 
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Equations 2-1, 2-2 and 2-3, considering that the sine, tangent and angle in radians are equal 

for small angles and the chord is also equal to the arc, result in   

sin (
𝑑𝜃1

2
) =

𝑑𝑠1

2𝑟1
𝑎𝑛𝑑 sin (

𝑑𝑠2

2
) =

𝑑𝑠2

2𝑟2
  (2-5) 

Substituting Equation 2-5 in 2-4 results in 

𝜎1

𝑟1
+

𝜎2

𝑟2
=

𝑝

ℎ
     (2-6) 

To employ Equation 2-6 in stress analysis of pressure vessels, it is required to have a 

constant pressure and thickness over the entire vessel. The core holders developed in this 

thesis (Chapters 3 and 4) were designed based on a constant thickness and pressure over 

the vessel. Equation 2-6 will be employed to determine the principal stresses relevant to 

thin cylindrical vessels under internal pressure in Section 2.1.2 [4,5].                                                                                                 

2.1.2 Thin Cylindrical Shells 

In the case of a thin cylindrical shell with internal pressure, p, if the pressure and thickness 

are assumed constant over the entire vessel, then substituting a hoop radius r2 = r, and a 

longitudinal radius r1 = ∞ into Equation 2-6 results in [4,5] 

𝜎2 =
𝑝𝑟

ℎ
(ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑝𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠)   (2-7) 

The longitudinal stress can be determined by equating the longitudinal forces that 

contribute to the total pressure employed on this cross section of the cylinder 

𝜎12𝜋𝑟ℎ = 𝑝𝜋𝑟2    (2-8) 
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𝜎1 =
𝑝𝑟

2ℎ
(𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠)  (2-9) 

The maximum pressure of a thin cylindrical shell, due to internal pressure, in accordance 

with ASME section VIII Division 2 is determined by [1-3]  

𝑃 =
𝑆𝐸𝑡

(𝑅+0.6𝑡)
     (2-10) 

where E= joint efficiency factor, P=internal pressure, R=internal radius, S=allowable stress 

in the material and t=thickness of the cylinder. 

Equations 2-7 and 2-10 are similar. The difference is the term 0.6t added to the 

denominator. This term was inserted by ASME to consider the nonlinearity in stress that 

occurs in thick wall cylinders when the thickness of a vessel surpasses 0.1R [1-3]. The 

nomenclature employed in this section is identical to that of the original sources [2-4]. 

2.1.3 Thick Cylindrical Shells  

The cylindrical core holders developed in this thesis have a ratio of thickness to internal 

radius that exceeds 0.5.  This can result in considerable variation in the stress distribution 

from the interior surface to the exterior surface of the cylindrical vessels. In this case the 

common membrane or average stress formulas discussed in Section of 2.1.2 do not provide 

a practical estimation of the maximum working pressure and the required thickness [4,5]. 
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More accurate equations called Lame’s equations are employed to determine the three 

principal stresses, including the hoop stress, radial stress and longitudinal stress, relevant 

to the thick vessel.  To determine these equations, we assume that a cylinder with constant 

wall thickness is exposed to an internal pressure and external pressure, pi and po 

respectively. The deformation will be symmetrical relative to the cylinder axis and will not 

vary along the cylinder length based on a composite cylinder model, as illustrated in Figure 

2-2 [4,5].  

The element mnm1n1 with unit dimensions, shown in Figure 2-2a, is obtained by two planes 

placed vertically relative to the axis. A condition of symmetry is then provided and 

therefore no shearing stresses are observed on the sides of the element, as shown in Figure 

2-2a. Two equations, that define the relation between the hoop stress (σt) and radial stress 

(σr), are required to determine Lame’s equations [4,5].  
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Figure 2-2 Stresses in a thick-walled cylinder [4].  pi is internal pressure. po is external 

pressure. σr is radial stress. σt is hoop stress. a and b represent the internal and external 

radius respectively [4]. The nomenclature employed in this figure was adopted from 

reference [4].  

The equation of force equilibrium for the element, based on the hoop stress (σt) and radial 

stress (σr) imposed on the element, if simplified, can provide one of the equations [4,5], 

𝜎𝑡 − 𝜎𝑟 − 𝑟
𝑑𝜎𝑟

𝑑𝑟
= 0    (2-11) 

The second equation can be determined from relations between the normal stresses (hoop 

and radial) and deformation of the cylinder, u, 

𝜎𝑟 =
𝐸

1−𝜇2
(
𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑟
+ 𝜇

𝑢

𝑟
)    (2-12) 

𝜎𝑡 =
𝐸

1−𝜇2
(
𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑟
+ 𝜇

𝑢

𝑟
)               (2-13) 
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By substituting σr and σt from Equations 2-12 and 2-13 into Equation 2-11, the second of 

Lame’s equations is determined [4,5], 

𝑑2𝑢

𝑑𝑟2
+

1

𝑟

𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑟
−

𝑢

𝑟2
= 0    (2-14) 

By substituting the general solution of Equation 2-14 into Equations 2-12 and 2-13 and 

employing the boundary conditions of the pressure vessel 𝜎𝑟𝑎 =−𝑝𝑖 at r = a and 𝜎𝑟𝑏 =

−𝑝𝑜 at r = b, the equations of the normal stresses are obtained which are called Lame’s 

equations [4,5], 

𝜎𝑟 =
𝑎2𝑝𝑖−𝑏

2𝑝𝑜

𝑏2−𝑎2
−

(𝑝𝑖−𝑝𝑜)𝑎
2𝑏2

𝑟2(𝑏2−𝑎2)
   (2-15) 

𝜎𝑡 =
𝑎2𝑝𝑖−𝑏

2𝑝𝑜

𝑏2−𝑎2
+

(𝑝𝑖−𝑝𝑜)𝑎
2𝑏2

𝑟2(𝑏2−𝑎2)
   (2-16) 

Equations 2-15 and 2-16 show that the maximum of σt occurs at the interior surface, and 

the maximum σr is always the larger of the two pressures, pi and p0. Longitudinal stress, 

intermediate between the hoop and radial stresses, is obtained from Hook’s law [4,5]. 

ASME Section VIII Division 1 determines the appropriate thickness of a thick cylinder 

based on Lame’s equations for the conditions t > 0.5Ro or P > 0.385E [1-3], 

𝑡 = 𝑅(𝑍
1

2 − 1)     (2-17) 

where    𝑍 = (𝑆𝐸 + 𝑃)/(𝑆𝐸 − 𝑃)   (2-18) 
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Z is a dimensionless parameter to simplify Equation 2-17. E is the joint efficiency factor, 

P is the internal pressure, R is the internal radius, S is the allowable stress in the material 

and t is the thickness of the cylinder. The nomenclature of references [4,5] was employed 

in this section [4,5]. 

2.1.4  Shrink-Fit Stresses in Built-up Cylinders 

The first prototype metallic core holder developed in thesis was a compound vessel based 

on a PEEK cylinder and a metallic vessel. The PEEK was placed inside the metal vessel. 

The exterior surface of the PEEK cylinder contacted the interior surface of the metal vessel. 

The fit between the two cylinders is not an interference fit. In practice, the Hastelloy vessel 

interior supported the PEEK cylinder exterior while pressurizing the core holder. This 

improved the stress distributed along the thickness of the PEEK body as shown in Chapter 

3, section 3 using ABAQUS simulations. This structure results in a contact pressure at the 

interface of the two cylinders. The value of this contact pressure can be determined from 

𝑝 = 
𝛿

𝑅

𝐸𝑜
(
𝑟𝑜
2+𝑅2

𝑟𝑜
2−𝑅2

+𝜗𝑜)+
𝑅

𝐸𝑖
(
𝑅2+𝑟𝑖

2

𝑅2−𝑟𝑖
2−𝜗𝑖)

  (2-19) 

where prior to assembly, the interior vessel has an external radius of R which is larger than 

the internal radius of the exterior vessel by a value of 𝛿, causing a contact pressure p 

between the vessels after assembly [4,5]. This can increase the maximum working pressure 

of the core holder [4,5]. Eo and νo refer to the Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio of the 

exterior vessel (metal vessel). Ei and νi refer to the Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio of 
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the interior vessel (PEEK cylinder). ro is the external radius of the exterior vessel. ri is the 

internal radius of the interior vessel.  

2.1.5 Thermal Stresses  

Thermal stresses are developed by restricting the natural growth or contraction of the 

cylinder dimensions due to temperature change. For example, the closures enclosing the 

two ends of the core holder can potentially result in thermal stress distribution over the 

vessel, if significant variation in temperature occurs across their wall. Thermal stress will 

not cause failure by ductile fracture in ductile materials such as Hastelloy used in the core 

holders, but they can cause failure due to extreme deformations. Mechanical restraints can 

cause thermal stresses over the vessel wall and its relevant components [4,5]. Temperature 

variations can cause a transient thermal gradient across the vessel wall where the thermal 

gradient can change logarithmically or linearly over the thickness as a function of time.  

While the temperature is constant along the vessel axis, thermal stresses, as principal 

stresses, in hollow cylinders will have the following equations [4,5],   

𝜎𝑟 =
𝛼𝐸

(1−𝜇)𝑟2
[
𝑟2−𝑎2

𝑏2−𝑎2
∫ Τ𝑟𝑑𝑟]
𝑏

𝑎
                            (2-20) 

𝜎𝑡 =
𝛼𝐸

(1−𝜇)𝑟2
[
𝑟2+𝑎2

𝑏2−𝑎2
∫ Τ𝑟𝑑𝑟 + ∫ Τ𝑟𝑑𝑟 − Τ𝑟2

𝑟

𝑎
]

𝑏

𝑎
              (2-21) 

𝜎𝑧 =
𝛼𝐸

(1−𝜇)𝑟2
[

2

𝑏2−𝑎2
∫ Τ𝑟𝑑𝑟 − Τ]
𝑏

𝑎
                           (2-22) 
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where Τ is the temperature, σr is radial stress throughout the thickness, σt is tangential stress 

and σz is longitudinal stress. a and b are internal and external radius respectively. This 

section, 2.1.5, followed the nomenclature employed in the original reference [4].  

In the case of constant heat supplied to the interior or exterior surface, the temperature 

distribution will be logarithmic. A temperature difference between the vessel interior and 

exterior can significantly affect thick vessel walls such as the core holders developed in 

this work. Under such conditions the heat flow is radial over a cross section that is 

proportional to the radius. The temperature across the wall thickness may be calculated as 

a function of the temperature of the interior wall, Τa by [4,5] 

Τ = Τ𝑎
𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑒(

𝑏

𝑟
)

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑒(
𝑏

𝑎
)
     (2-23) 

The radial temperature distribution depends on the ratio of the external and internal radii 

in the radial direction. However, the radial temperature distribution is independent of the 

thickness, an increase in thickness increases the total temperature difference, causing 

greater thermal stresses. Thick wall vessels are thus more susceptible to failure due to 

thermal stresses than thin wall vessels. However, since the temperature difference is in the 

radial direction, it also causes strain, resulting in circumferential and axial stresses [4,5].    

Substituting Equation 2-23 into Equations 2-20, 2-21 and 2-22 gives the following 

equations for evaluating the temperature-induced stresses [4,5]. 
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𝜎𝑟 =
𝛼𝐸Τ𝑎

2(1−𝜇)𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑒(
𝑏

𝑎
)
[−𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑒 (

𝑏

𝑟
) −

𝑎2

𝑏2−𝑎2
(1 −

𝑏2

𝑟2
)𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑒(

𝑏

𝑎
)  (2-24) 

𝜎𝑡 =
𝛼𝐸Τ𝑎

2(1−𝜇)𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑒(
𝑏

𝑎
)
 [1 − 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑒 (

𝑏

𝑟
) −

𝑎2

𝑏2−𝑎2
(1 +

𝑏2

𝑟2
)𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑒(

𝑏

𝑎
)  (2-25) 

 𝜎𝑧 =
𝛼𝐸Τ𝑎

2(1−𝜇)𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑒(
𝑏

𝑎
)
 [1 − 2𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑒 (

𝑏

𝑟
) −

2𝑎2

𝑏2−𝑎2
𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑒(

𝑏

𝑎
)   (2-26) 

When Τa is positive, the radial stress (σr) is compressive throughout the wall and drops to 

zero at the interior and exterior surfaces. The tangential stress (σt) and longitudinal stress 

(σz) are maximized at the interior and exterior surfaces of the cylinder by substituting r=a 

and r=b into Equations 2-25 and 2-26 respectively [4,5].  The nomenclature of reference 

[4] is employed in this section.   

2.1.6 Localized Stress  

The equations employed to analyze a stress distribution over cylindrical vessels assumes 

that continuous elastic deformation occurs throughout the member. For example, in the 

case of core holders, it is assumed that the stress, resulting from the confining pressure, is 

homogeneously distributed over a section of the cylindrical core holder. Irregularities in 

the stress distribution over a cylinder will occur when physical discontinuities such as hole 

openings void the assumption of continuous elastic deformation. Such irregular stress 

distributions are concentrated only in a small fraction of the member and are referred to as 

localized stresses or stress concentrations. In core holders, such localized stresses can occur 
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at transitions between thick and thin sections of the vessel and around fastenings which 

attach the vessel to the closures [1-5].  

The significance of localized stresses depends on: (1) the physical properties of the 

material, such as ductility or toughness, (2) the relative proportion of the member stressed 

to that unstressed, affecting the reserve strength or yield stress, (3) the type of forces 

imposed on the member such as static force or repetitive loading and (4) the geometry of 

the cylinder structure [1-5]. For example, in the case of repetitive loadings, localized 

stresses become important even though the material is ductile with a large static reserve 

strength. Consequently, the stresses calculated by conventional equations, based on 

average stress conditions which do not consider local effects, must be multiplied by a 

theoretical stress concentration (kt). The theoretical stress calculation is defined as the ratio 

of the maximum stress to the average stress. This scaling parameter permits one to calculate 

the maximum stress [4-6].  

The presence of screws or bolts can cause a region of localized stress in the walls of the 

vessel. For example, localized stress can significantly affect the area surrounding holes 

drilled in the core holders. There are two localized stresses, one along the longitudinal axis 

that will increase σz, and the other in the circumferential axis that will increase σϴ. A model 

including an infinite line of holes of radius r set L distance apart, as shown in Figure 2-3, 

was employed to determine the localized stress factor. These holes, shown in Figure 2-3, 

are representative of the screw clearance holes employed on the end closures, shown in 

Figure 2-4, of the core holders developed in Chapters 3 and 4. L represents the separation 
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between the hole centers.  r refers to the radius of the hole drilled on the cylindrical vessel 

[7,8].  

 

Figure 2-3 Diagram of stress concentration factor model. The circumferential direction 

refers to σ1 the axial refers to σ2. L is the distance between the center of the two holes. r 

corresponds to the hole radius [8].  

The localized stress factors Kϴ and Kz, in the circumferential and longitudinal directions 

are given by [8]: 

 𝐾Θ = 3 − 1.061 (
2𝑟

𝐿
) − 2.136(

2𝑟

𝐿
)2 + 1.877(

2𝑟

𝐿
)3 (2-27) 

𝐾z = 3 − 3.057 (
2𝑟

𝐿
) + 0.214(

2𝑟

𝐿
)2 + 0.843(

2𝑟

𝐿
)3 (2-28)  

These factors increase the stresses, thus decreasing the safety factor. The localized stress 

factors only affect the circumferential and longitudinal stresses, not the radial stress.   There 

are only a few theoretical solutions for the stress distribution of discontinuities such as 

circular or elliptical holes, thus the safety factors are generally determined experimentally.  

Localized stress studies are commonly undertaken on a scale model or a prototype with 
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suitable material. Strains are measured using sensitive short gauge length extensometers. 

The most common method of acquiring stress concentration factors is to impose a specific 

standard load on a test sample until the structure shows signs of yielding at the maximum 

stress points [7,8]. This section employed the nomenclature of reference [8]. 

2.2 Bolt Design 

Bolts or set screws should be designed in a manner to withstand the full pressure resulting 

from the force required to maintain gasket compression. At elevated pressures, 

conventional set screws and bolts may not provide sufficient strength due to limitations in 

the number of bolts and their cross-sectional area. This necessitates employing high 

strength bolts or set screws, which are generally fabricated based on Unified Fine Thread 

Standard (UNF) and the American Society for Metals (ASM) standard. Bolts and set 

screws are susceptible to fatigue failure because the design nature of the threads results in 

high localized stresses. This highlights the importance of stress concentration in the design 

of bolts and set screws [1-3]. Fatigue failure of bolts commonly occurs at three main stress 

concentration locations: "(1) 65% at the first thread engagement, (2) 20% at the thread-to-

shank run-out and (3) 15% at the shank-to-bolt-head juncture" [1-3]. Four or eight bolts 

are commonly employed to prevent the closures from moving in the longitudinal direction. 

The force, resulting from the axial pressure to the closure (Fz), can shear and bend the bolts. 

The force on the closure is [1-3]: 

  𝐹𝑧 = Δ𝑃𝐴𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒    (2-35) 
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With Aclosure as the cross-sectional area of the closure, ΔP is the difference between the 

internal and external pressures acting on the closure as shown in Figure 2-4, Fz functions 

as a transverse shearing force on the cross section of the bolt area in the r direction. This 

can cause bending along the axis of the bolt [1-3]. Different components of a basic high 

pressure fitting are represented in Figure 2-5.   

 

Figure 2-4 shows a 3D diagram of the end closure of the third prototype core holder 

developed in this thesis, described in Chapter 4. (i) the closure was integrated with (ii) the 

set screw. The closure cross-section area is exposed to ΔP pressure. ΔP represents the 

differential pressure between the internal and external pressures.  

Shearing and bending stresses are maximized at two different locations on the bolt. The 

maximum shear is observed at the neutral axis of the bolt where the maximum bending 

stress may act at the exterior edges. The transverse shearing stress, at the neutral axis of a 

circular section, is determined by [1-3]: 

𝜎𝑟𝑧 = 𝜎𝑧𝑟 =
4𝐹𝑧𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑡

3𝐴𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑡
    (2-36) 
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where Abolt is the total cross-sectional area of the screw, Fzbolt is Fz divided by the number 

of screws employed on the closure.  

The force from the closure may also bend the bolts, causing stress in the z direction (σzz). 

The maximum bending stress occurs at the edges of the bolt. The bending stress is given 

by [1-3]: 

𝜎𝑧𝑧 =
𝑀𝑐

𝐼
 (2-37) 

where M is the moment caused by the force Fzbolt, c is the perpendicular distance to the 

neutral axis, and I is the area moment of inertia. The moment is M=Fzl, and l is the length 

of the bolt. The nomenclature employed is the same as that of the original references [1-3]. 

2.3 High Pressure Fittings 

High pressure fittings are the conduits conveying fluids to and from the pressure vessel. 

They play a vital role in determining the performance of the pressure vessel. Cone and 

thread (C&T) fittings are commonly employed in laboratory pressure vessels. They are 

typically designed for maximum working pressures of 20000 psi [12]. Three components, 

gland, collar and tubing are incorporated into a C&T fitting, as shown in Figure 2-5. Coned 

and threaded fittings, supplied by High Pressure Equipment Inc. (Erie, PA, US) were 

employed in the core holders developed in this thesis [11].   
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The direction of the threads employed in the glands opposes that of the collar. This secures 

the collar in the fitting body during assembly.  The gland threads and the collar threads are 

right-hand and left-hand respectively. C&T fittings are commonly fabricated from 316 

stainless steel. Tube ends should be precisely threaded and chamfered to present a surface 

angled 60° to the horizontal, providing a fine surface finish. The 60 degree angle was 

advised by the supplier, High Pressure Equipment Inc. (Erie, PA, US), to maximize the 

metallic surface contact [11,12]. The threads lock and seal the end face of tube to the fitting 

body, as shown in Figure 2-5.  Before tightening the fitting components, all threads should 

be lubricated with an anti-seize lubricant [12].   

 

Figure 2-5 represents a coned and threaded connection integrating a (i) tube, (ii) gland and 

(iii) collar. The collar was threaded counter-clockwise onto the tube. The cone end of the 

tube should sit firmly on the chamfered seat of (iv) the fitting body [12].    
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2.4 Stress/Failure Theories  

The importance of a specified stress must be associated with its location in the vessel and 

its relevant failure mode. Several theories have been developed to relate stresses to the 

potential failure mode. Stress theories, based on yield criteria, are available for evaluating 

the effects of multi-axial stresses. In this section, three theories “maximum principal stress 

theory”, “maximum shear stress theory”, and “distortion energy theory” are presented [1-

3]. The nomenclature employed in this section were adopted from references [1-3]. One 

exception is the symbol, σy, representing the yield strength. In this section, we referred to 

the yield strength with σy instead of Fy, which was employed in the original sources [1-3]. 

Because most stress analysis textbooks represent the yield stress with the symbol of σy. 

2.4.1 Maximum Principal Stress Theory 

Maximum principal stress theory is the most common and simplest failure theory. ASME 

Code, Section VIII, Division 1, employs maximum principal stress theory as the foundation 

for design. Based on this theory, yielding occurs when the main principal stress (σ1) reaches 

the yield stress (σy), ignoring stresses in the other directions. This theory is commonly 

employed to evaluate biaxial states of stress relevant to thin-walled pressure vessels. This 

theory was not employed in studies of the core holders developed in this thesis because the 

maximum principal stress theory predicts failure of brittle materials better than failure of 

ductile materials. The core holders developed in this thesis were fabricated from Hastelloy, 

which is a ductile material. Ductile material failure usually occurs along lines 45° to the 

applied force by shearing, prior to a maximum tensile or compressive stress [1-3,6].   
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When σ1 > σ2, this theory predicts that yielding will occur when   

𝜎1 = 𝜎𝑦     (2-29) 

Figure 2-6 graphically illustrates the four states of biaxial stress. Figure 2-6 represents that 

uniaxial tension or compression sits on the two axes. The box interior (outer boundaries) 

is the elastic range of the material [1-3,6].  

 

 

Figure 2-6 Diagram of maximum stress theory [3]. Quadrant I: biaxial tension, Quadrant 

II: tension; Quadrant III: biaxial compression; Quadrant IV: compression. σ1 and σ2 are the 

principal stresses employed on the cylindrical vessel [3].  
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2.4.2 Maximum Shear Stress Theory 

The maximum shear stress theory, known as the Tresca criteria, states that yielding occurs 

when the largest difference of principal stresses is equivalent to the shear yield strength. 

Based on this theory, yielding at a point will commence when the maximum shear stress at 

a point reaches one half of the uniaxial yield strength, σy. Tresca theory was employed in 

stress analysis studies of the core holders developed in this thesis. Stress studies of our 

prototype core holders were performed with the ABAQUS commercial software package 

as outlined in Chapter 3. 

In the case of a biaxial state of stress where σ1> σ2, the maximum shear stress will be (σ1- 

σ2)/2 [1-3]. Tresca theory states that yielding will occur when 

𝜎1−𝜎2

2
=

𝜎𝑦

2
     (2-30) 

Maximum shear stress theory is well suited to predicting experimental failure in ductile 

materials. In a triaxial stress case, Tresca theory states that the ductile material yields when 

one-half the difference between the maximum and minimum stresses is equal to one-half 

the yield stress, where σ1> σ2> σ3, the maximum shear stress is (σ1- σ3)/2. Yielding will 

commence when 

𝜎1−𝜎3

2
=

𝜎𝑦

2
     (2-31) 
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Figure 2-7 graphically illustrates maximum shear stress theory for the four states of biaxial 

stress. ASME Section, Division 2 employs the maximum shear stress standard for 

calculating the thickness of a shell under internal pressure [1-3,6].  

 

 

Figure 2-7 Diagram of maximum shear stress theory [3]. Quadrant I: biaxial tension, 

Quadrant II: tension; Quadrant III: biaxial compression; Quadrant IV: compression. σ1 and 

σ2 are the principal stresses employed on the cylindrical vessel [3]. 
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2.4.3 Distortion Energy Theory  

Distortion energy theory states that the total strain energy is comprised of the strain 

energies for hydrostatic strain and distortion. In this theory, yielding will occur when the 

distortion component reaches the uniaxial yield strength, σy, where σ1> σ2> σ3, yielding 

will commence when [1-3,6] 

1

2
[(𝜎1 − 𝜎2)

2 + (𝜎2 − 𝜎3)
2 + (𝜎3 − 𝜎1)

2] = 𝜎𝑦
2 (2-32) 

Figure 2-8 graphically illustrates distortion energy theory for the four states of biaxial 

stress. This theory works better for ductile specimens than maximum shear stress theory. 

ASME section VIII, Division 2, part 5 employs distortion energy theory to determine the 

equivalent stress in an elastic analysis [1-3,6].  

 

Figure 2-8 Diagram of distortion energy theory [3]. Quadrant I: biaxial tension, Quadrant 

II: tension; Quadrant III: biaxial compression; Quadrant IV: compression. σ1 and σ2 are the 

principal stresses employed on the cylindrical vessel [3]. 
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2.4.4 Comparison of the Three Theories 

Figure 2-9 shows the intersection of Figure 2-8, 2-7 and 2-6, illustrating the main 

differences between the three theories. In the case of biaxial stress, all three theories match 

where their bounded regions graphically intersect. The bounded region by each theory 

states that in the elastic range, yielding does not occur. However, in quadrants II and IV 

the maximum principal stress theory gives inaccurate predictions. In the case of thickness 

analysis based on ASME Code Section VIII, there is little difference between the maximum 

principal stress theory and maximum shear stress theory [1-3,6].  

Three features are observable from a comparison of maximum principal stress theory and 

maximum shear theory: (1) both theories result in the same predictions for thin-walled 

pressure vessels, (2) in the case of thin-walled pressure vessels, the radial stress is 

insignificant compared to the other principal stresses, resulting in a biaxial stress 

assumption and (3) in the case of thick walled vessels, such as core holders, the radial stress 

plays a significant role in determining ultimate failure of the vessel. Maximum principal 

stress theory is inaccurate for thick-walled vessels such as the core holders developed in 

this thesis [1-3,6].  
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Figure 2-9 Intersecting diagram of the three failure theories [3]. Quadrant I: biaxial 

tension, Quadrant II: tension; Quadrant III: biaxial compression; Quadrant IV: 

compression. σ1 and σ2 are the principal stresses employed on the cylindrical vessel [3]. 

2.4.5 Failures in Pressure Vessels  

Vessel failures are divided into four main groups, differentiated by the reason for vessel 

failure. To improve the service life of the core holders developed in this thesis, studies of 

these failure modes was necessary during the development process [1-3,6]. 

Origins of failure are:  

(1) Material- Inappropriate selection of material; imperfections in material [1-4]. 

(2) Design- Improper design data; imprecise or wrong design methods; insufficient shop 

testing [1-4]. 

(3) Fabrication- Inadequate quality control; incorrect or inadequate fabrication processes 

including welding; heat treatment or forming methods [1-4].  
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(4) Service-Variation of service condition by the operator; inexpert operators or 

maintenance workers [1-4]. 

During the core holder development process, it was necessary to devote special attention 

to selection of materials, design detail, fabrication methods, fatigue and vessel content. 

2.5 Fatigue Analysis  

Pressure or temperature variation can significantly affect fatigue failure. Fatigue conditions 

affect the mechanical behavior of metals based on normal stress-strain relationships. This 

increases localized areas of high stress and further repetition may cause cracks to initiate 

and propagate. Progressive fractures are typically anticipated at stress concentrations and 

discontinuities [1-4]. Based on fatigue theory, failure is controlled by the number of 

repetitions in a specific range of stress instead of the total time under load. 

Careful design will play a significant role in removing or reducing areas of stress 

concentration. Design details to be avoided include: "(1) avoid fillet weld attachments to 

the pressure boundary, (2) avoid threaded connections, (3) avoid partial penetration welds, 

(4) avoid stud bolt connections and (5) avoid reinforcing pads" [2]. 

To maximize fatigue life of the pressure vessel structure, it is necessary to minimize peak 

stresses. Peak stresses are a significant factor of fatigue analysis. Peak stresses may occur 

at stress concentrations due to " (1) fillet welds-high stress at corner of welds, (2) changes 

in thickness, (3) offset plates, (4) change in geometry, (5) weld attaching clips and (6) weld 

attaching nozzles" [2]. 
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A loading histogram of the pressure vessel is required to assess its fatigue life. The 

histogram divides the loading history of a pressure vessel into individual cycles. The 

loading histogram is defined in accordance with the specified loadings provided in the 

user’s design specification [1-4].  

ASME Section VIII, Division 2, Part 5 describes the fatigue analysis process comprising a 

complex stress analysis of the entire vessel to determine the points of highest stresses. The 

highest stress is then employed for a fatigue curve for that material to specify the allowable 

number of cycles. If the allowable number of cycles surpasses the actual number of cycles, 

then that part and vessel are acceptable. Otherwise if the actual number of cycles surpasses 

the allowable number of cycles, then the design must be changed until an acceptable result 

is obtained [1-4].  

Fatigue curves are employed to determine the number of allowable cycles. The fatigue 

curve is also recognized as the S-N diagram, since one axis illustrates stress, S, and the 

other axis illustrates number of cycles, N.  Each material group results in their own fatigue 

curve in accordance with test results and as illustrated in ASME Section VIII, Division 2, 

Annex 3-F [1-4].  

Fatigue curves can be employed in the following methods: (1) If the number of cycles can 

be determined, the maximum allowable alternating stress relevant to that number of cycles 

can be specified (2) If the actual alternating stress can be determined; the maximum number 
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of allowable cycles in accordance with the relevant stress can be specified. If this value is 

larger than the actual number of design cycles, the design is verified [1-4]. 

The permissible number of cycles, N, must be in accordance with the alternating equivalent 

stress amplitude determined from the applicable fatigue curve. Corrections for temperature 

should be employed as follows [1-4]: 

𝑁 = 10𝑋(
𝐸𝑇

𝐸𝐹𝐶
)    (2-33) 

where X is an exponent employed to calculate the permissible number of cycles, ET is 

modulus of elasticity at the temperature evaluated and EFC is modulus of elasticity 

employed to determine the design fatigue curve [1-4]. 

The quantity of alternating stress determined from the fatigue curve is influenced by several 

factors given by ASME Code. The ultimate allowable stress, Sa, for a specific number of 

cycles should be corrected for these factors as follows (for elastic stress and equivalent 

stresses) 

𝑆𝑎 =
𝐾𝑓.𝐾𝑒,𝑘.Δ𝑆𝑃,𝑘

2
    (2-34) 

Where Kf is fatigue strength reduction factor, Ke,k is a fatigue penalty factor and ΔSP,k is 

the effective equivalent stress range [1-4]. The nomenclature employed in this section is 

identical to that of the main sources [1-3]. 
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2.6 Pressure Tests 

Hydrostatic pressure tests are commonly performed on pressure vessels to detect leaks, to 

experimentally study stress distribution affecting the vessel, to check the calculations and 

fabrication processes and to provide stress relief to some components [1-3]. 

2.6.1 Hydrostatic Test Requirements  

A hydrostatic pressure test is the primary pressure test. The hydrostatic test pressure should 

be 1.5 times the maximum allowable working pressure multiplied by the ratio of the 

allowable tensile stress quantity at test temperature divided by the maximum allowable 

tensile stress quantity at the design temperature [1-3].  

The hydrostatic pressure test procedure can be determined based on the user and 

manufacture’s requirements and pressure vessel features. In this case, the maximum 

allowable working pressure (MAWP) of each element is determined and multiplied by 1.5 

and then corrected for the hydrostatic head. The lowest MAWP is employed for the test 

pressure, which is corrected by the test temperature to design temperature ratio.  A liquid 

pressure relief valve set at 4/3 times the test pressure is advised in the pressure test lines 

[1-3].  
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Chapter 3 –  Design, Fabrication and Testing of a High-Pressure Hastelloy-C 

Metallic Core Holder for Magnetic Resonance  

Chapter 1 outlined that core analysis Magnetic Resonance (MR) and Magnetic Resonance 

Imaging (MRI) measurements should be undertaken in a core holder at pressures and 

temperatures that are representative of reservoir conditions.  

This chapter describes the design, fabrication and testing of the first prototype MR/MRI 

compatible metallic core holder (MS-5000), fabricated from non-magnetic Hastelloy-

C276. Equations 2-10 and 2-17 in Chapter 2 determined the maximum working pressure 

of the core holder, 5000 psi.   

This chapter is based on the paper “A High-Pressure Metallic Core Holder for Magnetic 

Resonance Based on Hastelloy-C” published in the Review of Scientific Instruments, 

(2017) 88, 123703 (8 pages). In addition to the original content of the paper, this chapter 

describes Hastelloy C corrosive resistance. A table representing the chemical composition 

of Hastelloy-C276 has been added. Heating of the metallic core holder due to the eddy 

currents, induced by time-varying magnetic field gradients, has been also discussed. The 

format of references in this chapter have been modified from that of the original paper to 

be consistent with previous chapters. 
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3.1 Abstract 

A metallic core holder, fabricated from non-magnetic Hastelloy-C276, has been designed 

for Magnetic Resonance (MR) and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) of core plug 

samples at high pressure and temperature. Core plug samples, 1.5” in diameter and 2” in 

length, can be tested in the core holder at elevated pressures and temperatures, up to 5000 

psi and 80 °C. These are conditions commonly found in petroleum reservoirs.  

A Radio Frequency (RF) probe, which excites and detects magnetic resonance signals, was 

placed inside the metal vessel. Proximity to the sample improves the signal to noise ratio 

(SNR) of the resulting measurements. The metallic core holder is positioned between the 

poles of a 0.2 Tesla permanent magnet and subjected to rapidly switched magnetic field 

gradients as part of the imaging process. This switching induces eddy currents on the 

conductive core holder, which degrades the magnetic field gradient waveform in the 

sample space. The low electrical-conductivity of Hastelloy-C276 minimizes the duration 

and the magnitude of such eddy currents. A recently developed pre-equalization technique 

was employed to ensure magnetic field gradient pulses, required for MRI, are near ideal in 

the sample space. A representative core flooding experiment was undertaken in 

conjunction with MR/MRI measurements.  
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3.2 Introduction 

Magnetic Resonance (MR) and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) are well-known 

techniques for evaluating fluids and fluid behavior in petroleum reservoir core plugs. 

Appropriate MR/MRI techniques can distinguish between water, oil and gas saturating the 

core plugs, generate quantitative images of saturation, and characterize a number of 

petrophysical properties of the porous rock matrix [1,2].  

The temperature and pressure dependence of petrophysical properties requires 

measurements under conditions resembling petroleum reservoirs. For example, the 

pressure could be as high as 10000 psi for samples such as gas shale [3]. Such conditions 

should be replicated in the core holder [3]. Conventional core holders are fabricated from 

metals, a natural choice due to their high tensile strength and thermal conductivity [4]. This 

suggests the merit of developing MR/MRI compatible metal core holders capable of 

withstanding harsh conditions in petroleum reservoirs.  

Conventional MR/MRI compatible core holders are, however, typically fabricated from 

either polymer composites or ceramics and are installed inside commercial Radio 

Frequency (RF) probes which perform magnetic resonance excitation and detection [5-9]. 

These MR/MRI compatible core holders have two principal problems. (1) These materials 

(composites and ceramics) are vulnerable to damage during usage and have 

disadvantageous failure mechanics. They also have low thermal conductivity, low tensile 

strength, and low operating temperatures compared to metals [10,11]. (2) Conventional 
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MR/MRI compatible core holders result in reduced sensitivity. The RF probe sensitivity is 

proportional to the RF magnetic field (B1) strength per unit current in the sample space 

[12,13]. Conventional MR/MRI core holders have the RF probe surrounding the core 

holder exterior. This increases the distance between the RF coil and the core plug sample, 

decreasing sensitivity through an increase in the RF probe size.  

Han and co-workers have recently demonstrated the possibility of MR/MRI measurements 

inside metallic vessels [15,16]. Ouellette built a prototype core holder from high strength 

N60SS; however, it was not employed for high pressure measurements [17]. Freeman built 

a low-field MR compatible pressure vessel constructed of MP35N alloy. This vessel was 

utilized for diffusion measurements of live oil fluids [18]. 

In this study, a high pressure metallic MR/MRI compatible core holder based on Hastelloy-

C276 was designed, fabricated, and tested. Hastelloy-C is a common alloy in the oil, gas, 

and petrochemical industries [19]. Proper material selection, mechanical and electrical 

design, and fabrication of the core holder components made it possible to create a metallic 

MR/MRI compatible core holder which withstands pressures and temperatures of 5000 psi 

and 80°C.  

The Hastelloy-C276 MR/MRI core holder can withstand a maximum pressure and 

temperature approximately three times higher than Ouellette’s core holder [17]. The 

Hastelloy-C MR/MRI core holder also benefited from a more robust design with a more 

effective sealing system and passed a pressure test at 5000 psi. 
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The rapid switching of magnetic field gradient pulses inducing eddy currents on the 

metallic core holder can degrade MRI image quality. The lifetime and the magnitude of the 

induced eddy currents are proportional to the conductivity of the metallic core holder [29]. 

The low-conductivity of Hastelloy-C276 reduces eddy current effects. For example, both 

the lifetime and magnitude of the eddy currents, induced on the Hastelloy-C vessel, are 

lower compared to those induced on the N60SS vessel employed in Ouellette’s core holder 

by a factor of 1.3 [17,26]. 

The metal core holder acts as an RF shield at the frequencies employed for MR/MRI 

measurements [30]. This necessitates positioning the RF probe inside the core holder. The 

RF probe integrated within the core holder improves the measurement sensitivity through 

the principle of reciprocity, increasing the received signal strength [13]. For example; at 

low magnetic fields, core plug 3D MRI measurements commonly suffer from long 

acquisition times and large number of scans due to poor signal to noise ratio (SNR) per 

voxel1. For a specified resolution, increasing the received signal strength improves the SNR 

per voxel in 3D images, decreasing the acquisition time [14].  

The RF probe integrated within the core holder was encased in solid-engineering polymers 

such as PEEK. This configuration protects the RF coil from compressive stresses generated 

by high pressure fluids. This configuration housed the RF probe including the coil and the 

coax cable. It was designed to be very rigid, preventing any change in the lump capacitance 

of the RF probe. Embedding the RF probe in the polymer stabilized the distance between 

the metal vessel interior and the RF coil, and between the turns of the RF coil. 
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This configuration also protected the coax cable soldered to the RF coil.  The coax cable, 

placed in the core holder interior, passed through the closure then connected to a BNC 

connector. Both the coax cable and BNC connector were not qualified for high pressure 

operation and thus could be a source of leakage. Embedding the RF probe in the 

engineering polymer prevented leakage from the coax cable. The configuration sealed the 

RF coil and coax cable, holding high pressure fluids in the RF probe interior.  

A representative core flooding experiment was undertaken to demonstrate the capabilities 

of the metal MR/MRI core holder: waterflooding was performed at 25 °C with a confining 

pressure of 1000 psi.  Although our work has emphasized imaging, the metal core holder 

is well suited for MR relaxation measurements as well. 

3.3 Design and Fabrication 

The core holder consists of a high-pressure vessel, two closures, two fluid distributors, a 

heat exchange jacket, and an RF probe, as shown in Figure 3-1.  

An Aflas sleeve (McMaster-Carr, Cleveland, US) and Teflon heat shrink tubing 

(McMaster-Carr, Cleveland, US) housed the core plug sample; which was integrated with 

the fluid distributors. This sealed the sample from the confining fluid, which surrounded 

the sample. The Aflas sleeve has a negligible 1H MR signal while Teflon is 1H free.  

Fluorinert FC-43, Perfluorotri-n-butylamine, (3M Electronic Liquid, London, CA) and 

nitrogen gas were selected as the confining fluids for 1H MR/MRI measurements. 

Fluorinert oil and nitrogen have no 1H MR signal. 
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The coax cable, connecting the BNC connector to the RF probe, was embedded in the 

polymeric rigid structure fabricated from solid-engineering polymer PEEK and epoxy, as 

shown in Figure 3-2. This structure protected the coax cable, soldered to the RF probe, 

from high pressure compressive stresses generated by high pressure fluids. This 

configuration sealed the coax cable, holding high pressure fluids in the PEEK structure 

interior.  

 

 

Figure 3-1 Hastelloy-C MR/MRI core holder: the core plug sample (a) integrated with two 

fluid distributors fabricated from PEEK (b) are enclosed in a sleeve (c). The high pressure 

fittings (d) transfer fluids into the distributors. The assembly is positioned inside the core 

holder (e). The heat exchange jacket (f) surrounds the external wall of the core holder. The 

BNC connector (g) transmits RF signals to/from the RF probe located inside the core 

holder. 
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Figure 3-2 Cross-sectional diagram of the Hastelloy-C276 MR/MRI core holder: (a) fluid 

distributor, (b) recessed high pressure fittings (c) confining fluid port, (d) core plug sample, 

(e) the polymeric structure housing the RF probe and coax cable, (f) Aflas sleeve and (g) 

high pressure confining fluid. O-ring (h) sealed the main body cable. Coax cable (i) passed 

through the closure. The heat exchange jacket (k) circulated (l) the temperature regulating 

fluid around the vessel. High pressure fittings were recessed into the closures to minimize 

the eddy current effects. The RF coil is embedded in the polymeric structure which was 

fabricated from PEEK. 

3.3.1 High Pressure Vessel and Closures  

The metallic parts of the core holder, including the vessel and closures, were fabricated 

from a Hastelloy-C276 seamless pipe and a Hastelloy-C276 bar (Haynes International Inc., 

IN, US) respectively. Hastelloy-C276 is a Nickel-chromium-molybdenum alloy with the 

hardness of 88.9 HRB (Rockwell Hardness) [19]. The alloy is a difficult metal to machine. 

The fabrication process, including machining and drilling of the metallic parts, required 

sharp carbide tools [19]. Hastelloy-C276 exhibits a combination of high tensile strength, 

and high electrical resistivity, as reported in Table 3-1. Hastelloy-C276 is common in the 

petroleum sector due to its applications in heat exchangers, reaction vessels and transfer 

piping [19]. Hastelloy-C276 also exhibits superior resistance to localized corrosion such as 

pitting and withstands both oxidizing and non-oxidizing acids due to its high molybdenum 

and chromium contents, as shown in Table 3-1 [19].     
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Table 3-1 Chemical composition, %, employed in Hastelloy-C276 [19] 

Composition Weight % 

Nickel 57 balance 

Cobalt 2.5 max 

Chromium 16 

Molybdenum 16 

Iron 5 

Tungsten 4 

Manganese 1 max 

Vanadium 0.35 

Silicon 0.08 max 

Carbon 0.01 max 

Copper 0.5 max 

The high-pressure vessel of the MR/MRI core holder is a cylinder 14.8” in length with a 

3.5” outside diameter, as illustrated in Figure 3-1. Two closures complete the vessel. Four 

½”-20 Unified Thread Standard Fine (UNF) screws, fabricated from Hastelloy-C276 

(Extreme Bolt Fastener, Newark, US) fasten each of the closures to the metallic vessel. 

Oil-resistant Buna-N, an elastomeric O-ring (McMaster-Carr, Cleveland, US), seals gaps 

between the interface of the metallic vessel and the closures.  

High-pressure coned-and-threaded fittings (High Pressure Equipment Company, St. Erie, 

US) and semi solid coaxial cable, UT-141-DS, (Micro-Coax, Pottstown, US) provide 

connectivity to the metal core holder. Both closures are outfitted with inlet/outlet ports and 

confining fluid fittings, as shown in Figure 3-2.  Sub-miniature RF connectors, SMA 

connectors, (Amphenol RF Headquarters, Danbury, US), placed in the closure and the RF 

probe body, attached the RF probe to one of the closures. A flexible coax cable then 

connects the probe to an external tuning circuit. The configuration is modular and permits 

rapid assembly and disassembly, for example to change seals and fittings. 
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Variable capacitors, employed for tuning and matching of the RF probe, were not 

compatible with high pressure and temperature conditions. The large size of the capacitors 

in the tuning circuit required they be located outside the core holder. Fixed tuning of the 

RF probe was not possible due to temperature drift, and sample properties, changing the 

resonance frequency [20]. An external tuning circuit was thus employed, improving the 

robustness of the design of the metal core holder. 

The flexible coaxial cable connected the external tuning circuit to the RF probe was 24“ 

long which was less than 5% of the operating wavelength at 8.52 MHz [21]. This caused 

negligible voltage loss through the entire length of the cable. The cable length was much 

shorter than the wire employed in the coil, 100“long and so does not significantly affect 

the capacitance and the resistance of the RF probe [21,22]. 

Table 3-2 Mechanical and electrical properties of metals that could be employed in a 

MR/MRI compatible core holder. 

Material Electrical conductivity 

σ (×106 Sm−1) 

Thermal 

conductivity 

k (Wm−1K−1) 

Yield 

strength 

Y (MPa) 

Copper 58.8 385 33.3 

Aluminum 37.7 167 276 

316SS 1.35 16.2 290 

N60SS 1.02 16 379 

Hastelloy-

C276 

0.76 9.8 363 
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3.3.2 Heat Exchange Jacket 

A heat exchange jacket regulates the internal temperature of the core holder. The heat 

exchange jacket fabricated from Delrin acetal plastic (McMaster-Carr, Cleveland, US) is a 

cylindrical shell affixed to the exterior of the metallic vessel, as illustrated in Figure 3-1. 

The temperature regulating fluid circulates through the annular space created by the shell. 

Two silicon rubber O-rings (McMaster-Carr, Cleveland, US) seal the space between the 

metal vessel and the shell of the heat exchanger.  

Water was chosen as the temperature regulating fluid over the temperature range of 5 ˚C 

to 80 ˚C due to its high thermal capacity and convenient phase transition temperature. 

Water is of course also safe to handle, abundant and inexpensive. A circulating heater 

regulates the water temperature and pumps the fluid into the annular space. Water was not 

pressurized during the temperature regulation.  

This method of temperature regulation is simple and efficient. The metal core holder 

shields the RF probe; hence no MR/MRI signal is detected from the temperature-regulating 

fluid. The high-pressure confining fluid is separated from the temperature regulating fluid. 

This method does not affect the temperature of the magnet as the magnetic field gradient 

set, which is temperature regulated, is located between the heat exchange jacket and the 

magnet.  
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3.3.3 RF Probe 

3.3.3.1 Fabrication 

The RF coil was wound on a hollow PEEK cylinder (McMaster-Carr, Cleveland, US) of 

5.5” in length with 1.9” o.d and 1.7” i.d.  The solenoid RF coil was designed to accept core 

plug samples of 2” length and 1.5” diameter, creating a homogenous B1 field distributed 

along the flow axis Y. The RF probe body was fabricated from PEEK due to its high 

compressive strength, thermochemical stability, and low background MR signal.  

PEEK has a high dielectric strength to withstand the high voltages generated during RF 

excitation. In addition, PEEK is simple and easy to machine compared to ceramics such as 

zirconia. CaldoFix-2 epoxy (Struers, Copenhagen, Denmark) having a maximum operating 

temperature of 170 °C fixed the RF coil windings to the PEEK body. 

3.3.3.2 RF Magnetic Field Homogeneity  

Quantitative imaging measurements can be hindered by an inhomogeneous B1 field 

distribution in the sample space. For example, the SPRITE image intensity is directly 

proportional to the local B1
2 [28,32]. An experimental B1 map was generated to ensure 

appropriate longitudinal and radial B1 homogeneity for quantitative imaging of core plugs 

with a length of 2” and 1.5” diameter. The uniform test sample employed was an amber 

polyurethane rod (McMaster-Carr, Cleveland, US), 5.5” in length and 1.5” in diameter.  

B1 intensities in 2D XZ slices of (b) and (d), ±1 inch away from the center, are 

approximately 8% and 1% less than the probe center (c), as shown in Figure 3-3. The B1 
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field was sufficiently homogeneous, transversely and longitudinally, for studies of samples 

with a diameter of 1.5” and a length of 2”.  

 

Figure 3-3 2D slices of the normalized B1 field distribution (XZ plane) from 3D B1 maps 

for the RF probe integrated inside the MR/MRI core holder. B1 values are normalized 

relative to the maximum local B1 in the sample space. The scale bar in the upper right of 

(e) is 0.39” in length. Five different planes, (a) to (e), along a homogeneous polyurethane 

sample illustrate the RF probe homogeneity of XZ planes in the Z direction. The B1 field 

map slices (a) and (e) are ±2 inch displaced from the center. The RF probe shows 

satisfactory axial B1 homogeneity in the Z direction for standard core plugs of two inch 

length. 
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3.3.4 Stress and Internal Pressure Design  

The ABAQUS (Dassault Systèmes, Paris, France) program was employed to simulate the 

stress distribution in the core holder vessel based on a 3D model developed utilizing Tresca 

theory. The internal design pressure was calculated based on ASME standards [34]. 

3.3.4.1 Stress Distribution Analysis 

The MR/MRI core holder is a compound vessel formed from a PEEK cylinder and a 

metallic cylinder. The PEEK cylinder was an intermediate layer required to house the RF 

coil. This structure creates a contact pressure at the interface of the two cylinders. The 

contact pressure opposes the pressure applied to the internal wall of the PEEK cylinder. 

This ensures a homogeneous distribution of equivalent stresses in the wall thickness and 

increases the total internal pressure for the PEEK cylinder placed in the metal vessel 

[11,33]. 

Simulations performed by ABAQUS, a finite element analysis program, investigated the 

effects of the contact pressure. The stress distribution in the core holder was simulated with 

and without contact pressure based on Tresca theory. Tresca theory states that failure will 

occur when the equivalent stress is equal to or greater than half of the material’s tensile 

strength [11]. The purpose of the simulation was to understand how the Hastelloy vessel 

interior influences the stress distribution along the thickness of the PEEK body. The 

simulation focused on the contact between the vessel interior and the PEEK exterior. The 

ABAQUS package was selected due to its ability to model between the two surfaces. 
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The simplified compound vessel shown in Figure 3-4 defined the geometry of the core 

holder. The size, shape and location of the openings in the metallic vessel were designed 

in accordance with ASME Section VIII Division 1 [34]. These guidelines minimize 

disadvantageous stress distributions arising from openings in the vessel.  Connections and 

fasteners were removed from the simulation to simplify the simulation and permit a focus 

on the contact pressure.  

The equivalent stress distributions based on Tresca theory are presented in Figure 3-4. 

Figure 3-4b illustrates a model with a gap of 0.005” between the two cylinders in the case 

of non-contact pressure. The gap was created to prevent contact between the two cylinders.  

In the case of contact pressure, the equivalent stress of the compound vessel is less than 

half of the tensile strengths of PEEK and Hastelloy-C276, 14,500 and 105,000 psi 

respectively, as shown in Figure 3-4a. The blue color along the PEEK cylinder of (a) 

illustrates a lower stress relative to (b). Consequently, Tresca theory predicts that the 

MR/MRI core holder will not fail up to a 5000 psi internal pressure.  

In the case of non-contact pressure, the intensities of the stresses distributed along the 

PEEK cylinder are larger in comparison to its tensile strength, as illustrated in Figure 3-4b. 

Hence, the PEEK cylinder, without contacting the vessel interior, could fail at 5000 psi 

internal pressure. Therefore, in the case of non-contact pressure, the compound vessel, 

fabricated from the PEEK body and the metal vessel, cannot withstand a pressure of 5000 

psi due to the likely rupture of the PEEK body. Equivalent stresses along the PEEK body 
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with non-contact pressure are 500 to 1500 psi higher than half of the PEEK tensile strength, 

as shown in Figure 3-4b. 

The metallic core holder was designed for contact with the PEEK interior cylinder to permit 

a homogeneous stress distribution along the wall of the core holder, as shown in Figure 3-

4a. This led to a smaller equivalent stress in the PEEK cylinder relative to its tensile 

strength and increased the internal design pressure of the core holder to 5000 psi. 
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Figure 3-4 Longitudinal cross sectional schematic of stress distribution in the simplified 

model of the Hastelloy-C MR/MRI core holder (a) with and (b) without contact pressure. 

The simplified model represents a cylindrical PEEK sleeve (i) positioned inside the 

Hastelloy-C vessel (ii).  
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3.3.4.2 Internal Design Pressure and Maximum Operating Temperature 

The internal design pressure of the core holder was determined in accordance with ASME 

Section VIII Division 1 [34], which limits the maximum difference in pressure between 

the inside and outside of the metal vessel. The internal design pressure, when the wall 

thickness does not surpass one-half of the inside radius, or when P does not exceed 0.385 

SE, is calculated by [34]  

                                                                𝑃 =
𝑆𝐸𝑡

𝑅+0.6𝑡
                                                    (3-1) 

Where S is the maximum allowable stress value (ultimate tensile strength divided by a 

safety factor of 3.5), P is the internal design pressure, E (the efficiency factor) is typically 

1 for a seamless cylinder, t is the minimum required thickness, and R is the inside radius 

of the vessel under pressure [34]. Equation 3-1 results in an internal design pressure of 

5000 psi, for the core holder fabricated from Hastelloy C-276 (SB-622, seamless SCH80 

pipe nominal OD: 3”, with an ultimate strength of 113000 psi according to the mill test of 

the material) [19].  

The material with the lowest operating temperature determines the maximum operating 

temperature of the core holder [34]. Based on the specifications provided by the 

manufacturer (McMaster-Carr, Cleveland, US) the maximum working temperature of 

Derlin acetal plastic is 80 °C; which is the lowest operating temperature among the 

materials employed in the core holder. The maximum operating temperature of the core 

holder is thus 80°C.  
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3.3.4.3 High Pressure Test 

A high pressure test was undertaken to ensure safety and functionality of the core holder 

at its internal design pressure, 5000 psi. The core plug sample was a decane saturated Berea, 

1.5” in diameter and 2” in length. Fluorinated oil (3M, St. Paul, MN) was employed as the 

confining fluid. The confining fluid was gradually pressurized by a high pressure pump, 

Model VP1-12K-HCa, (Vindum Engineering Inc, Sandpoint, US) to the maximum 

pressure of 5000 psi while a Versa Grad Legacy HPLC Pump (Scientific Systems, Inc., 

State College, US) pressurized the saturated Berea to 4000 psi.  

The core holder was held at a pressure of 5000 psi and 25 °C for a period of approximately 

2 hours. Pressure gauges connected to the core holder monitored the confining pressure 

and the sample pressure while performing the high pressure test. No leaks occurred and no 

pressure drop was observed.   

The functionality of the RF probe was also monitored by an RF sweeper (Morris 

Instruments Inc., Ottawa, CA) during the high pressure test. The RF probe was connected 

to the sweeper by the remote tuning box, tuned to 8.52 MHz. The frequency, displayed on 

the screen of the RF sweeper, was constant during the high pressure test. The test confirmed 

that the core holder integrated with the RF probe could withstand the maximum working 

pressure of 5000 psi at 25 °C. 
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The Hastelloy-C276 MR/MRI compatible core holder, in separate work, was employed for 

a high pressure CO2 flooding experiment. The core holder functioned for a period of one 

month at a confining pressure of 2800 psi and a temperature of 40 °C during the CO2 flood 

[23]. 

3.4 MRI Methodology  

Pure phase encode and frequency/phase encode MR/MRI methods were employed in 

testing the core holder. The SPRITE (Single Point Ramped Imaging with T1 Enhancement) 

technique is well known for quantitative core plug measurements [1,35]. This technique 

minimizes the effects of eddy currents, magnetic susceptibility mismatch, and B0 

inhomogeneity on the image quality. However, the SPRITE MRI method is constrained to 

1D and 2D MRI measurements of core plug samples at low magnetic fields due to their 

low sensitivity [35].  

π Echo Planar Imaging (π-EPI) is a fast 3D frequency encoding MRI method employed in 

this work for core plug MRI. π-EPI decreases the gradient duty cycle and enhances 

sensitivity compared to 3D SPRITE which leads to high quality 3D images in a shorter 

measurement time [37]. A recently developed pre-equalization method improved the 

quality of the magnetic field gradient waveform in the sample space for π-EPI measurement 

[38]. 
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3.5 Instrument Calibration 

3.5.1 Eddy Current Compensation 

High quality spatial encoding requires magnetic field gradient pulses, which generate 

minimal eddy currents [39,40]. These eddy currents decay exponentially on the surface of 

the metallic core holder. Based on Faraday’s law, and the skin depth at low frequency; the 

magnitude and the duration of eddy currents are linearly related to the conductivity of the 

metallic core holder, as shown in Equations 3-2 and 3-3 [41,42] 

                  𝐽 ∝ 𝑘𝜇𝑟𝜎,                                                        (3-2) 

                                                               𝜏 ∝ 𝑘𝜇𝑟𝜎,                                                        (3-3) 

J is the magnitude of the eddy current density, µr is the relative magnetic permeability, σ is 

the conductivity of the material, while k is a proportionality constant. The time constant, 𝜏, 

characterizes the exponential decay of the eddy current.  

The low conductivity and low relative permeability of Hastelloy-C reduces the magnitude 

and the duration of eddy currents induced on the core holder. This decreases the distortion 

of the magnetic field gradient waveform in the sample space [29]. Table 3-1 shows the 

mechanical and electrical properties of Hastelloy-C employed in the core holder. 

The eddy currents, induced by time-varying magnetic field gradients, may slightly heat up 

the metallic parts of the core holder [30]. This could increase the temperature of the sample 

placed in the core holder. However, because the exterior heat exchange jacket, shown in 
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Figure 3-1, regulated the temperature of the core holder interior, an increase in the sample 

temperature was unlikely to occur while undertaking high pressure MR/MRI 

measurements. No change in the temperature was observed during high pressure MR/MRI 

measurements.  

3.5.2 Recessed Closures 

 The flooding fluids flow through metallic high pressure fittings and tubes into the core 

plug samples. These connections are fabricated from 316 stainless steel. They are labeled 

in Figure 3-1 and 3-2 and can support eddy currents which may distort the quality of the 

images acquired [29]. An increase in the fitting displacement from the sample may 

decrease the effect of eddy currents on the magnetic field gradient fields in the sample 

space [24]. The closures were thus recessed to house the fittings connected to long PEEK 

distributors. The induced current on these recessed fittings no longer affects the image 

quality. 

3.5.3 Pre-Equalization and MFGM 

The low conductivity of Hastelloy-C276 reduces the magnitude and the duration of the 

induced eddy currents, however, remaining eddy currents might still degrade the magnetic 

field gradient waveform in the sample space [26]. A recently developed pre-equalization 

technique [38] was employed to ensure magnetic field gradient waveforms were near ideal 

in the sample space of the core holder.  
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The magnetic field gradient waveform monitor (MFGM) method determined the temporal 

evolution of the magnetic field gradients [38]. The system impulse response was extracted 

from the temporal evolution of a simple test gradient pulse, as illustrated in Figure 3-5a.  

Knowledge of the impulse response permits one to pre-distort the input waveform to 

improve the performance of an output waveform [38]. Figure 3-5b is a measurement of the 

gradient waveform experienced in the sample space before and after pre-equalization of an 

8 ms hard switch gradient input waveform with an amplitude of 6.2 G/cm applied along 

the y-axis. An 8 ms input gradient pulse is required to create a high quality 1.6 ms gradient 

pulse in the sample space. The long duration input has a long low amplitude tail to cancel 

out long duration low amplitude eddy currents.   
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Figure 3-5 (a) Measured (◦) impulse response of the magnetic field gradient system 

(normalized) and a smoothed (—) version of the same function. S is determined from the 

derivative of the measured temporal evolution of the magnetic field gradient waveform. 

The impulse response was employed in the pre-equalization method to correct the magnetic 

gradient field waveform. (b) G, measured magnetic field gradient waveform, as a function 

of time. The plot shows the normalized magnetic field gradient before (—) and after (----) 

pre-equalization. 

3.5.4 1H Background Signal 

RF probes wound on 1H containing thermo-plastics commonly suffer from a 1H 

background signal. This may hinder the detection of desirable MR signals, for example 

from fluids saturating the core plug. PEEK and epoxy employed in the fabrication of the 

RF probe were characterized by Free Induction Decay (FID) MR measurement and 

SPRITE MRI methods. Signals from PEEK and epoxy were compared to the signal from 
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a water saturated Berea core plug. All samples were cylindrical with a 1” length and 1.5” 

diameter.  

For the PEEK and epoxy samples, the time zero amplitude of the measured FID intensity 

was normalized by the sample mass. The FID intensity of the water saturated Berea was 

normalized by the mass of water saturating the Berea sample.  

The normalized intensity and the lifetime of the MR signal detected from water saturating 

the core plug sample were factors of 280 and 10 times greater than the normalized 

amplitude and the lifetime observed from the PEEK sample. Although the MR signal from 

PEEK is low amplitude and short lived it may still lead to artifacts in experimental systems 

with low amplitude short lived 1H signal such as gas shale. 

 The PEEK FID is reproduced in Figure 3-6. PEEK is a semi-crystalline polymer [43] 

composed of crystalline and amorphous regions. Dipolar coupling between neighboring 

protons in these two phases determines the MR signal lifetime. The strong dipolar 

couplings in the crystalline phase control the short component of the observed FID. This 

component decays to 1% of the initial amplitude in 18 µs, as shown in Figure 3-6.  

The weak residual coupling in the amorphous phase determines the long lifetime 

component illustrated in Figure 3-6 [44,45]. A phase encoding time, tp, of 140 µs in a 

SPRITE measurement eliminates the long lifetime component of the PEEK MR signal and 

minimizes the contribution of the short lifetime component to the MR background signal 

in MRI core plug measurements.  
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Figure 3-7a is a 2D XY slice extracted from a 3D centric scan SPRITE image of the RF 

probe body with PEEK distributors.  The centric scan SPRITE MRI method commences 

k-space sampling at the k-space origin, which leads to a 1H density image with no T1 

weighting [1].  An image was also acquired with a phase encoding time of 100 µs with a 

dry core plug in the sample space. The dark area in the middle of Figure 3-7a corresponds 

to the dry core plug.  

The image is brighter outside the dry core plug due to the MR signal from the PEEK 

distributors. Figure 3-7b is a 2D XY slice extracted from a 3D SPRITE image acquired 

with a water saturated core plug at a phase encoding time of 100 µs. The PEEK components 

are not visible in Figure 3-7b. The bright area in Figure 3-7b is due to water in the saturated 

core plug. The water MR signal in the saturated core plug, at a tp of 100 µs, is approximately 

10 times greater than the MR signal from PEEK in the core holder.  
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Figure 3-6 Free Induction Decay (FID) measurement of the PEEK sample. The FID has a 

two-component decay arising from the superposition of signals from the crystalline and 

amorphous phases. The short lifetime component of the signal is a Sinc Gaussian function, 

while the long lifetime component is an exponential decay.  

 

Figure 3-7 2D slices extracted from 1H 3D centric scan SPRITE images of (a) PEEK and 

the epoxy with a dry core plug in the core holder assembly, and (b) a water saturated core 

plug sample in the same core holder assembly. Slice (a) reveals background signal from 

the PEEK and epoxy in the structure of the RF probe and fluid distributors. Slice (b) shows 

the water saturating the core plug sample. Signal from the polymeric materials employed 

in the core holder are negligible compared to the signals from the water saturated core plug. 

The relative scaling of the two images is revealed by the intensity scale next to each image. 
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3.6 MRI Core Holder Performance 

A waterflooding experiment was undertaken with a confining pressure of 1000 psi and at 

25 ˚C as a core holder test measurement. A Berea core plug (Kocurek Industries, TX, 

USA), 2” in length with 1.5” diameter, was employed as the sample in the waterflooding 

test. The experimental procedures have previously been reported [46,47]. The core plug 

samples were initially saturated with a standard S6 oil (Cannon Instrument Company, State 

College, PA). D2O (99.9%, CDN Isotopes Inc., Point-Claire, QC, Canada) based solutions 

were employed to differentiate between the oil and water phases in flooding experiments.  

The D2O solutions were injected into the core plug samples at a pressure of 800 psi during 

the waterflooding experiment. 

The π-EPI MRI method was employed to map the water saturation in the Berea sample 

during the waterflooding experiment, as shown in Figure 3-8. Time resolved oil 

displacement in the Berea core plug during the water flooding experiment is illustrated in 

Figure 3-8.  
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Figure 3-8 Oil saturation images in the XY and YZ planes extracted from 3D π-EPI images 

during water flooding in a Berea core plug sample. Water flooding displaced oil, right to 

left, in a piston-like displacement from (a) to (e). 
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3.7 Conclusion 

A new high pressure MR/MRI compatible metallic core holder constructed from Hastelloy-

C276 is presented.  A heat exchange jacket was employed to regulate the temperature of 

the core holder. The core holder has a maximum working pressure of 5000 psi and a 

maximum operating temperature of 80 °C. The RF probe was integrated inside the core 

holder to increase the probe sensitivity. The probe body was fabricated from PEEK to 

minimize 1H background signal contamination.  

The stress distribution along the vessel thickness was modelled to evaluate the maximum 

working pressure. The high pressure fittings connected to the distributors were recessed 

into the closures. A recently developed pre-equalization method decreased the magnetic 

gradient waveform distortion in the sample space. A B1 mapping method evaluated the RF 

magnetic field homogeneity inside the metallic vessel.  

A waterflooding test was monitored by the π-EPI method in the core holder. The flooding 

experiment showed that the core holder permits high quality MR/MRI measurements at 

high pressures and controlled temperature.  
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Chapter 4 –  Design, Fabrication and Testing of an MR/MRI Compatible 

Metallic Core Holder with the RF Probe Immersed in the Confining 

Fluid 

The previous chapter described the first prototype metallic MR/MRI compatible core 

holder (MS-5000) with an embedded RF probe. Testing of MS-5000 with the 

waterflooding experiment of Chapter 3 revealed that the embedded RF probe structure was 

both too complicated and degraded overall performance of the core holder.  

This chapter describes the design, fabrication and testing of the second prototype metallic 

MR/MRI compatible core holder (MR-5000) with an open frame RF probe for high 

pressure and high temperature MR/MRI measurements. The maximum working pressure, 

5000 psi, was determined based on ASME Section VIII Division 1 rules presented in 

Chapter 2. The open frame RF probe design resolved most of the technical problems 

associated with the first prototype. 

This chapter is largely based on the paper “An MR/MRI Compatible Core Holder with the 

RF Probe Immersed in the Confining Fluid” published in the Journal of Magnetic 

Resonance, 286 (2018) 36-41. In addition to the content of the original paper, this chapter 

also describes the third prototype, and the pressure test and heat treatment processes 

employed with the third prototype metal core holder. A comparison between Inconel 718 

and Hastelloy C-276 has been added. The format of references have been modified from 

the original paper to be consistent with previous chapters. 
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4.1 Abstract 

An open frame RF probe for high pressure and high temperature MR/MRI measurements 

was designed, fabricated, and tested. The open frame RF probe was installed inside an 

MR/MRI compatible metallic core holder (the second prototype termed to MR-5000), 

withstanding a maximum pressure and temperature of 5000 psi and 80 °C. The open frame 

RF probe was tunable for both 1H and 19F resonance frequencies with a 0.2 Tesla static 

magnetic field.  

The open frame structure was based on simple pillars of PEEK polymer upon which the 

RF probe was wound. The RF probe was immersed in the high pressure confining fluid 

during operation. The open frame structure simplified fabrication of the RF probe and 

significantly reduced the amount of polymeric materials in the core holder. This minimized 

the MR background signal detected.  

Phase encoding MRI methods were employed to map the spin density of a sulfur 

hexafluoride gas saturating a Berea core plug in the core holder. The SF6 was imaged as a 

high pressure gas and as a supercritical fluid.  
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4.2 Introduction 

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and magnetic resonance (MR) are non-invasive 

techniques commonly employed to study the microscopic and macroscopic properties of 

fluids in petroleum reservoir core plugs [1,2]. Well-developed MR/MRI methods can 

determine the wettability and other fluid/core plug properties [1,2]. MR/MRI can 

characterize oil, gas and water fractions in the fluid mixture saturating core plugs [1,2]. 

Fluid properties of course vary with pressure and temperature [3]. Pressure and temperature 

of petroleum reservoirs can change from atmospheric pressure at 20 °C in shallow gas 

reservoirs to 20000 psi at 200 °C in deepwater wells [3,4]. Core plug MR/MRI 

measurements should ideally be performed with pressure and temperature conditions 

representative of the petroleum reservoirs of interest. 

Conventional MR/MRI compatible core holders are typically constructed from rigid 

polymers or non-porous zirconia [5-9]. These core holders generally utilize commercial 

RF probes, which are exterior to the core holder [5-9]. Recently, novel MR/MRI 

compatible core holders have been fabricated from metal alloys with high tensile strength 

and high thermal conductivity [10-13].  The metal core holder forms a conductive 

enclosure, which precludes use of an external RF probe [14]. In these new style MR/MRI 

compatible metal core holders, the RF probe was placed inside the metallic enclosure [10-

13].  
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In early designs of the metallic core holder, engineering polymers and epoxies were 

employed to encase the RF probe integrated within the core holder [10-13]. Embedding the 

RF coil in this manner created a complicated composite structure containing multiple 

heterogeneous materials. The composite structure, and thereby the RF probe, is vulnerable 

to damage due to stress cycles associated with the repetitive application and release of 

pressure in the confining fluid.  

The embedded RF probe [10-13] resulted in two other problems: (1) increased 1H or 19F 

MR background signal due to the 1H or 19F content of the polymeric materials employed, 

(2) impaired temperature regulation due to the low thermal conductivity of the polymeric 

materials employed. A heat exchange jacket enclosed early generation MR/MRI 

compatible metal core holders with the exterior temperature controlled by a temperature 

regulated fluid [13]. The polymeric body of the embedded RF probe functioned as thermal 

insulation between the sample and the regulating fluid.  

The embedded RF probe approach also required several complicated high pressure seals to 

prevent the confining fluid from leaking. This increased the complexity of the fabrication 

process and complicated assembly/disassembly of the core holder [10-13]. These 

difficulties are avoided with the current design; the RF probe is not segregated in an 

embedded composite structure. In the current design, the RF probe is immersed in the 

confining fluid. The confining fluid fills the core holder interior and surrounds the core 

plug sample inside the core holder, exerting a stress on the core plug sample [17].  
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In related work, Freeman et al. [15] employed a solenoid RF coil wrapped on a slotted 

titanium body, for diffusion measurements of live oil. In Freeman’s work the RF probe was 

submerged in the liquid sample filling a MR compatible pressure vessel constructed of 

MP35N alloy. The RF probe had a low Q factor, 10, due to conductivity losses in the high 

conductivity body fabricated from titanium [15]. Our approach has similarities to the work 

of Freeman [15] but rather than immerse the probe in the sample, we immerse the probe in 

the confining fluid of the core holder.  

In the present study, an open frame RF probe was designed, fabricated, and tested for high 

pressure and high temperature MR/MRI core holder measurements. The open frame 

submerges the structure of the RF probe in the confining fluid.  The open frame was 

fabricated from a dielectric insulator, PEEK, preventing conductive losses from the frame.  

The fundamental benefits of the open frame RF probe compared to the embedded RF probe 

are: (1) reduced MR background signal, (2) substantially increased operating pressure, (3) 

increased maximum operating temperature, and (4) simplified assembly/disassembly of the 

core holder and thereby increased robustness.  

These improvements arose from (1) employing minimum polymeric materials in the probe 

fabrication, (2) submerging the RF probe in the confining fluid, (3) removing epoxies from 

the probe structure, and (4) eliminating a complicated sealing system. 
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The open frame RF probe was tested with 1H MRI phantom measurements to map the 3D 

B1 field. The open frame RF probe was also employed to map, 19F, sulfur hexafluoride, 

SF6, saturating a Berea core plug sample at pore pressures of 400, 500 and 600 psi. The 

three tests were undertaken at a constant temperature of 65 °C with a confining fluid 

pressure of 1500 psi. In the first and second cases the SF6 was a high pressure gas. In the 

third case the SF6 was a supercritical fluid. 

4.3 Design and Fabrication  

4.3.1 Probe Design 

The RF probe was a solenoid wound on a threaded frame, 3” in length with a 1.8” internal 

diameter. The open frame configuration included six 1/4” diameter PEEK pillars attached 

to two PEEK end rings by non-magnetic screws, as illustrated in Figure 4-1. The PEEK 

pillars were threaded on a lathe with a 0.25” thread spacing and a thread depth of 

approximately 0.1”. The thread formed a helical structure on the open frame. Sixteen gauge 

tinned copper wire (Arcor Electronics, IL, US) was wound on the pitch of the thread. A 

rigid coax cable (Micro-Coax, PA, US) was soldered to the RF coil and connected to an 

external tuning circuit through a high pressure NPT feedthrough (2846-01-A, CeramTec, 

SC, US). The NPT feedthrough was then connected to a high pressure BNC connector 

(9263-04-A, CeramTec, SC, US) as shown in Figure 4-3. Four non-magnetic screws 

attached the open frame probe to the closure of the core holder, as shown in Figures 4-2 

and 4-3. One oil-resistant Buna-N O-ring (McMaster-Carr, OH, USA), on each of the 

closures, sealed the core holder, as shown in Figure 4-3.  
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Figure 4-1 3D diagram of the open frame RF probe including: (a) PEEK end ring, (b) 

pillars fabricated from PEEK, and (c) the copper RF coil wound with 13 turns. The RF coil 

was wound with a helical pattern utilizing slots cut into the pillars. The helical structure 

had (d) a pitch of 0.25“. The slots (e) in the pillars had a depth of 0.1”. The configuration 

made it possible to submerge the RF probe in the confining fluids employed in the core 

holder during high pressure MR/MRI measurements.  
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Figure 4-2 Cross-sectional diagram of the metal MR/MRI core holder equipped with the 

open frame RF probe: (a) fluid distributor, (b) core plug sample, (c) high pressure fitting, 

(d) silicon rubber sleeve and (e) metal closure. (f) the temperature regulating fluid was 

circulated between (g) the heat exchange jacket and (h) the metal vessel. (i) the open frame 

RF probe connected to the closure was immersed in (j) high pressure confining fluid. 

Silicon oil was employed as the confining fluid filling the space between the open frame 

RF probe and the vessel. (k) solid coax cable was soldered to the RF coil wound around 

the open frame. (l) A thermocouple placed in the closure read the temperature of the 

confining fluid during experiment.  
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Figure 4-3 the experimental core holder: (a) the open frame RF probe fabricated from 

PEEK was attached to (b) the Hastelloy-C metallic closure by non-magnetic brass screws. 

(c) The high pressure BNC connector transmits RF signals to/from the open frame RF 

probe. (d) The MRI compatible metallic core holder, including the vessel and the closure, 

were fabricated from Hastelloy-C. (e) The Berea sample, 1.5” in length and 1.5” in 

diameter, was enclosed by (f) the fluid distributors, and a sleeve with heat shrink tubing. 

The distributors were machined from PEEK bar, and provided a fluid conduit to the sample. 

(g) The enclosed sample was placed inside the open frame RF probe during high pressure 

MR/MRI measurements.  
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4.3.2 Frame Material 

The open frame RF probe is in direct contact with the confining fluid during MR/MRI 

measurements. This is distinct from our previous designs [13] where the RF probe was 

inside the metal case but segregated from the confining fluid.  Immersion in the confining 

fluid may have significant effects on the electrical and mechanical properties of the RF 

probe, changing the resonance frequency or for example decreasing the sensitivity. PEEK 

was selected for the frame material due to its high bulk modulus, high thermochemical 

stability, high dielectric strength and low 1H and 19F MR background signal.  

PEEK was also an ideal choice due to the simplicity of machining and fabricating PEEK 

components. Non-porous ceramic materials, such as zirconia, were avoided due to fragility 

and difficulties in fabrication. Ceramics such as zirconia also have a higher dielectric 

constant (relative permittivity), 10-23, compared to PEEK, 2-3, increasing dielectric losses 

in the probe. 

Although the current design is no longer limited by a complicated composite embedded 

probe [10-13]; one must still consider possible mechanical deformation by isotropic 

compression (hydrostatic stress) [16]. The bulk modulus of PEEK indicates it will be 

geometrically stable under isotropic compression up to 700,000 psi [16]. The bulk modulus 

determines the maximum working pressure when a structure is submerged in high pressure 

fluids [16].  For conventional core plug measurements, the maximum confining pressure 

would be 10000 psi [17] insignificant compared to the bulk modulus of PEEK.  
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PEEK is stable in its mechanical and chemical properties up to a temperature of 250°C due 

to its semi-crystalline structure [18]. The dielectric properties of PEEK are constant for 

frequencies ranging from 100 Hz to 100 MHz in the temperature range from 25 to 200°C.  

The open frame RF probe can resist high voltages transmitted during MR/MRI 

measurements due to the high dielectric strength of PEEK [19]. PEEK is a dielectric 

insulator with a low loss dielectric and no conductivity loss due to its low relative 

permittivity and high electrical resistance [19-21]. This decreases the electromagnetic 

energy dissipation in the open frame RF probe, which substantially increases the Q factor 

compared to the Q of a RF probe fabricated from non-magnetic materials with high 

conductivity [19], such as titanium employed by Freeman [15]. The PEEK frame also 

prevents B1 distortions and induced eddy currents in the sample space, improving MR/MRI 

measurements.  

4.3.3 Confining Fluid 

The confining fluid pressurizing the core holder interior functions as a thermal and 

dielectric bath. The confining fluid occupies the free space between the open frame RF 

probe and the sample, as illustrated in Figure 4-3, which can change the lump capacitance 

of the RF probe, and consequently its resonance frequency and Q factor [21,22].  

Fluorinert FC-43, Perfluorotri-n-butylamine, (3M Electronic Liquid, MN, US) and silicon 

oil, Polydimethylsioxane, (Fisher Chemical, ON, CA) were chosen as the confining fluids 

for measurements at 1H and 19F frequencies. Fluorinert FC-43 has no 1H MR signal while 
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silicon oil has no 19F MR signal. Fluorinert and silicon oil are dielectric insulators [19] with 

an electrical resistivity of 1014-1015 Ohm.cm, and a relative permittivity of 1.9-2.7.  

Water (H2O) and heavy water (D2O) were considered as the confining fluid for 19F and 1H 

experiments but each was disadvantageous. H2O or D2O as the confining fluid significantly 

increased the lump capacitance, and substantially changed the resonance frequency. The 

further difficulty of maintaining D2O proton free when exposed to ambient conditions 

resulted in silicon oil and fluorinated oil being chosen as the confining fluids. 

 The low relative permittivity of Fluorinert and silicon oil slightly increased the lump 

capacitance of the open frame RF probe. This resulted in a minor change of Q and 

resonance frequency in the presence of the confining fluid [20]. For 19F gas measurements, 

silicon oil was employed as the confining fluid at a pressure of 1500 psi. Submerging the 

probe windings in the confining fluid reduced the resonance frequency [21] by 

approximately 500 kHz at the frequency of 8.04 MHz compared to the probe windings in 

air.  
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4.4 Results and Discussion 

4.4.1 Imaging  

There is great contemporary interest in the scientific and technical behavior of gases 

adsorbed in micro porous solids, most notably methane gas in shales. The study of such 

systems with MR/MRI has motivated the development of our high pressure metallic core 

holders. Ideally one wishes studies of such systems to be undertaken at representative 

temperature and pressure. Since in many cases the porosities are low, as are the spin 

densities, there is merit in a core holder assembly which has minimal probe background 

signal. 

While light hydrocarbons, notably methane, are the fluids of the greatest interest and 

importance, in early stage prototypes we have studied fluorinated gases. These gases, 

notably sulfur hexafluoride, are nontoxic, nonflammable and feature an abundant spin 

density and advantageous T1 lifetime.   

To facilitate studies of 1H and 19F gases, the open frame RF probe was designed to be 

tunable between the 1H and 19F frequencies at 0.2 Tesla. The open frame RF probe was 

employed in 1H B1 mapping and 19F gas MR imaging experiments in this work at 

frequencies of 8.52 MHz and 8.04 MHz respectively. The probe Q was 50 for both 

frequencies.  
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One and two dimensional Centric scan SPRITE [23,24] (Single Point Ramped Imaging 

with T1 Enhancement) measurements were employed for quantitative imaging of SF6 gas 

saturating a Berea core plug. Three dimensional centric scan SPRITE [24] measurements 

were also employed in 1H B1 mapping. Centric scan SPRITE, employing a short duration 

RF pulse and a ramped gradient [23,24], is well suited for imaging gas saturation in core 

plugs at low fields [23]. 1D Double Half K-space (DHK) SPRITE MRI measurement 

achieves spin density weighted images with short encoding times [23,24].  

The SPRITE MRI method, as a pure phase encoding technique, is largely immune to eddy 

currents induced on the core holder [24-26]. Switched magnetic field gradient create eddy 

currents on the metallic parts of the core holder [27,28] and these eddy currents will alter 

the temporal evolution of the magnetic field gradient waveforms in the sample space of the 

core [27,28] holder. High quality images result even with very non-ideal gradient 

switching. The most important factor is a regular increment in the k-space coordinate with 

the amplitude of the gradient switch. If the gradient switch is non-ideal, the gradient 

temporal area, which is the k-space coordinate, may be altered but if the increment is 

regular, a good image will still result. The field of view may however be altered [24-26].  
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4.4.2 B1 mapping  

B1 homogeneity can affect quantitative imaging measurements of core plug samples. For 

example, the SPRITE signal intensity is directly proportional to B1
2, which makes it 

sensitive to the B1 field distribution in the sample space [29]. A recently developed B1 

mapping method [29] was employed to measure the B1 field distribution within the sample 

space of the open frame RF probe.  

The 1H B1 mapping results are reported in Figure 4-4. The B1 magnetic field is observed to 

be symmetrically distributed along the long axis of the RF coil. As shown in Figure 4-4 the 

B1 field intensity diminishes by 13% at displacements of ±0.5 inch axially from the probe 

center. The open frame RF probe, 3” in length, has an acceptable B1 homogeneity for core 

plug samples of 1 inch length and 1.5 inch diameter.  

 

Figure 4-4 2D XZ slices of the normalized B1 field distribution from 3D B1 maps for the 

open frame RF probe. Five different planes from the 3D map, (a) to (e), reveal high RF 

probe homogeneity laterally. (a) and (e) are slices corresponding to the two ends of the RF 

probe while (b) and (d) are ±0.5 inch displaced from the probe center.  
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4.4.3 High Pressure Gas Saturated Core Plug  

As a practical test of the open frame RF probe, spin density measurements of a core plug 

saturated with SF6 gas were undertaken with a confining pressure of 1500 psi at a constant 

temperature of 65 °C.  Sulfur hexafluoride, SF6, saturated the Berea core plug at pore 

pressures of 400 and 500 psi, and a pressure of 600 psi in the supercritical phase, all at a 

constant temperature of 65 °C [30].  

DHK SPRITE measurements confirmed that the signal intensity varies in direct proportion 

to the gas pressure, as shown in Figure 4-5. 2D XY and XZ density maps of SF6 saturated 

Berea, acquired by 2D centric scan SPRITE, are reported in Figure 4-6. Increasing the gas 

pressure increased the signal intensity in the fluid density weighted images of Figure 4-6. 

The density maps shown in Figure 4-6 also reveal inhomogeneity in SF6 saturation across 

the Berea core sample. This is in no doubt driven by the presence of bedding planes in the 

Berea core plug with altered petrophysical properties including porosity [10,31&32]. 

The images of Figure 4-6 reveal a halo of 19F signal intensity surrounding the core plug. 

This signal is thought to originate from SF6 gas penetrating the polymer sleeve. Gas 

permeation into the sleeve was first observed six hours after sample saturation. With long 

duration high pressure measurements (two weeks) a background 19F signal was observed 

from the region of the confining fluid. This background signal was due to SF6 gas leakage 

into the confining fluid.  
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Figure 4-5 Signal intensity from longitudinal 19F profiles of the SF6 saturating the Berea 

core plug at pressures of 400 psi (---- ), 500 psi (—), and 600 psi (ₒ). Increased pressure 

increased the signal intensity in direct proportion to the pressure. 
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Figure 4-6 2D centric scan SPRITE images of SF6 in a Berea core plug at pressures of (a) 

400 psi, (b) 500 psi, and (c) 600 psi, constant temperature 65 °C. The 2D images from (a) 

to (c) show that increasing the pressure increases the spin density which yields increased 

signal in centric scan SPRITE images.  
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4.4.4 Temperature and Pressure Control 

Temperature can significantly influence MR/MRI core plug measurements for example 

MR/MRI measurements of CO2 displacement processes [12,33&34]. CO2 displacement 

experiments were a strong motivation for the development of MR/MRI compatible metal 

core holders [12,13]. Our first work, with earlier generation metal core holders required 24 

hours to achieve thermal equilibrium in the core holder heating the core holder from 25 ˚C 

to 45 ˚C. This is an unacceptably long time.   

The new core holder increased temperature from 25 ̊ C to 65 ̊ C, for the SF6 gas experiment 

described, in two hours at a rate of 0.3 °C/min. The new core holder and our early 

generation core holder were both fabricated from Hastelloy-C with a 0.3 inch thicknesses. 

The external temperature coolant sleeve, the circulating pump and the fluid were identical 

in the two cases. The significant difference was the nature of the RF probe, embedded in 

polymer in one case versus immersed in the confining fluid in the second case. The open 

frame design of the RF probe described in this work eliminated the polymeric body 

embedding the RF coil. This puts the confining fluid surrounding the sample in direct 

contact with the interior of the metal core holder. This significantly increased the rate of 

heat transfer to the sample space.  

A non-magnetic Type-T thermocouple and pressure gauges were connected to the closure 

to monitor the temperature and the confining pressure inside the core holder. The 

thermocouple head was fully immersed in the confining fluid to ensure accurate 
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temperature readings. The closure shielded the thermocouple head, which prevented the 

thermocouple from affecting the B1 field distribution.  

The thermocouple was electrically disconnected from the data acquisition system and the 

power source during MR/MRI measurements. This precluded the thermocouple from 

introducing noise into the MR/MRI measurements. The temperature of the confining fluid 

was read before and after performing each of the MR/MRI measurements.  Pressure gauges 

monitored the gas pressure inside the sample and the core holder during MR/MRI 

measurements.  

4.4.5 Background Signal  

PEEK employed in the fabrication of the RF probe was characterized by a FID 1H MR 

measurement. The PEEK FID decays to 1% of its initial amplitude 140 µs after excitation. 

A phase encoding time, tp, of 140 µs is a common and reasonable encoding time for rock 

core plug studies. A phase encoding time of 140 µs significantly reduces the already low 

PEEK background 1H MR signal.  

The background FID intensity, at 140 µs, from PEEK employed in the RF probe was 

compared to the FID intensity, at 140 µs, of a typical water saturated Berea. The core plug 

sample was 1.5” in diameter and 2” in length. The bulk PEEK signal was less than 0.002 

of the water signal at an evolution time of 140 µs. A 19F MR background signal was not 

observed from the core holder at 8.04 MHz.  
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However, this raises a very important point related to background signal and the confining 

fluid. A significant 1H background signal arises from the use of a 1H bearing confining 

fluid. This would occur, for example, if silicon oil was employed as the confining fluid for 

a 19F measurement. The background signal for subsequent 1H measurements would be 

substantial. Similarly, the use of a 19F bearing confining fluid for 1H measurement would 

contaminate the core holder for any subsequent 19F fluid investigation. Disassembly and 

extensive cleaning is required to reduce the background signal arising from a confining 

fluid. The obvious solution is not to frequently switch between nuclei or to dedicate one 

core holder to 1H studies and another to 19F studies if background signal is an issue. 

4.5 Experimental 

The open frame RF probe was employed for 1H and 19F MRI measurements at frequencies 

of 8.52 MHz and 8.04 MHz in the bore of a Maran DRX-HF, vertical static magnet, 

operating at 0.2 Tesla (Oxford Instruments Ltd., Oxford, UK). The clearance diameter of 

the magnet bore was 5 inch. The MRI instrument was equipped with a 1 KW 3445 RF 

amplifier (TOMCO Technologies, Sydney, Australia) and a three-axis magnetic gradient 

coil driven by X, Y, Z Techron (Elkhart, IN) 7782 gradient amplifiers. The magnetic field 

gradient coil supplied maximum magnetic gradient fields of 26 G/cm, 24 G/cm and 33 

G/cm in the X, Y, Z directions respectively. 
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In the B1 mapping measurement, shown in Figure 4-4, a set of 3D centric scan SPRITE 

images were acquired [29]. The homogenous 1H test sample was a homogeneous amber 

polyurethane rod (McMaster-Carr, OH, USA), 3” in length with a 1.5” diameter, fully 

occupying the sample space of the open frame RF probe. The field of view was 60 mm in 

X and Y directions and 100 mm in the Z direction. The maximum magnetic gradient fields 

of 17.3 G/cm, 17.3 G/cm and 10.4 G/cm were also employed in directions of X, Y and Z 

respectively.  The phase encoding time was 145 µs with a repetition time, TR, of 2ms. A 

delay time of 1.1 s was employed between each of the 39 conical k-space trajectories. The 

sweep width was 125,000 Hz, k-space points= 64×64×64, signal averages= 16, and a P90 

= 14.3 µs with 50% RF power. The RF pulse lengths employed in the 3D SPRITE images 

were 1.5 µs, 2.5 µs, 3.5 µs, 4.5 µs, 5.5 µs, 6.5 µs and 7.5 µs. The shortest and longest pulse 

durations corresponded to 1.9° and 9.5° flip angles. Each 3D SPRITE image required 

approximately 50 min to acquire. 

In high pressure MRI measurement, SF6 gas (Praxair, NB, CA) saturated a Berea core plug 

(Kocurek Industries, TX, USA) of 1.5” length and 1.5” diameter. The Berea sample and 

the PEEK distributors were enclosed by a piece of silicon rubber tubing (McMaster-Carr, 

OH, US) and polyolefin plastic tubing (McMaster-Carr, OH, US) employed as the sleeve 

and heat shrink tubing respectively. Neither the silicon rubber nor polyolefin plastic had a 

19F MR signal. 
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The heat exchange jacket illustrated in Figure 4-2 regulated the temperature of the 

confining fluid to 65 °C. A Quizix-6000-SS (Vindum Engineering, Ca, US) pump held the 

confining pressure at 1500 psi. A Teledyne ISCO 100DX (Teledyne ISCO, Lincoln, NE) 

pump fed pressurized SF6 gas to the Berea sample and held the pressure constant during 

high pressure MRI measurements. Prior to pressurizing the core plug sample by SF6, low 

pressure SF6 was injected into the Berea sample, then purged, to remove air from the pore 

space. 

Each 2D centric scan SPRITE image, represented in Figure 4-6, was acquired with 64×64 

k-space points in 2.5 hrs with 512 signal averages acquired. The RF pulse was 15° with 

duration of 2 µs at 100% RF power. The tp was 150 µs with a repetition time, TR, of 4 ms.  

A delay time of 1.5 s (3 × 𝑇1) was employed between each of the four spiral k-space 

trajectories. The FOV was 68 mm×68 mm. Maximum magnetic field gradients of 14.7 

G/cm and 14.7 G/cm were employed in directions of X and Y respectively.  

The MRI parameters of 1D DHK SPRITE, shown in Figure 4-5, were as above except for 

the signal averages and the FOV, which were 1024, and 80 mm respectively. A delay time 

of 2.5 s (5 × 𝑇1) was employed between the two halves of the single k-space trajectory. A 

narrow band filter of 125 kHz was employed to prevent 1H and 19F MR signal 

contamination in MRI measurements of the opposite nuclei at 0.2 Tesla static magnetic 

field [36]. A maximum magnetic field gradient of 12.5 G/cm was also employed in Y 

direction. 
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4.6 The Second Prototype Pressure Test 

The maximum working pressure of the core holder employed in the experimental studies 

of this chapter, the second prototype MR-5000, was determined in accordance with ASME 

Section VIII Div1 based on the maximum allowable stress value (ultimate tensile strength 

divided by a safety factor of 3.5) [35]. A high pressure test was performed to ensure safety, 

functionality and the structural integrity of the core holder at its maximum design pressure, 

5000 psi. The core holder was maintained at a pressure of 5000 psi and 25 °C for a period 

of approximately 2 hours. No leaks occurred and no pressure drop was observed. 

4.7 The Third Prototype Core Holder Development  

Examinations of sulfur hexafluoride gas studies with the second prototype core holder and 

the 5000 psi pressure test proved that the open frame RF probe resulted in several 

mechanical and electrical benefits, resolving most of the technical problems associated 

with this class of core holder. As an example, the open frame RF probe simplified 

assembly/disassembly of the core holder and improved the temperature regulation.   

The advantages observed, and lessons learned during the manufacturing process of the 

second prototype, motivated us to develop the third prototype core holder. The third 

prototype, referred to MS-10000, was also equipped with an open frame RF probe and heat 

exchange jacket, as shown in Figure 4-7. The third prototype was built from heat-treated 

Inconel 718 and tested at pressures of 10000 psi and 15000 psi. The third prototype was 
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designed for an internal design pressure of 10000 psi (ultimate tensile strength divided by 

a safety factor of 2.4) based on ASME pressure vessel standards.  

For the third prototype core holder we shifted from Hastelloy-C276 to Inconel 718 as the 

metallic body of the core holder. The change was made to increase to the tensile strength 

to 211 Ksi which was required for the third core holder to withstand a maximum working 

pressure of 10000 psi.     

Hastelloy-C276, as a nickel-chromium-molybdenum alloy, exhibits outstanding resistance 

to pitting and stress corrosion cracking in chloride environments, but requires cold working 

to obtain the tensile strength needed for the fabrication of the third prototype core holder. 

Cold worked Hastelloy-C should not be employed in pressure containing components as 

cold working can causes a non-uniform hardness and reduced elongation [38].  

Inconel 718 alloy (UNS N07718) is an age-hardenable nickel-iron-chromium alloy 

designed to provide excellent strength with good fabrication characteristics in the annealed 

condition.  Age-hardened 718 alloy can be employed in the fabrication of high pressure 

containing components that experience long-term exposure to corrosive media. A heat-

treated 718 alloy can achieve a high tensile strength of 211 ksi required for the fabrication 

of the third prototype core holder [37].    

The oxidation resistance of Inconel 718, with 18% chromium, is comparable to that of 

Hastelloy-C276. However, Inconel 718 exhibits less resistance to reducing environments 

due to its low molybdenum content, 3%, compared to 16% of Hastelloy-C276 [37,38].  
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Table 4-1 Chemical compositions, %, of Inconel 718 [37] 

Composition Weight % 

Nickel 52 balance 

Cobalt 1 max 

Iron 19 

Chromium 18 

Columbium +Tantalum 5 

Molybdenum 3 

Manganese 0.35 max 

Silicon 0.35 

Titanium 0.9 

Aluminum 0.5 

Carbon 0.05 

Boron 0.004 

The third prototype vessel was 14 inches in length with a 3 inches external diameter and a 

2.65 inches internal diameter, as illustrated in Figure 4-7. Two closures closed the vessel. 

Eight 5/8"-18 Unified Thread Standard Fine (UNF) set screws, fabricated from Alloy 718 

Age Hardened (Extreme Bolt Fastener, Newark, US) fasten each of the closures to the 

vessel. Oil-resistant Buna-N, an elastomeric O-ring (McMaster-Carr, Cleveland, US), seals 

gaps between the interface of the vessel and the closures, as shown in Figure 4-7. 

Medium High-pressure coned-and-threaded fittings (High Pressure Equipment Company, 

St. Erie, US) and a high pressure NPT feedthrough (2846-01-A, CeramTec, SC, US) 

provided mechanical and electrical connectivity to and from the core holder. The 

mechanical and electrical techniques employed to attach the open frame RF probe to the 

core holder were the same as that of the second prototype, described in Section 4.3.1.  The 

third prototype also benefited from a modular configuration and permitted ready assembly 
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and disassembly, for example to change the open frame RF probe and high pressure 

electrical feed-through. 

The third prototype greatly benefited from the more efficient sealing system, RF probe 

structure and temperature regulation.  The capability to precisely control the pressure and 

temperature in conjunction with high sensitivity MR/MRI measurements suggested the 

third prototype as the most appropriate vessel to study methane hydrate formation and 

dissociation processes.  

 

Figure 4-7 The third prototype core holder: (a) the open frame RF probe fabricated from 

PEEK was attached to (b) the Inconel 718 metallic closure by non-magnetic brass screws. 

(c) The BNC connector transmits RF signals to/from the open frame RF probe. (d) The 

MR/MRI compatible metallic core holder, including the vessel and the closure, were 

fabricated from Inconel 718. (e) The Berea sample, 2” in length and 1.5” in diameter, was 

enclosed by the fluid distributors and a sleeve, with heat shrink tubing. The distributors 

were machined from PEEK bar and provided a fluid conduit to the sample. (f) The heat 

exchange jacket enclosed the core holder exterior, regulating the temperature of the core 

holder interior.  
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4.7.1 The Third Prototype, Pressure Test  

The third prototype core holder was tested at pressures of 10000 and 15000 psi at 25 °C 

for periods of 5 minutes and 1 minute respectively. A servo hydraulic pressure instrument 

pressurized the core holder interior at a rate of 30 psi/s. The high-pressure tubing system, 

connected to the servo instrument, was flushed with Fluorinert FC-43 (3M, St. Paul, MN) 

before performing the tests. Pressure transducers (Stellartech, Amherst, NY, US), attached 

to the servo instrument, monitored the confining pressure while undertaking the high 

pressure test. The core holder was filled with Fluorinert FC-40 (3M, St. Paul, MN) as the 

confining fluid during the pressure tests.  

During these two pressure tests, no leaks or pressure drops were observed. During the 

15000-psi pressure test, the key engagements were slightly deformed, and the hex key, 

shown in Figure 4-8a, could not easily sit in the key engagement presented in Figure 4-8b. 

The exterior surface of the key engagement was in contact with the interior wall of the hole 

machined on the cylinder. The longitudinal pressure imposed on the closure deformed the 

key engagement. The key engagement was significantly thinner than the rest of the set 

screw body. This makes the key engagement area susceptible to ductile deformation, 

caused by the force resulting from the high pressure of 15000 psi.  

The original set screws, employed in the third prototype during these two pressure tests, 

were 0.7 inch in length with a key engagement depth of 0.25 inch.  The original set screws 

were replaced with new set screws with lengths of 1 inch and key engagements of 0.25 
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inch. This placed the key engagements higher than the cylinder exterior, preventing any 

contact between the key engagements and the hole walls in the third prototype.      

These pressure tests were undertaken by a commercial pressure test company. A Technical 

Standards & Safety Authority (TSSA) inspector reviewed and confirmed the tests. The test 

reports are included in this thesis as Appendix B. 

The RF probe was monitored by an RF sweeper (Morris Instruments Inc., Ottawa, CA) 

during the three high pressure tests described in Sections 4.6 and 4.7. The open frame RF 

probe was connected to the sweeper by a remote tuning box, tuned to 8.53 MHz. Each 1000 

psi increase in the pressure reduced the RF probe resonance frequency by approximately 

10 kHz. The RF probe was readily retuned to the original frequency of 8.53 MHz when the 

confining fluid pressure stabilized.  

 

Figure 4-8 represents (a) the hex key, and (b) the key engagement placed on the top of the 

set screw. 
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4.7.2 The Third Prototype, Heat Treatment  

The third prototype core holder was fabricated from Inconel 718 that was annealed after 

machining. The core holder was heat treated based on the ASM 2774 procedure [37]. 

Solution annealing was undertaken at a temperature of 1082 °C followed by rapid cooling 

in water. Precipitation hardening was employed at temperature of 718 °C for a period of 8 

hours. The furnace was gradually cooled to 620 - 635 °C at a rate of 38 °C per hour. The 

core holder was then held at a temperature of 620 - 635 °C for a period of 8 hours. Argon 

gas was employed as the protection environment in the furnace. An Inconel 718 bar of 1-

inch diameter was subjected to the same heat treatment, and then employed as a tensile test 

specimen. The test results showed that the heat-treated Inconel 718 sustained a maximum 

tensile strength of 211 Ksi before it fractured.  An elongation of 23% was also observed 

for a gauge length of 2 inches.  

4.8 Conclusion 

A new high pressure open frame RF probe, compatible with a metallic core holder, is 

presented.  The open frame RF probe is tunable to 1H and 19F frequencies (8.52 MHz and 

8.04 MHz) in a 0.2 Tesla static magnetic field. The RF probe was immersed in the 

confining fluid. Submerging the open frame RF probe substantially increased the 

maximum working pressure by simplifying the RF probe design making it more robust. 

The open frame design decreased background MR signal.  
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The new design avoided high pressure sealing difficulties encountered in previous designs. 

The new design is simple and modular with a straightforward fabrication, which simplified 

the assembly/disassembly of the metallic core holder. B1 mapping confirmed a uniform RF 

magnetic field was achieved with the open frame RF probe. The new design open frame 

RF probe improved the efficiency of heat transfer to and from the sample space compared 

to similar core holders with the RF probe embedded in polymeric materials.  

The open frame RF probe was employed to map SF6 gas saturating a Berea core plug at 

400 psi, 500 psi and 600 psi, all at a constant temperature of 65 °C. These tests suggest the 

new core holder will be well suited to studies of gas behavior in micro porous solids.  

Although the imaging studies in this paper are directed at gas behavior in porous media, 

we wish to emphasis that these core holders are well suited to many other experimental 

studies. This includes in-situ studies of core plug aging in live oil at reservoir conditions. 
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Chapter 5 –  Methane Hydrate Formation Study with MR/ MRI 

Measurements in a Metal Core Holder 

The previous two chapters described the prototype metallic MR/MRI compatible core 

holders developed in this thesis for MR/MRI core analysis measurements at high pressures 

and elevated temperatures. The third prototype core holder (MS-10000), described in 

Chapter 4, is well suited for the study of exothermic or endothermic processes due to its 

precise temperature control. Methane hydrate formation/dissociation studies require an 

apparatus permitting accurate regulation of temperature.  

In this chapter, methane hydrate formation in a water saturated sand pack was investigated 

employing the third prototype core holder, MS-10000, at 0.2 Tesla with a suite of advanced 

MRI methods developed at the UNB MRI Centre.  

This chapter is largely based on the peer reviewed paper “Monitoring Gas Hydrate 

Formation with Magnetic Resonance Imaging in a Metallic Core Holder” published in the 

Proceedings of the International Symposium of the Society of Core Analysts, Trondheim, 

Norway, 2018. An estimate of the sand pack permeability has been added. The 

permeability was estimated for both the water saturated sand pack and hydrate bearing sand 

pack. The format of references in this chapter have been modified from the original paper 

to be consistent with previous chapters. 
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5.1 Abstract 

Methane hydrate deposits world-wide are promising sources of natural gas. Magnetic 

Resonance Imaging (MRI) has proven useful in previous studies of hydrate formation. In 

the present work, methane hydrate formation in a water saturated sand pack was 

investigated employing an MRI-compatible metallic core holder at low magnetic field with 

a suite of advanced MRI methods developed at the UNB MRI Centre. The new MRI 

methods are intended to permit observation and quantification of residual fluids in the pore 

space as hydrate forms. 

Hydrate formation occurred in the water-saturated sand at 1500 psi and 4 °C. The core 

holder has a maximum working pressure of 4000 psi between -28 and 80 °C.  The heat-

exchange jacket enclosing the core holder enabled very precise control of the sample 

temperature.  

A pure phase encode MRI technique, SPRITE, and a bulk T1-T2 MR method provided high 

quality measurements of pore fluid saturation. Rapid 1D SPRITE MRI measurements time 

resolved the disappearance of pore water and hence the growth of hydrate in the sand pack. 

3D π-EPI images confirmed that the residual water was inhomogeneously distributed along 

the sand pack. Bulk T1-T2 measurements discriminated residual water from the pore gas 

during the hydrate formation. A recently published local T1-T2 method helped discriminate 

bulk gas from the residual fluids in the sample. 
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Hydrate formation commenced within two hours of gas supply. Hydrate formed throughout 

the sand pack, but maximum hydrate was observed at the interface between the gas pressure 

head and the sand pack. This irregular pattern of hydrate formation became more uniform 

over 24 hours. The rate of hydrate formation was greatest in the first two hours of reaction. 

An SE-SPI T2 map showed the T2 distribution changed considerably in space and time as 

hydrate formation continued. Changes in the T2 distribution are interpreted as pore level 

changes in residual water content and environment. 

5.2 Introduction 

Methane hydrates, in permafrost and oceanic deposits, are promising sources of energy. 

Hydrate formation is a complex process that can alter the pore structure and mechanical 

properties of the reservoir [1]. Considerable motivation exists for investigation of hydrate 

formation and dissociation in sediments to enhance gas production from such deposits.  

Magnetic Resonance (MR) and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) are non-destructive 

techniques that have proven useful for studying gas hydrates [2,3]. MR/MRI techniques, 

in principle, can directly quantify the residual water saturation, discriminate the residual 

water from pore gas, and characterize pore level behavior in situ, but this has not been yet 

demonstrated. High field MRI instruments have been previously employed for hydrate 

studies, but low field instruments are advantageous since they minimize susceptibility 

effects [4].   At low static fields, appropriate MRI methods can spatially and temporally 

quantify residual fluids [5] (water and gas) and reveal the growth pattern of gas hydrate. 
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In recent hydrate publications, researchers employed glass bead samples to minimize 

magnetic susceptibility effects at 9.4 T [6,7]. Conventional frequency encode MRI 

measurements demonstrated that heat transfer to the sample region affects the hydrate 

dissociation process. Hydrate formation is exothermic. 3D images, obtained with 

conventional frequency encoded measurements, did not reveal the dynamic growth pattern 

of hydrate formation along the sand pack at 4.7 T [8].  

Stevens [3] and Ersland [2] utilized 1D and 3D frequency encoding MRI methods to image 

methane hydrate formation. They measured a Bentheimer core plug at 2 Tesla static 

magnetic field with an echo time of 3 ms [2]. Each 3D image was acquired in one to nine 

hours [2]. The MRI methods employed did not discriminate possible residual gas from the 

residual water in the porous media during hydrate formation.  

Previous studies reported significant MRI signal loss as hydrate formed. Moderate T2 signal 

lifetimes [6,7] did not permit monitoring the early and late stages of hydrate formation.  In 

the present work, gas hydrate formation was monitored with advanced phase and frequency 

encoded MR/MRI measurements at 0.2 Tesla in a metallic core holder [9,10].  Hydrate 

formation occurred in the water-saturated sand pack at 4 °C and 1500 psi [1]. 

A quantitative pure phase encode MRI technique, SPRITE, was employed to spatially and 

temporally monitor pore fluid saturation. Rapid 1D SPRITE MRI measurements [4] 

mapped the growth pattern of hydrate in the sand pack. π Echo Planar Imaging (π -EPI) 

[11] measured the 3D distribution of the residual water and the pore gas saturation along 
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the sand pack. Bulk T1-T2 measurements [12] discriminated residual water from pore gas 

during hydrate formation. Bulk T1-T2 and T2 measurements are interpreted in terms of pore 

level changes in water saturation, pore gas content and pore environment.  

5.3 Experimental 

An MR/MRI compatible metallic core holder [9] was utilized for 1H MRI measurements 

of hydrate formation at 8.52 MHz. The core holder was employed in the bore of a Maran 

DRX-HF, vertical magnet, operating at 0.2 Tesla (Oxford Instruments Ltd., Oxford, UK). 

A 1 kW 3445 RF amplifier (TOMCO, Sydney, Australia) and a three-axis magnetic 

gradient coil, driven by Techron (Elkhart, IN) 7782 gradient amplifiers, were employed.  

A sand pack (sand, mesh -50+70, Sigma-Aldrich, Oakville, CA)), with length 38 mm, 

diameter 33 mm and a porosity of 44% was employed as the porous media. A distilled 

water solution, with 500 ppm sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), (Fisher, Toronto, CA) [13] 

saturated the sand pack. The sand was saturated with 14.7 grams of water. The sand pack 

was contained in a sample vessel (2.5 mm wall thickness, length 51 mm) that was 

fabricated from PEEK. The sample vessel was placed in the center of the core holder. The 

PEEK vessel was immersed in the confining fluid that pressurized the core holder interior 

[9].  Fluorinert FC-43, (3M Electronic Liquid, Saint Paul, MN, US) was employed as the 

confining fluid. A circulating jacket enclosing the core holder exterior [9] regulated the 

temperature of the confining fluid to 4°C. An ISCO pump (Teledyne ISCO, Lincoln, NE, 

US) held the confining pressure at 1650 psi. Methane gas (Praxair Canada Inc, Fredericton, 
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CA) was supplied at 1500 psi during hydrate formation. The sample vessel outlet was 

blocked as illustrated in Figure 5-1d. Low pressure methane gas was initially injected into 

the apparatus, then purged, to remove air. 

The SPRITE MRI method, as a pure phase encoding technique, is largely insensitive to 

internal magnetic field gradients and eddy currents, as well as T1 and T2 relaxation times 

[4]. 1D dhk SPRITE images, Figure 5-1, were acquired with 64 k-space points in 7 mins 

with 16 signal averages. The RF pulse length was 9° with a duration of 1.5 µs at 100% RF 

power. The encoding time, tp, was 150 µs with a repetition time, TR, of 2 ms. A delay time 

of 13 s, equal to 5×bulk gas T1, 2.6 s, was employed between each of the two halves of 

the k-space trajectory. This resulted in complete recovery of the sample longitudinal 

magnetization before acquisition for bulk gas, bulk water and the water in the pore space. 

The delay time of 13 s was not sufficient for complete recovery of the longitudinal 

magnetization of the pore gas during the first 26 hours after introduction of the gas. The 

field of view (FOV) was 96 mm with a nominal resolution of 1.5 mm.  

π-EPI is a fast 3D frequency encoding MRI method [11] with reduced gradient duty cycle 

and increased sensitivity compared to conventional MRI methods, yielding high quality 

3D images in short acquisition times [11]. Each 3D π-EPI image required 60 mins with 16 

signal averages. Individual π-EPI images were not smoothed. The nominal resolution was 

1.4×1.4×1.3 mm3. A delay time of 14 s was employed between each of the 16 interleaved 

k-space trajectories. The echo time was 3 ms. Bulk T1-T2 measurements [12] required 50 

mins. SE-SPI T2 mapping [4], local T1-T2 [12] and 2D Spiral SPRITE [4] measurements 
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were also employed to monitor the hydrate formation process. Bulk CPMG and inversion 

recovery measurements monitored pore level changes in situ during hydrate formation.  

A series of rapid MR/MRI measurements were undertaken sequentially during the initial 

stages of hydrate formation. These measurements were 1D dhk SPRITE, bulk Free 

Induction Decay, and bulk CPMG. After the first four hours, bulk T1-T2 measurement was 

added to the series. These four measurements continued for the next ten days, with periodic 

3D π-EPI, SE-SPI T2 mapping, local T1-T2, and 2D SPRITE measurements undertaken at 

specific times. Bulk inversion recovery measurements were undertaken periodically 

throughout the ten day period. 

Bulk CPMG T2 measurement and bulk inversion recovery T1 measurement revealed that 

the water (with SDS) saturated sand pack, before gas introduction, had T1 and T2 relaxation 

times of 875 ms and 510 ms respectively. π-EPI and SE-SPI T2 mapping measurements 

confirmed that the initial water saturation was homogeneous before introduction of the gas. 

5.4 Results and Discussion 

The 1D dhk SPRITE [4] experiment was employed to monitor the longitudinal hydrate 

formation process. 1D dhk SPRITE profiles, Figure 5-1, spatially resolved the bulk gas in 

the reservoir head from water saturating the sand pack. Measurement parameters were 

chosen to yield 1H density weighted images for bulk gas, bulk water and water in the pore 

space, but not for gas in the pore space during the first 26 hours of reaction. Bulk T1-T2 

measurements show that during the first 26 hours, the pore gas T1 is on the order of 10 s. 
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The delay time, 13 s, suppressed the pore gas magnetization during the first 26 hours. 

However, the last five dhk SPRITE profiles in Figure 5-1c yield a 1H density weighting. 

The pore gas T1 was on the order of 10 seconds shortly after hydrate formation commenced, 

but decreased to approximately four seconds after 26 hours, as seen in Figure 5-3. We 

discuss below our hypothesis that the long T1 species observed is pore gas. The 1D dhk 

SPRITE [4] profile images were readily able to monitor the system and observed a 2 hour 

induction period after introduction of the gas head. No change was observed in the dhk 

SPRITE profiles during the first two hours. A realistic porous media, sand, with an SDS 

surfactant in the water phase was employed to minimize the induction period [14]. 

Intensive gradient switching, causing vibration of the gradient coil and sample, seemed to 

catalyze hydrate formation. Gradient vibration was observed to catalyze hydrate formation 

in a replica experiment. 

Application of the pressure head resulted in displacement of some water from the sand 

pack into threads sealing the bottom of the sample vessel. This bulk like water was 

observed at 85 mm in Figure 5-1a. The threads are located below the sample chamber 

above the O-ring, as seen in Figure 5-1d. This water is visible throughout the experiment; 

methane did not convert this water to hydrate. It thus acted as a convenient internal 

reference throughout the ten day experiment. Hydrate formation in the sand pack is 

presumed to have sealed this region of the sample such that methane gas did not penetrate 

to the threads. In a replica experiment a similar water penetration was observed, but hydrate 

formation occurred and the signal was eventually lost.  
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Methane hydrate formation commenced at the interface of the sand pack and gas head as 

revealed by Figure 5-1b. Loss of signal represents water in the pore space which is lost to 

the image as hydrate forms. The methane hydrate, as a quasi-solid [1], has MR lifetimes 

which are not amenable to observation and quantification even with the SPRITE method. 

The majority of water in the sand pack was converted to hydrate within four hours of 

introducing gas. The induction period was two hours. Hydrate formation became more 

uniform in space with additional time, Figures 5-1b and c. From 2 hours to 2.25 hours after 

introduction of the gas, the water saturation decreased from 100% to 74%. The water 

saturation decreased to 32% at 2.75 hours after introduction of the gas. Water saturations 

were calculated based on the signal integrated from the sand pack area in the 1D dhk 

SPRITE profiles and referenced to the initial water saturated sand pack.  
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Figure 5-1 Space and time resolved 1H fluid content profiles of hydrate formation. 

Methane penetrates the water saturated sand pack from a constant pressure gas head. Signal 

loss occurs when liquid water is converted to quasi solid hydrate. Hydrate forms first and 

most significantly near the gas head/sand pack interface. (a) profiles before and after 

introduction of the gas. The gas head is visible at left, 24 mm to 36 mm, while a small 

amount of water is visible at right displaced from the sand pack into threads of the sample 

vessel below the sand pack. Observed signal intensity is normalized by the maximum 

signal in the time zero profile. (b) 1H fluid content profiles at 2, 2.25, 2.75, 3.45, 3.75 and 

4 hours after introduction of the gas. (c) 1H fluid content profile at 4, 14, 44, 68, 118, 152 

and 217 hours after introduction of the gas. Hydrate formation has largely ceased 

approximately 120 hours after introduction of the gas but residual fluids, water and gas, 

remain in the pore space. Not the change in the y axis range in (c). (d) Schematic of the 

sample vessel. The gas head (orange region), connected to a constant pressure supply, is 

located on top of the water saturated sand layer (turquoise region).  
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It is well known that the rate of hydrate formation in idealized systems, pure liquid or ideal 

porous media such as glass beads, is much slower than in more realistic systems such as a 

sand pack [14]. This phenomenon was observed in the present experiment. Within four 

hours of introducing gas, 30% of bulk water in the methane reservoir was converted to 

hydrate whereas during the same period 70% of the water saturating the sand was converted 

to hydrate as seen in Figure 5-1b. 

Bulk CPMG T2 distribution measurements readily identified bulk methane gas in the 

reservoir, as well as water in the pore space, during hydrate formation. As hydrate 

formation proceeds, the T2 lifetime of water in the pore space decreases, and the signal 

amplitude of this component decreases. This behavior is anticipated for a water wet system 

where hydrate forms in the pore center leaving a residual pore water volume with an 

increased surface to volume ratio [15-17], and hence enhanced surface relaxation.  
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Figure 5-2 2D slices from 3D π-EPI images of 1H content in the methane hydrate system 

26 hours after introducing methane gas. a) The strong methane reservoir signal is off scale 

at left in the image. No signal is apparent in the interface region of the sand pack. The water 

distribution is inhomogeneous reflecting a non-uniform distribution of hydrate in the sand 

pack. b) Four orthogonal slices from the data set of images (a) reveal the transverse 

inhomogeneity of hydrate formation. High image intensity is high water content and hence 

low hydrate conversion.  The signal from the gas reservoir exceeds the dynamic range of 

the chosen display scale in Figure 2(a). Signal is simply mapped to the highest intensity of 

the chosen display range. 

The 1D dhk SPRITE [4] profiles reveal that the initial hydrate formation is inhomogeneous 

longitudinally. Hydrate formation is also inhomogeneous laterally in planes transverse to 

the direction of gas penetration. 2D Spiral SPRITE [4] measurements and 3D π-EPI [11] 

measurements reveal that hydrate formation is greater near the vessel wall. Figure 5-2 

shows 2D slices from a 3D π-EPI image of fluid saturation, residual water and pore gas, 

taken 26 hours after introduction of the gas. The lateral slice shows no signal near the gas 

head/sand pack interface. This suggests very significant conversion of water to hydrate in 

this region [20].  SDS is known to promote near complete hydrate formation [19]. Finite 
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signal is observed displaced from the interface. This is due to residual water in the pore 

space. The lateral slice and the transverse slices in Figure 5-2b show more residual water 

present in the center of the sand pack and less near the periphery.  

Hydrate formation releases heat, increasing the temperature, while the sample vessel wall 

is in contact with the confining fluid at 4°C. Hydrate formation may be more favorable 

near the wall due to heat transfer effects [18].  It has also been reported [19] that adding 

surfactant to the water phase can create a surface growth pattern during hydrate formation 

in polymeric vessels. A loose sand pack near the exterior surface may also permit enhanced 

gas transport and hence enhanced hydrate formation near the sand pack exterior. 

One of the main goals of this work was to identify residual fluids present in the pore space 

as hydrate forms. In addition to residual water in the pore space it is reasonable to posit the 

presence of unreacted methane gas in the pore space [15]. The methane gas head was 

maintained at constant pressure throughout the ten days of hydrate formation to ensure an 

unlimited supply of methane to the system. 

Bulk T1 measurements undertaken throughout the period of hydrate formation identify the 

appearance of a long T1 signal component in the sample. The bulk T1-T2 [12] measurement 

is ideally suited to distinguishing multiple molecular species present in a sample such as 

the hydrate system. The long T1 species is not present prior to introduction of methane gas.  
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Bulk T1-T2 measurements were undertaken at regular intervals throughout the ten day 

reaction. Selected results for four different time intervals are shown in Figure 5-3. Figure 

5-3a corresponds to 4 hours after introduction of the gas. The four distinct peaks, or clusters 

of peaks, may be assigned as follows, peak P1, is bulk methane gas in the gas head. This 

peak has constant integrated signal and fixed T1-T2 coordinates throughout the period of 

hydrate formation. The T1 and T2 of P1 are roughly equivalent suggesting high mobility 

and a 1H species in the extreme narrowing regime. Peak P2 is bulk-like water found in the 

apparatus threads, and in the methane gas head at early experimental times. This peak does 

not change in T1-T2 coordinates, but it does decrease in amplitude as hydrate formed with 

residual water present in the gas head.  

The cluster of peaks labeled P3 are assigned to water in the pore space. These peaks 

decrease in amplitude as hydrate formation proceeds but there is no decisive shift observed 

in the T1-T2 coordinates.  This is due at least in part to the fact there are multiple peaks. 

Spatially resolved T2 distribution maps determined from 1D SE-SPI [4] measurement and 

spatially resolved T1-T2 measurement unambiguously permit assignment of the P1 and P2 

peaks based on their positions in space and their relaxation times. The T1, T2 lifetimes of 

peak P3 are consistent with water in the pore space [21,22] and simple control 

measurements confirm the assignment. 
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Peak P4 with a very long initial T1, Figure 5-3, was not anticipated prior to experiment. The 

long T1 signal component, on the order of 10 seconds, was confirmed by bulk T1 

measurement undertaken as outlined above. T1 lifetimes generally increase with pressure 

for spin ½ gases due to the spin rotation relaxation mechanism [24]. 

Since it is difficult to unambiguously assign peak P4 to pore gas through a control 

experiment we must consider alternate hypotheses. We consider first the possibility that P4 

is due to (1) water closely associated with the hydrate network or (2) methane gas dissolved 

in the water phase. The first hypothesis seems unlikely. The integrated signal ratio of peaks 

P4/P3 is approximately 0.30 at four hours of reaction, as observed in Figure 5-3a. Although 

the residual water saturation was only 27%, there is still significant water present.  In a 

water wet system, it is difficult to imagine that a water signal this significant would not 

appear as part of peak P3. 

The second hypothesis must also account for the quantity of material in peak P4.  Methane 

solubility in water is 0.1% [27-29] dramatically less than the quantity of signal observed in 

P4. Although SDS is a surfactant and might be considered to promote hydrocarbon 

solubility, it has been discounted as an aid to methane solubility [28] in hydrate studies. 

One might imagine supersaturation or Nano bubbles as a means of increasing the quantity 

of methane gas dissolved in water, but these mechanisms would seem more likely in the 

case of hydrate dissociation as opposed to hydrate formation. Neither of these hypotheses 

readily explains the unusual T1 and T2 values of peak P4. A very similar peak appears in 
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analogous hydrate dissociation experiments (data not shown) so a viable hypothesis must 

work for both formation and dissociation processes.  

This leads us to a consideration of unreacted methane gas in the pore space as the third 

hypothesis. Pore gas (residual gas saturation) denotes the gas saturation in the pore space 

during hydrate formation [15]. We assume that a small fraction of the pore gas dissolves 

in the water phase, but the remainder remains in the pore space [29].  A 70% hydrate 

saturation will significantly occupy the pore space [26] but there is an unlimited supply of 

methane gas available to the system at 1500 psi.  

Important evidence in support of the pore gas hypothesis is the bifurcation in the T1 and T2 

relaxation times of peak P4.  Pure methane gas, under the same bulk pressure and 

temperature conditions, has equivalent T1 and T2 as observed in peak P1 [24,25].  Methane 

gas at elevated pressure in microporous solids is known to bifurcate in T1 and T2 with T2 

often substantially reduced from T1 [23,24].  Kausik [24] has studied this phenomenon in 

detail in a model porous vycor glass. The reason for the decrease in T2 is interaction with 

the pore surface leading to slower motion [24] and a greater sensitivity to relaxation. The 

T1 of peak P4 is longer than that of the pure gas species P1 in Figure 5-3a. The pore gas 

hypothesis requires that the pore pressure increases as gas is trapped in the sand pack while 

expansive hydrate is produced [16,26]. Such a pressure increase will increase T1. 
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As hydrate formation proceeds, peak P4 shifts to shorter T1 and is reduced in amplitude as 

would be expected if the gas pressure in an isolated pore space were decreasing, as further 

hydrate formed with gas consumed. Figure 5-3d shows that peak P4 has a T1 of 1.4 s after 

200 hours. Figure 5-1c shows that water was homogenously distributed in the sand pack at 

this time. 212 hours after the introduction of the gas, the residual water saturation, Figure 

5-3d, was 2.8%. This must be close to irreducible water saturation precluding further 

hydrate formation.  

We emphasize that the T1-T2 results are semi-quantitative since the long T1 value of these 

species was outside the range anticipated by the bulk T1-T2 measurement and its timing 

parameters. The long T1s of peak P4, during the first 26 hours after introduction of the gas, 

ensures that it will contribute minimally to the signal observed in the dhk SPRITE profiles 

of Figure 5-1b and the first two profiles in Figure 5-1c [4].   

The residual water saturations calculated based on bulk T1-T2 measurements and 1D dhk 

SPRITE measurements agree within the first 26 hours of gas introduction. This confirmed 

that the pore gas magnetization had a minimal contribution to the 1D dhk SPRITE images 

during early stages of hydrate formation.  
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Figure 5-3 Bulk T1-T2 measurement of the sand pack as a function of time after methane 

supply as hydrate forms. In each sub figure the residual water saturation in the pore space 

is at top right. (a) 4 hours (b) 14 hours, (c) 26 hours and (d) 212 hours. The peak labeled 

P1 is bulk gas in the gas head, P2 is bulk like water including water in threads of the 

apparatus, P3 is residual water in the pore space. P4 is assigned to residual gas in the pore 

space. T1cutoff separates the gas phase peaks from those of water in the system. The P4 peak 

shifts from long T1 to shorter T1, as hydrate forms. Bulk T1-T2 measurements, represented 

in Figure 5-3(a)-(d), have signal to noise ratios of 224, 154, 150 and 80. Variation in the 

regularization parameter did not change the major characteristics of the peaks [30].  
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5.5 Permeability Estimation 

Permeability determines the gas production efficiency from methane hydrate deposits. 

Hydrate formation can decrease the reservoir permeability, affecting mass and heat transfer 

through the hydrate bearing sediments [31]. The well-known Kozeny-Carman model [31], 

Equation 5-1, was employed to characterize the sand pack permeability before introduction 

of the gas.  

                                   ko (permeability) =  
d2∅3

180(1−∅)2
                                    (5-1)                                                  

In Equation 5-1 k is permeability in Darcy, ∅ is sand pack porosity and d is the particle 

diameter in μm. Based on the Kozeny-Carman model, the sand pack, with 44% porosity 

and an average particle size of 0.25 mm, resulted in a water permeability of 95 Darcy. The 

sand pack, before hydrate formation, has a very high permeability permitting ready 

transport of fluids.  

A modified Kozeny-Carman model [32], Equation 5-2, was then employed to calculate the 

water permeability of the hydrate bearing sand pack after completion of the hydrate 

formation. This model was obtained from pore network modeling simulations based on 

hydrate saturations [32].  

                                                                𝐾′ = 𝐾𝑜
(1−𝑆ℎ)

3

(1+2𝑆ℎ)
2
                                            (5-2) 
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In Equation 5-2  Sh is hydrate saturation. A hydrate saturation of 96% was extracted from 

bulk T1-T2 measurements after completion of hydrate formation. The model predicts a 

permeability of 0.7 mD for the hydrate bearing sand pack.  This is a dramatic reduction in 

permeability and suggests that fluid flow through the sand pack will be greatly hindered 

during the initial stages of hydrate dissociation.   

5.6 Conclusion 

In this study methane hydrate was formed in a water saturated sand pack, within a MRI 

compatible metallic core holder, at 1500 psi and 4 °C. 1D dhk SPRITE MRI measurements 

spatially and temporally monitored hydrate formation. 1D dhk SPRITE measurements 

produced 1H density weighted images for bulk gas, bulk water and water in the pore space 

during hydrate formation. A 2 hour induction period was observed with methane hydrate 

formation commencing at the interface of the sand pack and gas head. The highest rate of 

hydrate formation occurred between 2 hours and 4 hours after introduction of the gas. 

CPMG T2 measurements suggested that in this water wet system, hydrate occupies the pore 

center. Intense, rapidly switched magnetic field gradients may initiate hydrate formation, 

through vibration, as often occurs with conventional phase transitions. 

1D dhk SPRITE profiles showed that the initial hydrate formation was inhomogeneous in 

the longitudinal direction. 3D π-EPI measurements revealed that hydrate formation was 

more significant close to the sand pack walls at early experimental times. 3D π-EPI images 

suggested a complete, or near complete, conversion of water to hydrate at the sand pack/gas 
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interface.  Bulk T1-T2 measurements quantified the residual water saturation during hydrate 

formation. Bulk T1-T2 measurements discriminated the residual water from the pore gas 

during hydrate formation. The water saturation was 2.8% after ten days of hydrate 

formation.  
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Chapter 6 –  Methane Hydrate Dissociation Study with MR/MRI 

Measurements in a Metal Core Holder 

Chapter 5 describes a methane hydrate formation study, monitored by MR/MRI, employing 

the third prototype core holder. It is of course quite natural to have a dissociation study 

follow formation. One cannot dissociate hydrate without first forming hydrate. Both 

processes are of contemporary scientific interest.  

In this chapter, advanced MR/MRI methods, developed in the UNB MRI Center, were 

employed to study hydrate dissociation processes with the third prototype core holder 

presented in Chapter 4. The results of Chapters 5 and 6 are logically connected. In addition, 

the sample, apparatus and MR/MRI methods are the same. The T1-T2 peak which was 

interpreted in Chapter 5 as gas in the pore space was also observed in the work of Chapter 

6.   

This chapter is based on a manuscript “Monitoring Methane Hydrate Dissociation with 

Magnetic Resonance Imaging” submitted to the journal Energy & Fuels. The format of 

references in this chapter have been modified from the submitted paper to be consistent 

with previous chapters. 
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6.1 Abstract 

Methane hydrate deposits worldwide are vast potential sources of natural gas. Although 

field tests, and many laboratory studies, of hydrate dissociation have been performed, safe 

and efficient gas recovery from hydrate deposits still requires significant research. In this 

work, advanced magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and magnetic resonance (MR) 

methods were employed to study hydrate dissociation processes with a MR/MRI-

compatible metallic core holder. A hydrate-bearing sand pack, with 96% initial hydrate 

saturation, underwent dissociation by depressurization at 290 psi and 4 °C.  

MR/MRI measurements distinguished the evolution of water and gas phases during hydrate 

dissociation. Quantitative 1D and 3D MRI measurements monitored the appearance of pore 

water and revealed a variety of phenomena occurring during hydrate dissociation including 

water migration, bed failure, and crack growth. 3D MRI measurements revealed that 

hydrate dissociation proceeded from the sand pack exterior to interior, resulting in a 

shrinking core model due to heat transfer effects. Spatially-resolved T2 signal lifetime maps 

and 3D MRI measurements revealed that hydrate dissociation resulted in pronounced water 

migration toward the low-pressure surface.   

Bulk T1-T2 signal lifetime correlation measurements were employed, for the first time, to 

evaluate phase evolution during the hydrate dissociation process. This permitted complete 

discrimination of different molecular species and fluid environments. Bulk T1-T2 

measurements monitored capillary-trapped residual gas saturation evolution that is known 
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to cause excess pore gas pressure during dissociation. Excess pore gas pressure was 

estimated from the bulk T1-T2 and conventional MR measurements. The results show that 

the majority of gas is temporarily confined as capillary trapped gas upon dissociation. Bulk 

T1-T2 measurements, 1D and 3D MRI measurements permitted estimation of water 

saturations recovered in the system as a function of time.   

6.2 Introduction 

The vast quantity of methane gas trapped in gas hydrate deposits worldwide makes such 

deposits an attractive energy resource [1]. Contemporary interest thus exists for evaluation 

of gas production technologies relevant to gas hydrate-bearing sediments. Three techniques 

have been proposed to exploit hydrate resources: depressurization, thermal stimulation, and 

inhibitor injection. All three methods decompose, or dissociate, solid hydrates to gas and 

water phases [2].  

Existing laboratory investigations and field tests suggest that depressurization is the most 

reliable, productive, and economic gas recovery method [3]. The depressurization method 

decreases the reservoir pressure below hydrate equilibrium conditions at the reservoir 

temperature [3]. Commercial gas recovery from gas hydrate deposits still encounters 

complex technical difficulties, economic challenges, and environmental safety hazards 

[2,3]. Addressing such complications requires significant effort and investigation at both 

the pilot and laboratory scales.  
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Hydrate dissociation via depressurization is a multi-phase process, with complex spatial 

and temporal evolution, that can change the pore structure and mechanical properties of 

the reservoir [2,3]. This may affect the gas recovery efficiency and mechanical stability of 

sediment layers during gas production [4]. Hydrate dissociation may even damage the 

facilities and equipment involved in gas recovery [5,6]. For example, (1) the volume 

expansion associated with hydrate dissociation can generate excess pore pressures of up to 

thousands of pounds per square inch, psi, in confined pore spaces [7]. The excess pore 

pressure can decrease the sediment shear stress, causing bed deformation or failure near 

production wells or offshore drilling rigs [8,9]. (2) Hydrate dissociation via 

depressurization may decrease the local reservoir temperature, causing ice-formation or 

hydrate reformation. This may suppress the liberated gas flow from the hydrate reservoir, 

decreasing the productivity of the gas recovery [10]. (3) During hydrate dissociation, sand 

and water production can restrict the gas recovery process [11]. The produced gas and 

water may reform gas hydrate in transport lines and cause pipe plugging [12].    

Magnetic Resonance (MR) and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) are non-invasive 

methods that have proven to be useful and informative in the study of gas hydrates [13,14]. 

High field MRI instruments have been employed in previous hydrate studies, but low field 

MRI instruments will permit more suitable experimental conditions and more quantitative 

fluid content data. Low field MRI instruments are more compatible with 

equipment/components required for high pressure petroleum studies [15]. Low field 
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instruments also minimize possible magnetic susceptibility mismatch effects on signal 

lifetime [16].   

Well-designed MR/MRI methods can spatially and temporally quantify fluid contents of 

realistic porous media including hydrate systems [17,18]. As shown in this chapter, 

appropriate MR/MRI methods at low magnetic field can quantify recovered water 

saturation, discriminate the recovered water from liberated gas, determine the microscopic 

and macroscopic properties of gas and water, and observe mechanical failure of the 

hydrate-saturated sand pack.  

Glass bead samples have been employed in many previous MRI studies of hydrates to 

decrease magnetic susceptibility mismatch effects when high magnetic fields are employed 

[19-23]. Conventional frequency-encode MRI measurements revealed that heat transfer to 

the sample region impacts the pattern of endothermic hydrate dissociation [19,20]. 3D 

images, obtained with conventional frequency-encoding, did not quantitatively represent 

water saturations released during hydrate dissociation [19-23]. 

Yang [20] reported that during hydrate dissociation the gas flow may displace a fraction of 

recovered water saturation from the sample region. However, 3D MRI measurements did 

not reveal such water migration [22]. Wang [23] monitored crack-like pathways that 

appeared during hydrate dissociation in a glass bead matrix. Previous investigations 

detected 1H MRI signal from recovered water as hydrate dissociated [19-23]. Moderate T2 

signal lifetimes and low spin density did not permit imaging the recovered water saturation 
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in the early stages of hydrate dissociation nor the released gas saturation during hydrate 

dissociation [19-23].  

In the present study, advanced MR/MRI methods were employed to study phase transitions 

during hydrate dissociation with a new style MR/MRI compatible metallic core holder at 

0.2 Tesla. This MRI instrument, with a vertical short-bore magnet, was advantageous 

because its low magnetic field made it possible to safely place gas tanks, pumps, and 

tooling in proximity to the MRI instrument. The wide bore of this magnet, 13 cm, readily 

accommodated the core holder, heat exchange jacket and inlet/outlet tubing. The MR/MRI 

compatible metallic core holder employed benefits from an RF probe inside the metal core 

holder and an exterior heat exchange jacket [24,25].  

Quantitative 1D and 3D MRI measurements observed a variety of phenomena occurring 

during hydrate dissociation including water migration, sand pack failure, crack growth, and 

the spatial pattern of hydrate dissociation. For the first time, phase transitions occurring 

during hydrate dissociation processes were studied with bulk T1-T2 measurement. The bulk 

T1-T2 measurement made it possible to discriminate different molecular species and fluid 

environments during hydrate dissociation. Bulk T1-T2 measurement identified the presence 

of capillary-trapped residual gas, known to cause excess pore gas pressure during hydrate 

dissociation processes. The results show that the majority of gas is temporarily confined as 

capillary trapped gas upon dissociation. Non-destructive study of these behaviors using 

any other measurement method would be challenging, if possible at all. 
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6.3 Experimental Section 

6.3.1 Apparatus 

The third prototype MR/MRI compatible metallic core holder (MS-10000) was employed 

for 1H MRI measurements of hydrate dissociation at 8.52 MHz [24,25]. The core holder, 

illustrated in Figure 6-1, was placed vertically in the bore of a Maran DRX-HF magnet 

operating at 0.2 Tesla (Oxford Instruments Ltd., Oxford, UK). This system includes a 1 

kW BT01000-AlphaS RF amplifier (TOMCO Technologies, Sydney, Australia) and a 

three-axis magnetic gradient coil driven by Techron 7782 gradient amplifiers (Techron, 

Elkhart, IN, US).  

The core holder was fabricated from Inconel 718 and built for operation with sustained 

working pressure of 4000 psi, between -28 and 80 ˚C.  The core holder was built with a 

safety factor of 4. Inconel 718 is a non-magnetic superalloy with low electrical conductivity 

that minimizes image distortion due to the eddy currents induced on the metal core holder 

by switching magnetic field gradients [26].  

An open frame RF probe [25] was installed inside the core holder Figure 6-1. The RF probe 

design minimizes MR background signal. The RF probe was immersed in Fluorinert FC-

40 (3M Electronic Liquid, Saint Paul, MN, US), employed as the confining fluid. The 

confining fluid, with no 1H MR signal, exerts force on the core holder interior and functions 

as a thermal and dielectric bath [25].  
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A heat exchange jacket enclosing the core holder exterior regulates the confining fluid 

temperature, as shown in Figure 6-1. The open frame design of the RF probe puts the 

confining fluid in direct contact with the core holder interior. This significantly enhanced 

the rate of heat transfer to the sample vessel during hydrate dissociation [25].  

A non-magnetic Type-T thermocouple, and pressure gauges, were attached to the core 

holder. Pressure gauges monitored the sample vessel and the confining fluid pressures 

during measurements. The thermocouple head was submerged in the confining fluid to 

ensure accurate temperature measurements. The thermocouple was disconnected from the 

data acquisition system during MR/MRI measurements to preclude the introduction of 

external RF noise. 

  



 

 

 

 

Figure 6-1 Cross-sectional diagram of the MR/MRI compatible metallic core holder: (a) sample vessel, (b) hydrate-bearing sand pack, 

(c) 290 psi gas head and (d) metal closure. The outlet/inlet tube (e) was blocked. The temperature regulating fluid (f) was circulated 

between (g) the heat exchange jacket and (h) the metal vessel. The open frame RF probe (i) was submerged in the high pressure confining 

fluid (j). Fluorinated oil was employed as the confining fluid filling the space between the RF probe and the sample vessel. Solid coax 

cable (k) was soldered to the RF coil. A thermocouple (l) placed in the closure read the temperature of the confining fluid.  

1
5
5
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6.3.2 Hydrate Formation and Dissociation Procedures 

A sand pack (sand, mesh -50+70, Sigma-Aldrich, Oakville, CA), with length 38 mm, 

diameter 33 mm and a porosity of 44% was employed as the porous media. The sand pack 

functions as a more realistic system compared to pure liquid or ideal porous media such as 

glass beads. It resembles sediment layers hosting natural methane hydrate deposits [27]. 

Experimental conditions were chosen to decrease the induction period and to expedite the 

rate of hydrate formation. These conditions included vibrating the sample with vigorous 

magnetic field gradient pulses [28], employing SDS surfactant and the sand pack itself, 

which is known to enhance hydrate formation [29,30].  

The sand pack was saturated with 14.7 grams of distilled water solution containing 500 

ppm sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) (Fisher, Toronto, CA). Distilled water was employed 

rather than brine to ensure more complete hydrate formation [31]. A sample vessel (2.5 

mm wall thickness, length 51 mm) fabricated from PEEK enclosed the sand pack. The 

sample vessel was placed in the center of the core holder, as illustrated in Figure 6-1.  

The heat exchange jacket stabilized the confining fluid temperature to 4°C and methane 

gas (Praxair Canada Inc, Fredericton, CA) was introduced into the sample vessel at 1500 

psi during the hydrate formation process. A Teledyne ISCO 100DX pump (Teledyne ISCO, 

Lincoln, NE, US) set the confining pressure at 1650 psi. Most of the water saturating the 

sand pack was converted to methane hydrate within ten days. The hydrate-bearing sand 

pack had a 2.8% irreducible water saturation, preventing further hydrate formation [18]. 
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These experimental procedures have previously been reported as part of a related hydrate 

formation study [18]. 

The gas head pressure was decreased from 1500 psi to 290 psi over approximately 30 mins 

to initiate dissociation. The methane hydrate was dissociated at 290 psi and 4 °C. The 

confining pressure was held at 500 psi during hydrate dissociation. A back-pressure 

regulator (EB1HP1, Equilibar, Fletcher, NC, US) set the pressure of the sample vessel at 

290 psi during hydrate dissociation. The hydrate bearing-sand pack, enclosed in the sample 

vessel, was the only source of gas and water during the hydrate dissociation process.  

6.3.3 MR/MRI Methodology 

MR/MRI measurements were undertaken in a continuous loop during hydrate dissociation. 

These measurements include 1D dhk SPRITE MRI, bulk Free Induction Decay, bulk 

CPMG, bulk T1-T2 and 3D π-EPI MRI measurements. These five measurements were 

continued for the first 24 hours. A T2-mapping SE-SPI measurement was undertaken 11 

hours after commencement of hydrate dissociation.  

1D dhk SPRITE is ideal for imaging fluid content in porous media such as the hydrate 

bearing sand pack [32].  With short encoding times and sufficiently long relaxation delays 

this method yields fluid saturation images [32]. The SPRITE MRI method, as a pure phase 

encoding technique, is also significantly immune to internal magnetic field gradients, and 

eddy currents, as well as change in the T1 and T2 relaxation times [32].  
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1D dhk SPRITE profiles were acquired with 64 k-space points in 4 mins with 16 signal 

averages. The RF pulse was 9° with duration of 1.5 µs at 100% RF power. The encoding 

time tp was 150 µs with a repetition time TR of 2 ms. A delay time of 5 s, equal to 5×the 

water saturated sand T1, was employed between each of the two halves of data acquisition.  

π-EPI is a fast 3D frequency encoding MRI method [33] employed in this work to monitor 

the spatial distribution of recovered water during hydrate dissociation. The π-EPI method 

produces high quality 3D images with relatively short acquisition times [33]. Each 3D π-

EPI image was acquired in 25 mins with 16 signal averages. Individual π-EPI images were 

not smoothed and had a nominal resolution of 1.4×1.4×1.3 mm3. A delay time of 5.7 s was 

employed between each of the 16 interleaved trajectories in k-space. The echo time was 3 

ms. A short echo time and the long T2s of different species in the system resulted in 3D 

fluid saturation π-EPI images [33].  

The bulk T1-T2 measurement, as a 2D MR relaxation method, identified different fluid 

phases and environments in the dissociating hydrate system by measuring 1H density as a 

function of T1 and T2 relaxation time constants. Bulk T1-T2 measurements [34,35] required 

22 mins with 4 signal averages for a delay time of 14.9 s. The T2-mapping SE-SPI 

measurement [36] spatially mapped the recovered water, and the liberated gas, once 

hydrate dissociation was complete. Bulk CPMG, and free induction decay measurements 

[37] were undertaken throughout the hydrate dissociation process.  
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6.4 Results and Discussion 

6.4.1 Spatial and Temporal Monitoring of Hydrate Dissociation 

The 1D dhk SPRITE measurement was undertaken to monitor the longitudinal hydrate 

dissociation process. 1D dhk SPRITE profiles, Figure 6-2, spatially resolved bulk gas in 

the reservoir head and recovered water in the reminder of the vessel during hydrate 

dissociation. Measurement parameters were set to yield fluid saturation profiles for 

liberated methane gas, at 290 psi, and water recovered in the pore space due to hydrate 

dissociation. The delay time, 5 s, resulted in complete recovery of the sample longitudinal 

magnetization before acquisition for recovered water saturating the sand pack and methane 

gas at 290 psi. In the pore space, methane gas at 290 psi has a negligible 1H density 

compared to liquid water. The 1D dhk SPRITE profiles are thus dominated by the spatial 

variation of water content in the pore space. This was verified by control measurements.  

Methane hydrate dissociation commenced at the sand pack/gas head interface, as shown in 

Figure 6-2b. The MRI signal observed from the gas head fluctuated in amplitude during 

the first three hours after commencement of dissociation, as seen in Figure 6-2b. The 

migration of recovered water into the gas head caused this variation in signal amplitude. 

Such a water migration was anticipated based on the literature [19]. 3D π-EPI images also 

verified that a fraction of the recovered water was displaced from the sand pack to the gas 

head during the first three hours.  
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The hydrate dissociation process was completed in 22 hours with two distinct stages. A 

two stage dissociation was also anticipated based on the literature [38]. In the first stage, 8 

hours in length, the water content in the pore space increased to a maximum saturation of 

75%. In the second stage, 14 additional hours, the water saturation gradually decreased by 

7%, as observed in Figure 6-2b-c. This water signal loss is ascribed to water migration 

[11]. The recovered water saturation was calculated based on the signal integrated from the 

sand pack area in 1D dhk SPRITE profiles and referenced to the initial water saturated sand 

pack. 

 

Figure 6-2 Space- and time-resolved 1H fluid content profiles, Y direction, of hydrate 

dissociation. 1H profiles before hydrate formation (+) and after hydrate dissociation (○) are 

shown in (a). The gas head is visible at left, 24 mm to 30 mm. Observed signal intensity is 
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normalized by the maximum water signal in the zero-time profile before the introduction 

of gas. Early-time 1H fluid content profiles at t=0.5 (•), 2 (▪) and 3 (◊) hours of dissociation 

are shown in (b). Late-time 1H fluid content profiles at t=5 (▪), 8 (•), 12 (+) and 22 (○) 

hours of dissociation are shown (c). (d) Schematic of the sample vessel. The gas head 

(orange region), connected to a back pressure regulator, is located on top of the hydrate-

bearing sand pack (turquoise region). 

SPRITE profiles could not resolve capillary-trapped residual gas – which is high-pressure 

gas trapped in the pore space. The delay time, of 5 s, suppressed recovery of the 

longitudinal magnetization for the capillary-trapped residual gas. Bulk T1-T2 

measurements show that the trapped residual gas T1 is on the order of 10 s. We hypothesize 

that this long T1 represents the capillary-trapped residual gas. Evidence for this hypothesis 

is presented in section 6.3.2.  

The initial hydrate dissociation was longitudinally inhomogeneous but the recovered water 

saturation became more uniform in space as hydrate dissociation proceeded, as seen in 

Figure 6-2b-c. 1D profiles represent the water distribution in the sand pack longitudinally 

and the profiles may be misleading if there is lateral structural in the pattern of hydrate 

dissociation. Rapid π-EPI measurements were thus employed to monitor the hydrate 

dissociation process in 3D. 

π-EPI measurements, Figure 6-3, revealed that hydrate dissociation commenced from the 

gas head/sand pack interface at time 0.7 hours. 2D slices extracted from the 3D π-EPI 

measurements at times 0.7 hours to 5.2 hours demonstrate substantial recovered water 

present in the periphery of the sand pack and much less near the center.  
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Figure 6-3 2D slices from 3D π-EPI images of 1H content in the hydrate system during 

dissociation. At time 0.7 hours, the image intensity increased at the interface of the sand 

pack and the gas head. At time 1.8 hours, the liberated gas moved the recovered water into 

the reservoir head. From 2.9 hours to 5.2 hours, hydrate dissociation progressed from the 

core periphery to its interior as revealed by the pattern of water produced. From 4.5 hours 

to 5.2 hours, the sand pack top moved upwards into the gas head reservoir region. From 

time 6.2 hours to 21.25 hours, the recovered water was redistributed along the sand pack.  

Signal intensity (a.u.) is mapped linearly to the display range at right of the figure. 

Progression of the dissociation front resembles a shrinking core behavior [39] from 2.9 

hours to 5.2 hours. Hydrate dissociation is endothermic [21,23], and will decrease the local 

temperature, while the sample vessel wall exterior was in direct contact with the confining 

fluid at 4°C. It is likely that hydrate dissociation is more favorable near the wall due to heat 

transfer effects [19,20].  

Figure 6-4 plots position of the hydrate dissociation front as a function of time, in the sand 

pack interior, between 1.8 hours and 4 hours. The position data is extracted from the images 

of Figure 6-3. Movement of the hydrate dissociation front is radially symmetric about the 
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Y axis. We may, in the first instance, consider the shrinking core behavior to be due to heat 

transfer limiting the dissociation process considered as a phase change. Carslaw [39] 

showed that for a one dimensional sample a moving boundary phase change of ice to water 

moves as the square root of time with heat supplied to the sample exterior. The plots of 

Figure 6-4 do not show a square root of time dependence of front movement. Rather a 

parabolic dependence on time was observed. This may be due to the 3D nature of the 

problem as was observed in related work [40]. The trend of data points in Figure 6-4 is 

illustrated by a spline curve fit to the data. The early time derivative with respect to time 

shows the rate of front movement was approximately 2.5 mm/hour at 2 hours.  

 

Figure 6-4 Position of the hydrate desaturation front plotted along the Z (   ) and Y (   ) 

directions as a function of time. Smoothing splines were fit to the data. Front position in 

the two directions was determined from discrete lines bisecting the shrinking core at each 

experimental time. The position front data were extracted from the 2D YZ slices shown in 

Figure 3 between 1.8 hours to 5.2 hours. Position of the front was referenced to the interior 

surface of the sample vessel.  
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2D slices from 3D π-EPI images, Figure 6-3, revealed that the sand pack expanded at 5.2 

hours after commencement of dissociation. The longitudinal expansion of the sand pack 

was also revealed in 1D dhk SPRITE profiles where the sand pack top moved upwards, 

into the gas head, during hydrate dissociation, as shown in Figure 6-2a. Such an expansion 

was anticipated through previous work in the literature [5,41].  

Several cracks appeared along the sand pack during this longitudinal expansion and were 

presumably filled with liberated gas at 290 psi. The dark regions seen in Figure 6-3 between 

5.2 hours and 21.2 hours are representative of these cracks. The 2D slices shown in Figure 

6-3 only display the water recovered in the apparatus and the pore space due to low 1H 

density of 290-psi methane gas compared to water.  This was confirmed by control 

measurement.  

Liberated gas displaced a portion of the recovered water from the sand pack to the gas head 

between 0.7 hours and 5.2 hours. A portion of this water was further displaced to the 

reservoir outlet between 5 hours and 21 hours, after commencement of dissociation, as 

revealed by Figure 6-3. This effect has also been represented in the literature [11].   

Between 6.2 hours and 21.2 hours, liberated gas redistributed a significant amount of the 

recovered water from the sand pack bottom to the top. This phenomenon has been observed 

by other researchers [11,42]. 3D π-EPI measurements reveal that the quantity of water in 

the sand pack top is almost twice that of the sand pack bottom. The T2-mapping SE-SPI 
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result, Figure 6-5, shows that the liberated gas saturation was distributed throughout the 

sand pack as expected [42].  

The T2-mapping SE-SPI result also reveals that after the completion of hydrate 

dissociation, the T2 distribution was sheared along the sand pack, as seen in Figure 6-5. 

The T2 time constant increases as the water-occupied pore volume increases for a fixed 

pore surface area in an unsaturated water-wet system [43]. This means that a greater 

amount of recovered water must have saturated the sand pack top compared to the sand 

pack bottom. This observation agrees with the 3D π-EPI results shown in Figure 6-3. 

 

Figure 6-5 T2 map of the recovered water and the liberated gas saturating the sand pack 

measured by T2-mapping SE-SPI at time 11 hours after commencement of dissociation. 

The bottom of the reservoir is at 75 mm. The gas head in the reservoir is shown from 25 

mm to 31 mm with T2 values between 100 ms and 1000 ms. The liberated gas in the sand 

pack is found between 31 mm and 75 mm with T2 values between 10 and 100 ms. Water 

saturating the sand pack yields T2 values between 150 and 3000 ms. Signal area under the 

T2 curve is proportional to fluid quantity at a chosen position. Signal intensity (a.u.) is 

mapped to the color scale at right of the figure.  
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6.4.2 Discriminating Water and Gas Species in the System 

The main objective of this study was to identify fluid species produced in the pore space 

as methane hydrate dissociates. In addition to recovered water and low pressure gas, it is 

reasonable to hypothesize the presence of high pressure methane gas, trapped in the pore 

space. This gas is known as capillary-trapped residual gas [7,44]. Capillary-trapped 

residual gas saturation results in an extra pore gas pressure during hydrate dissociation 

[7,44].  

Bulk T1-T2 measurement is valuable in characterizing molecular species present in the 

hydrate system [18]. Bulk T1-T2 measurements were acquired at regular intervals 

throughout the 22 hours of hydrate dissociation. Five representative bulk T1-T2 plots are 

reported in Figure 6-5. The bulk T1-T2 measurements, Figure 6-6a-f, have signal to noise 

ratios of 46, 100, 376, 530 and 436 in the time domain. Variation of the regularization 

parameter did not change the major characteristics of the peaks [35]. The four distinct 

peaks, or clusters of peaks, shown in Figure 6-6, may be assigned as follows: peak P1 is 

290-psi methane in the gas head, P2 is 290-psi liberated gas in the pore space, P3 is water 

recovered in the apparatus and in the pore space, while P4 is high-pressure capillary-trapped 

gas.   
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Figure 6-6 Bulk T1-T2 of the hydrate-bearing sand pack as a function of time during 

hydrate dissociation. In each sub figure, the recovered water saturation is reported at top 

right: (a) 0.2 hours (b) 2.4 hours, (c) 5 hours, (d) 7.3 hours, and (e) 21.9 hours. The peak 

labeled P1 is 290-psi bulk gas in the gas head, P2 is 290-psi gas saturation in the pore space, 

P3 is bulk-like water in the apparatus and water in the pore space, while P4 is capillary-

trapped residual gas saturation.  
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Peak P1 is liberated methane gas that accumulated in the reservoir head at a pressure of 290 

psi. This peak has constant integrated signal and fixed T1-T2 coordinates during the first 

six hours, as observed in Figure 6-6a-c. The T1 and T2 of P1 are roughly equivalent 

suggesting high mobility and a 1H species in the extreme narrowing regime [43]. This was 

confirmed by control measurement.  

The integrated signal from peak P1 decreased by 50% at time 5 hours when the sand pack 

top moved and decreased the available head space. Pressure gauges connected to the 

sample vessel verified a constant pressure of 290 psi throughout hydrate dissociation. The 

methane gas cylinder was disconnected from the sample vessel during dissociation and the 

hydrate bearing sand pack was the only source of methane gas during hydrate dissociation. 

Peak P2 is the 290-psi liberated gas saturating the sand pack during hydrate dissociation. 

This peak does not change in T1-T2 coordinates, nor in amplitude, during the first 6 hours, 

but it does increase in T2 coordinate and amplitude as the sand pack top moved upwards at 

time 5 hours. At a constant pressure of 290 psi, an increase in gas-occupied pore volume, 

due to the bed expansion, increases the T2 of the gas saturating the pores. This was 

confirmed by control measurement.   

The cluster of peaks labeled P3 is assigned to water recovered in the pore space and in the 

apparatus. This peak changes slightly in T1-T2 coordinates, shifting from 1 s to 2 s during 

time 0.2 hours to 2.4 hours, as seen in Figure 6-6a-b. The shift in T1-T2 coordinates of peak 

P3 is concurrent with the water migration observed in the 3D π-EPI measurements. The 
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migrated water had T1 and T2 values similar to bulk SDS solution with a T1 and T2 of 

roughly 2 s. The T1-T2 coordinates are consistent with bulk like water, undergoing minimal 

surface relaxation. This was confirmed by control measurement.  

Peak P3 increases in amplitude as hydrate dissociation proceeds, as revealed in Figure 6-

6a-c. The recovered water saturation, determined from peak P3, reached 90% of the initial 

water content of the sand pack, before initial hydrate formation. Peak P3 decreased slightly 

in amplitude from 7.3 hours to 21.9 hours. Such a water loss was confirmed spatially by 

1D dhk SPRITE and 3D π-EPI measurements. We assume water was displaced from the 

measurement volume into the external volume of the apparatus.  

Bulk T1-T2 measurements, undertaken during the hydrate formation process, identified a 

peak with a long T1 signal component [18]. This peak was assigned to the residual gas 

saturation that was trapped in the pore space. Peak P4 in Figure 6-6 has a very long T1 and 

is thus likely to be high pressure capillary-trapped residual gas.  Capillary-trapped residual 

gas is known to yield excess pore pressures up to tens of 1000 psi during hydrate 

dissociation [7,43]. An increase in pressure increases the T1 lifetimes of spin-½ gases due 

to the spin rotation relaxation mechanism [45,46]. Since it is difficult to unambiguously 

assign peak P4 to capillary-trapped residual gas through a control experiment, we must 

consider alternate hypotheses. We now consider these alternate hypotheses for peak P4 then 

separately examine and reject each hypothesis. We consider three possible explanations for 

peak P4 (1) water closely associated with the hydrate network, (2) methane gas dissolved 

in the water phase, and (3) methane gas nanobubbles. The first hypothesis seems unlikely. 
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The integrated signal ratio of peaks P4/P3 is approximately 3.5 at 0.2 hours of dissociation, 

Figure 6-6a. In a water wet system, it is difficult to imagine that water closely associated 

with the hydrate network would not appear as part of peak P3. Although only 5% of the 

initial water saturation was recovered at 0.2 hours, the T1 and T2 lifetimes of peak P3 are 

consistent with the lifetime of water in the pore space, somewhat more than 1 s [47].  

The quantity of material in peak P4 is important in considering the second hypothesis. The 

quantity of material is significantly larger than that suggested from a 0.1% methane 

solubility in water [48-50]. Although SDS is a surfactant and may be expected to enhance 

hydrocarbon solubility, it has been rejected as a promoter of methane solubility in previous 

studies [49]. Control measurements showed that methane solubility in SDS solution was 

negligible at 290 psi.  

Methane nanobubble formation [51,52] is an unlikely explanation of the large signal in P4, 

when considering (i) methane pressure in the nanobubbles, (ii) long nanobubble lifetimes 

and (iii) low quantity of methane gas in nanobubbles.   

The methane pressure in nanobubbles has been reported to be roughly 870 psi during 

hydrate dissociation [51,52]. Control measurements, including bulk T1-T2 and 

conventional MR measurements, revealed that the T1 lifetimes of methane gas saturating 

sand and bulk methane gas at 870 psi were 468 ms and 1.2 s respectively. Both T1 lifetimes 

are dramatically less than the T1 of peak P4.  
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The lifetime of methane nanobubbles after hydrate dissociation is reported to be as long as 

two weeks [51,52]. Peak P4 decreased in amplitude from 0.2 hours to 5 hours, then 

disappeared at 7.3 hours.  A five-hour lifetime of peak P4 is insignificant compared to the 

anticipated lifetime of methane nanobubbles.  

An absolute total of 0.003 moles of methane gas could be stored in nanobubbles given the 

initial water saturation (14.7 g) based on literature reports of nanobubble saturation. 600 

cm3 of methane gas can be stored in nanobubble solution per 1 dm3 water at 25 °C [52]. 

This quantity of methane, 0.003 mole, is much less than the 0.077 moles of methane gas 

calculated from the amplitude of peak P4 at 0.2 hours.  

None of the alternate hypotheses discussed above explains the unusual T1 and T2 values of 

peak P4. A very similar peak appears in analogous hydrate formation experiments [18]. A 

viable hypothesis should explain the methane behavior during formation and dissociation 

processes.   

This leads us to a consideration of capillary-trapped residual gas saturation as the fourth 

hypothesis. Capillary-trapped residual gas refers to the gas saturation that was released, 

then trapped in the pore space, causing excess local pore fluid pressure due to volume 

expansion associated with hydrate dissociation [7,44].  The volume occupied by liberated 

gas and recovered water is dramatically larger than the initial volume of hydrate. A lower 

dissociation pressure leads to a tendency for higher volume expansion. If hydrate 
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dissociates at a pressure of 360 psi a volume expansion of up to 500% can be anticipated 

[7].  

Excess pore gas pressure is also proportional to initial hydrate saturation and sediment bulk 

stiffness [7,44]. High initial hydrate saturation results in a larger bulk stiffness, generating 

higher excess pore pressures [44,53]. Initial hydrate saturations greater than 50% can result 

in hydrate-bearing sediments with a bulk stiffness between 1450 ksi to 14500 ksi [53-55]. 

For example, dissociation of a hydrate-bearing sediment with only 20% initial hydrate 

saturation and 1450 ksi bulk stiffness can result in an excess pore pressure of 8700 psi [44].  

We assume that a small fraction of the liberated gas dissolves in the recovered water phase; 

however, the remainder remains in the initially hydrate-filled pore space before displacing 

water and escaping from the sand pack [44,56].  As mentioned above, a hydrate-bearing 

sand pack with 96% initial hydrate saturation was employed in this study [18]. The 96% 

hydrate saturation will result in a bulk stiffness, up to 14500 ksi, causing significant excess 

pore pressures during hydrate dissociation [44,56]. Such a high hydrate saturation is 

relevant to field studies. The Nanaki methane hydrate deposit showed a hydrate saturation 

of 80%, based on field test measurements [57].  

Important evidence in support of the capillary-trapped residual gas hypothesis is the 

bifurcation in the T1 and T2 relaxation times of peak P4. Methane gas at pressures less than 

1500 psi has equivalent T1 and T2, with lifetimes determined by spin rotation [46,58]. At 

pressures above 1500 psi, molecular dipolar interactions dominate MR relaxation 
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processes [46,58] resulting in increased relaxation lifetimes that bifurcate in T1 and T2 with 

T2s substantially less than T1s. 

Methane gas at elevated pressure in microporous solids is also reported to bifurcate in T1 

and T2; with T2 much less than T1 [58].  Kausik [58] investigated this phenomenon in detail 

in a model porous vycor glass. The decrease in T2 is due to interaction with the pore surface 

causing slower motion and a greater sensitivity to relaxation [58]. The capillary-trapped 

residual gas hypothesis requires that the pore pressure increases as gas is released, with gas 

trapped in the pore space while expansive hydrate dissociation occurs [44,59].  

During hydrate dissociation, the T1 of peak P4 remains on the order of 10 s but decreases 

in amplitude. This would be expected if the gas pressure in the pore space is quasi constant. 

The fact that T1 is constant suggests maintenance of a high pressure while a decrease in 

amplitude suggests some gas is released from the capillary trapped environment.  

Bulk T1-T2 measurements, Figure 6-6a, reveal that the absolute quantity of methane gas 

associated with peak P4 is 0.077 moles 0.2 hours after commencement of dissociation. Five 

hours after commencement of dissociation, capillary-trapped residual gas decreases in 

quantity from 0.077 moles to 0.004 moles. This resulted in a gas recovery efficiency of 

95% after 5 hours of gas production. The gas recovery efficiency is hypothesized to be 

proportional to the trapped residual gas saturation [56].  
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Peak P4 disappeared from T1-T2 plots, Figure 6-6, 5 hours after commencement of 

dissociation. The disappearance of peak P4 was concurrent with mechanical failure of the 

sand pack, as observed in the MRI images. This reinforces the hypothesis suggested by 

others that release of capillary trapped gas is related to bed failure [8,44]. Our results show 

that the majority of liberated gas is initially capillary trapped. 

We now consider quantification of the excess pore pressure based on the pressure 

dependence of the spin-lattice relaxation time constant T1 of methane gas. An increase in 

methane pressure increases T1 [46,58]. Figure 6-7 plots T1 of the methane gas saturating 

an identical dry sand pack as a function of pressure. The T1 values were obtained from MR 

control measurements of methane gas saturating a dry sand pack at 8.52 MHz. 

Extrapolating the linear fit permits one to predict the excess pressure of the capillary-

trapped methane gas, peak P4, with a T1 of 10 s. The estimated pressure was 8200 psi. 

Independent estimation based on the ideal gas law, with approximate volumes, yielded 

similarly high pressure. Such a high excess pore gas pressure has been reported in the 

literature [44]. 

We emphasize that the T1-T2 results obtained from peak P4 are semi-quantitative since the 

long T1 value of these species was outside the range anticipated by the bulk T1-T2 

measurement and its timing parameters.  
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Figure 6-7 T1 of methane gas saturating a dry sand pack (  ) plotted as a function of 

pressure. The data show a straight line relationship. These T1 control measurements were 

undertaken at 25 ◦C with the same apparatus as for dissociation measurements. 
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6.5 Conclusions 

In this study a methane hydrate bearing sand pack with 2.8% residual water was dissociated 

within a MR/MRI-compatible metallic core holder at 290 psi and 4 °C. Time-resolved 

MR/MRI measurements monitored the hydrate dissociation process. Methane hydrate 

dissociation commenced at the interface of the sand pack and gas head. Three-dimensional 

MRI measurements revealed that hydrate dissociation was more significant close to the 

sand pack walls, with dissociation spreading in the sand pack in a core shrinking pattern. 

MRI measurements observed a variety of phenomena associated with hydrate dissociation, 

such as water migration, bed failure, and crack growth.   

Bulk T1-T2 measurements quantified the recovered water and the liberated gas saturations 

during hydrate dissociation. The recovered water saturation was 82% after 22 hours. Bulk 

T1-T2 measurements identified significant capillary-trapped residual gas saturation during 

the first 5 hours of hydrate dissociation. The majority of liberated methane gas is initially 

capillary trapped. The excess pore gas pressure was estimated to be 8200 psi based on MR 

control measurements.   
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Chapter 7 –  Contributions, Conclusion and Future Work 

7.1 Contributions 

This thesis describes the design, fabrication, testing and use of three MR/MRI compatible 

metallic core holders [1,2]. The core holders developed in this thesis significantly improve 

the practicality of MR/MRI based petroleum studies at reservoir conditions. This class of 

core holders is a significant advance for the international petroleum core analysis 

community. These core holders have been employed by UNB MRI collaborators, and the 

author, in the study of methane hydrate formation, methane hydrate dissociation, CO2 

flooding, waterflooding, polymer flooding and gas shales [3-7]. These studies have been, 

or will be, published in refereed journals or conference proceedings. The primary 

contributions of this research are summarized in the following subsections. 

The core holder technology embodied in this thesis, specifically Chapter 4, is in process of 

being patented. A notice of allowance was received in summer of 2019 from the US patent 

office. This may lead to commercialization through licensing of this technology.    

7.1.1 Core Holder Development 

Three MR/MRI compatible metallic core holders, termed MS-5000, MR-5000 and MS-

10000, were developed during this thesis research [1-2]. Detailed fabrication, material 

selection and component design are described in this thesis.  The open frame RF probe 

design was introduced in this work [2]. This is probably the most important contribution 
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of this research. The open frame design resolved most, if not all, of the technical problems 

associated with the development of metal MR/MRI compatible core holders. 

7.1.2 Core Holder Usage by the Author  

The third prototype core holder developed during this thesis research made it possible to 

study methane hydrate formation and dissociation processes at specific temperature and 

pressure conditions which were problematic to maintain with conventional MR/MRI 

compatible core holders. The MR/MRI measurements identified molecular species and 

fluid environments during hydrate formation/dissociation processes [3,4].  

Introduction of the bulk T1-T2 measurement in this study, as a method to monitor and 

estimate excess pore gas pressure during hydrate formation and dissociation processes, was 

a valuable contribution to hydrate research [3,4].  

7.1.3 Core Holder Usage by Others 

The first prototype core holder, MS-5000, permitted supercritical CO2 flooding studies of 

hydrocarbon saturated core plugs with MR/MRI methods at 40 °C and pressures up to 2900 

psi [5,6]. This study revealed the miscible and immiscible mechanisms relevant to CO2 

displacement processes in decane and heavy oil saturated Berea core plugs. These studies 

resulted in two papers published in refereed journals.  The work formed the heart of two 

chapters of Mr. Armin Afrough’s 2019 PhD thesis (PhD Candidate, Chemical Engineering, 

UNB) [5,6].   
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Waterflooding and polymer flooding were undertaken with the first prototype at a pressure 

of 1000 psi and ambient temperature [7]. These experiments permitted the exploration of 

enhanced oil recovery methods with MR/MRI techniques under more realistic conditions 

and resulted in a paper published in the Proceedings of the International Symposium of the 

Society of Core Analysts, Snowmass, Colorado, USA (2016) [7]. The relevant publication 

was included in the 2017 PhD thesis of Dr. Ming Li (Chemical Engineering, UNB).      

The third prototype core holder enabled the study of methane gas storage mechanisms in 

shale at pressures up to 2100 psi at ambient temperature. The data, extracted from MR/MRI 

measurements, permitted determination of the gas adsorption-desorption curve in shales 

under test. The experimental procedure and the data obtained will be published by Mr. 

Sadegh Zamiri (PhD Candidate, Chemical Engineering, UNB) and contribute to at least 

one chapter in his PhD thesis.     

7.2 Conclusion 

The overall objective of the thesis, design, fabrication, testing and usage of metallic 

MR/MRI compatible core holders was achieved. This thesis demonstrated a 

comprehensive set of design and fabrication techniques for three MR/MRI compatible 

metallic core holders and their integrated RF probes.  

The first, second and third prototype core holders were designed for maximum working 

pressures of 5000 psi, 5000 psi and 10000 psi respectively. All three prototypes were 

employed in the bore of a Maran DRX-HF, vertical bore magnet, operating at 0.2 Tesla 
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(Oxford Instruments Ltd., Oxford, UK). The core holders were fabricated from superalloys 

due to their high tensile strength and low electrical conductivity.   

The three prototype core holders housed core plug samples of 1.5 inch diameter and 2 inch 

length. The embedded RF probe and the open frame RF probe were incorporated inside the 

core holders. The integrated RF probes functioned well inside the metal case. The prototype 

core holders employed heat-exchange jackets for temperature regulation.  

Practical testing with colleagues proved that the prototype core holders can be employed 

to analyze a wide variety of petroleum core flooding and core analysis experiments. 

7.3 Future Work 

It is anticipated that the three prototype metal core holders, developed in this thesis, will 

continue to be extensively employed in the UNB MRI Center. The following subsections 

outline recommended future work relevant to further development and core holder usage.   

(1) The possibility of fabricating the open frame RF probe from zirconium oxide ceramics 

should be investigated. This will result in a further reduction of the MR background signal. 

In the present work, PEEK was employed as the frame material due to its simplicity in 

fabrication and machining. Fabrication of zirconia components requires complex casting 

techniques. The dielectric properties of the frame material can also affect the RF probe’s 

functioning. Zirconia has a higher dielectric constant (relative permittivity), 10–23, 

compared to PEEK, 2–3, which may however increase dielectric losses in the probe [2]. 
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(2) In the third prototype core holder, the RF coil was soldered to the electrical feedthrough 

connecting the RF probe to the MR/MRI instrument [2]. This complicated the RF coil 

structure, which was immersed in the confining fluid during high pressure operations. The 

compressive stresses resulting from the confining fluid may impact the soldered joint 

reliability and mechanical strength [8,9]. This could result in the failure of the electrical 

connection between the RF probe and the MR/MRI instrument. It is recommended to 

change the nature of the RF probe connection.  

The third prototype was tested at a pressure of 15000 psi for a period of 1 minute; the test 

duration was not long enough to examine the joint mechanical strength and its reliability 

[8,9]. A few hours or days testing may be required to study the joint functionality at 

pressures up to 15000 psi.   

(3) The core holders, as pressure equipment, are a potential safety concern. It is thus 

necessary to employ a safety factor in determining the maximum working pressure of the 

core holders. This may prevent mechanical failures due to errors in design, fabrication and 

inspection. In general, pressure vessel codes and standards permit a reduction in the design 

safety factor with increased frequency of inspection [18]. Although, the third prototype 

core holder has not been frequently inspected by a certified inspector, it was designed based 

on the minimum safety factor of 2.4, advised by the ASME pressure vessel standards, for 

a maximum working pressure of 10000 psi.   
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Considering that one should thus consider increasing the prototype core holder main body 

thickness. This will (1) improve the safety factor of the core holder and (2) reinforce the 

area surrounding holes drilled in the core holders for any future work above 10000 psi. 

(4) The quality factor (Q) of the RF coil is a function of both lateral and longitudinal 

distances between the coil and the core holder interior.  The core holder interior, which 

functions as the RF shield, includes the vessel interior and the closures, enclosing two ends 

of the vessel [10]. To maximize the Q factor, the RF coil diameter should be half the shield 

diameter, and the ends of the coil should be placed as far away as possible from the end 

faces of the closures inserted into the vessel [10].  

The diameter of the RF coil, incorporated within the current core holder, was almost the 

same as that of the core holder interior. The two closures were also placed in close 

proximity to the RF coil ends [1,2].  This significantly decreased the Q factor of the RF 

coil, resulting in a low Q of 28. The B1 magnetic field interacts with the metal case of the 

core holder and its closures, increasing the conductivity losses of the probe as with 

dielectric losses [12]. An increased interior diameter of the core holder and a shorter RF 

coil length should decrease such B1 field interactions, improving the Q factor of the RF 

probe.  

(5) A variable field superconducting magnet MRI instrument has recently been installed in 

the UNB MRI Center. This permits MR/MRI with magnetic fields from 0.01 Tesla to 3 

Tesla. This instrument will maximize the sensitivity of petroleum core plug MR/MRI 
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measurements due to its high magnetic field, permitting high quality 3D images of fluids 

saturating core plugs [13]. But to undertake these measurements at representative pressures 

and temperatures, this scanner should be equipped with a MR/MRI compatible metallic 

core holder. Considering that the main magnetic field (B0) is directed along the magnet 

bore in the superconducting magnet, the RF probe in the core holder should produce a B1 

magnetic field perpendicular to the magnet bore [14,15]. A solenoid as employed in this 

thesis research will not work. A saddle coil would be a good choice due to its simple 

geometry and simple fabrication [12]. The saddle coil should be integrated with the open 

frame structure. The overall heat exchange jacket diameter must be reduced to fit inside 

the gradient set of this magnet. 

(6) During the last five years, several petroleum MR/MRI studies were undertaken with 

the core holders developed in this thesis [1-7]. This thesis also focused on the evaluation 

of hydrate formation and hydrate dissociation processes [3,4]. In principle, the core holders 

developed in this thesis can be employed for other petroleum studies at high pressures and 

elevated temperatures. As one example, MR/MRI studies of miscible and immiscible foam 

flooding can be undertaken with the third prototype core holder at pressures up to 5500 psi 

and temperatures of 120 °C [16]. Contemporary MR/MRI methods, developed in the UNB 

MRI Center [17], can be employed to monitor and record different microscopic and 

macroscopic phenomena associated with the foam flooding process. 
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(7) Societal concern with greenhouse gas emissions and climate change has led to renewed 

interest in CO2 sequestration. Experimental lab studies require high pressure and the core 

holders developed in this thesis would be ideally well suited to such studies.  
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Abstract 

The safety manual provides an instruction on how to employ the MR/MRI compatible core 

holder with the open frame RF probe. This new version of metallic MR/MRI core holder, 

named MS-10000, was fabricated from Heat-treated Inconel 718. The open frame RF probe 

was installed inside the MR/MRI compatible metallic core holder [1], manufactured in 

UNB MRI Center, (MS-10000) as shown in Fig. 1. The core holder is tunable for 1H 

resonance frequency, 8.52 MHz, with a 0.2 Tesla static magnetic field.  

The open frame RF probe structure was based on simple pillars of PEEK polymer upon 

which the RF probe was wound [1]. The RF probe is immersed in the high pressure 

confining fluid during operation. The open frame structure simplified fabrication of the RF 

probe and significantly reduced the amount of polymeric materials in the core holder. This 

minimized the MR background signal detected [1]. Core plug samples, up to 1.5” in 

diameter and 2” in length, can be tested in the core holder at elevated pressures and 

temperatures, up to 4000 psi and 80 °C.  

The user guide includes the information required for a safe operation and maintaining MS-

10000. This text does not explain or guide how to connect pressure lines, or how to 

pressurize other pressure equipment. 

A video accompanies this user guide showing step by step assembly of the core holder.  
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General safety advice 

 MS-10000 was designed to withstand specific pressure and temperature in working 

conditions. The non-magnetic core holder, manufactured by UNB MRI group, was 

designed to be utilized in daily operation within certain temperature and pressure limits. 

The user should apply all the O-rings, closures and other elements suggested by the 

designers in the manual. In order to have a safe operation it should not be attempted to 

increase the pressure and temperature limits by changing the core holder components 

which are not recommended by the manufacture.  

 Assemble and run the core holder according to high pressure safety codes and rules. It 

is required to employ safety accessories such as relief valves on the pressure line 

connected to the high pressure feeding ports of MS-10000 in accordance with ASME 

section VII Div2. 

 Users should review the manual or have some training procedures. This ensures that 

the users are aware of how to operate the equipment at high pressure conditions.  

 MS-10000 should be maintained in good conditions to ensure safe operation. Periodic 

high pressure tests should be undertaken to verify the endurance of the high pressure 

fitting employed and the vessel under the high pressure media in accordance with 

ASME section VIII Div2.  
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Stop employing the core holder immediately if any of the followings are 

observed during the operation: 

1. Over pressurization or over temperature 

2. Leakage of the confining fluid into the MR/MRI instrument 

3. Damage of the electrical connection 

Internal design pressure and maximum operating temperature 

The internal design pressure of the core holder was determined in accordance with ASME 

Section VIII Div1, which limits the maximum difference in pressure between the inside 

and outside of the metal vessel. The internal design pressure, when the wall thickness does 

not surpass one-half of the inside radius, or when P does not exceed 0.385 SE, is calculated 

by [2] 

𝑃 =
𝑆𝐸𝑡

𝑅 + 0.6𝑡
 

Where S is the maximum allowable stress value (ultimate tensile strength divided by a 

safety factor of 4), P is the internal design pressure, E (the efficiency factor) is typically 1 

for a seamless cylinder, t is the minimum required thickness, and R is the inside radius of 

the vessel under pressure [2]. Equation (1) results in an internal design pressure of 4000 

psi, for the core holder fabricated from Heat treated Inconel 718 (UNS N07718, round bar 

dia.: 3”, with an ultimate strength of 210000 psi according to the mill test of the material 

shown in the attachment one).  

The material with the lowest operating temperature determines the maximum operating 

temperature of the core holder. Based on the specifications provided by the manufacturer 
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(McMaster-Carr, Cleveland, US) the maximum working temperature of Derlin acetal 

plastic is 80 °C; which is the lowest operating temperature among the materials employed 

in the core holder. The maximum operating temperature of the core holder is thus 80°C.  

High pressure test 

A high pressure test was performed to ensure safety, functionality and the structure 

integrity of the core holder at its maximum design pressure, 4000 psi. The core holder was 

maintained at a pressure of 4000 psi and 25 °C for a period of approximately 12 hours. No 

leaks occurred and no pressure drop was observed. The core holder could also hold its 

integrity in the structure while the test was performed.   

The MR/MRI metal core holder was also tested at pressures of 10000 and 15000 psi at 25 

°C for the durations of 5 and 1 min respectively. The pressure test was performed by 

Infinity Testing Solutions located in Mississauga, ON. The latest prototype was also 

equipped with the open frame RF probe immersed into the confining fluid. The core holder 

passed the pressure test. A TSSA (Technical Standards & Safety Authority) inspector 

reviewed and confirmed the test Please see the attachment two. The test confirmed the 

robustness of the sealing design employed in the core holder however it was not a fatigue 

test.  

The RF probe was monitored by an RF sweeper (Morris Instruments Inc., Ottawa, CA) 

during both high pressure tests. The open frame RF probe was connected to the sweeper 

by a remote tuning box, tuned to 8.53 MHz. Each 1000 psi increase in the pressure reduced 
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the RF probe resonance frequency by approximately 10 kHz. The RF probe was readily 

retuned to the original frequency of 8.53 MHz when the confining fluid pressure stabilized.  

The core holder was originally designed for an internal pressure of 10000 psi at 25 °C; 

however, the internal design pressure was later decreased to 4000 psi as mentioned above. 

The threadless pin closure, employed in the core holder, could cause inhomogeneous stress 

distribution around the holes positioned on the vessel. The confining pressure results in a 

horizontal force on the closures (moving the closures) while performing high pressure 

measurements. This force displaces the pins from the hole center to the corner of the hole, 

concentrating all the stress on the half of the opening surface. This may narrow the 

thickness of the vessel around the holes, causing localized necking.  The maximum 

working pressure was thus decreased to prevent these difficulties. The safety factor was 

increased from 2.5 to 4, decreasing the maximum working pressure to 4000 psi.  

Maintenance and Training 

It is the user responsibility to maintain MS-10000 in good condition. The user should 

employ MS-10000 within the prescribed pressure and temperature. She/he should be aware 

of the irreversible consequences of operating the pressure vessel under conditions. Those 

exceed the internal pressure design and temperature determined in the manual.  

The pressure and temperature must increase or decrease gradually while performing high 

pressure experiments. Any suddenly change of the pressure and the temperature must be 
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avoided. The total core holder assembled should be frequently checked out to ensure that 

all safety rules are being followed.  

Materials of Construction 

INCONEL® alloy 718 (UNS N07718/W.Nr. 2.4668) is a high-strength, corrosion-

resistant nickel chromium alloy. Inconel 718 can be employed at temperatures of -252° to 

700°C. INCONEL alloy 718 also has superior tensile, fatigue, creep, and rupture strength. 

These properties have made it a common alloy in the petroleum sector.  

Alloy Yield strength Tensile 

strength 

Electrical 

Resistivity 

Thermal 

conductivity 

Heat Treated 

Inconel 718 

1460 MPa 1230 MPa 1.25 µΩ.m 11.4 W/m.C 

  

PEEK was selected for the frame material due to its high bulk modulus, high 

thermochemical stability, high dielectric strength and low 1H MR background signal. 

PEEK was also an ideal choice due to the simplicity of machining and fabricating PEEK 

components.  The bulk modulus of PEEK indicates it will be geometrically stable under 

isotropic compression up to 700,000 psi. The bulk modulus determines the maximum 

working pressure when a structure is submerged in high pressure fluids.  PEEK is stable in 

its mechanical and chemical properties up to a temperature of 250°C due to its semi-
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crystalline structure. The dielectric properties of PEEK are constant for frequencies ranging 

from 100 Hz to 100 MHz in the temperature range from 25 to 200°C.  

Lifting and Moving 

The core holder should be carefully placed or removed in/from the bore of the 0.2 Tesla 

magnet. The core holder can damage the upper edges of the magnet while moving the core 

holder.  The core holder should be directly pulled up and down from the top of the MR/MRI 

instrument. Please follow the following steps: (1) Open the lid positioned on the top of the 

magnet. (2) Remove the plastic cap screwed under the magnet frame. (3) Insert the non-

magnetic vertical stand, fabricated from stainless steel 316, into the center of the magnet 

bore. (4) Sit carefully the core holder in the stand. Please perform the installation procedure 

carefully. 

Work Area 

A bench stand, fabricated from aluminum, was supplied with MS10000 core holder. The 

bench can be employed as the holder of the core holder. The stand is shown in Figure 1.  

 

Fig.1. The core holder poisoned on the horizontal stand fabricated from aluminum.   
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Core Holder Components 

The core holder consists of a high-pressure vessel, two closures, two fluid distributors, a 

heat exchange jacket, and an open frame RF probe, as shown in Fig. 2.  

An Aflas sleeve (McMaster-Carr, Cleveland, US) and Teflon heat shrink tubing 

(McMaster-Carr, Cleveland, US) housed the core plug sample; which was integrated with 

the fluid distributors. This sealed the sample from the confining fluid, which surrounded 

the sample. The Aflas sleeve has a negligible 1H MR signal while Teflon is 1H free.  

Fluorinert FC-40, Perfluorotri-n-butylamine, (3M Electronic Liquid, London, CA) and 

nitrogen gas were selected as the confining fluids for 1H MR/MRI measurements. 

Fluorinert oil and nitrogen have no 1H MR signal. 
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FIG. 2. The experimental core holder: (A) the open frame RF probe fabricated from PEEK 

was attached to (B) the Hastelloy-C metallic closure by non-magnetic brass screws. (C) 

The high pressure BNC connector transmits RF signals to/from the open frame RF probe. 

(D) The MRI compatible metallic core holder, including the vessel and the closure, were 

fabricated from Hastelloy-C. (E) The Berea sample, 2” in length and 1.5” in diameter, was 

enclosed by the fluid distributors, and a sleeve with heat shrink tubing. The distributors 

were machined from PEEK bar, and provided a fluid conduit to the sample. (E) The 

enclosed sample was placed inside the open frame RF probe during high pressure MR/MRI 

measurements.  
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Item Description Qt Material Supplier/Part Number 

1 Main body 1 Annealed Inconel-718 UNB Fabricated 

2 Closures  1 C-276 UNB Fabricated 

3 RF probe frame 1 PEEK 

McMaster-Carr 8503K244 

UNB Fabricated 

4 Core plug sleeve 12 inch Aflas  

5 Fluid distributors 2 PEEK UNB Fabricated 

6 

HIP 1/4” tube with 

LF4 end preparation 

4 316 SS 

HIP-60-9H4-316 

7 

Socket Set Screw, 

5/8"-18 x 1" Long 

(Flat Point), Min 

Socket depth = 

0.313" 

8 

Alloy 718 Age 

Hardened 

Extreme Bolt Fastener 

8 
Confining fluid 

connections:  HIP 

6 Stainless steel 
LF4, 20-2LM4 and 20-2L4 

Table: Parts list employed/delivered with the core holder 
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Suppliers 

MC – McMaster Carr, www.mcmaster.com 

HIP – High Pressure, www.highpressure.com 

UNB – Physics Machine Shop, University of New Brunswick 

Extreme Bolt, https://www.extreme-bolt.com/ 

Rolled Alloys, https://www.rolledalloys.ca/ 

List of Materials 

Hastelloy C-276 and Inconel 718 

fittings including: 

LF4, 20-2LM4 and 

20-2L4 ( Threads, 

gland and collar)  

9 Axial tube fittings 2 Brass UNB Fabricated 

10 

O-ring AS568A 

#028, 

20 

Oil-Resistant Buna-N 

O-Rings 

McMaster-Carr 945115 

11 

O-ring AS568A 

#230 

8 

Oil-Resistant Buna-N 

O-Rings 

McMaster-Carr 9452K69 

12 

O-ring AS568A 

#010  

10 

Oil-Resistant Buna-N 

O-Rings 

McMaster-Carr 9452K18 

13 Axial Spacers 2 PEEK UNB Fabricated 

https://www.extreme-bolt.com/
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316 SS –Stainless steel alloy 316 

Brass – Brass alloy 360 

Buna-N – soft nitrile rubber 

PEEK – Polyether ether ketone 

Aflas – Fluoroelastomer 

General 

 Utilize non-magnetic wrenches during the installation of the core holder inside the 

magnet.  

 

 Samples must not be inserted or removed from the core holder when the core holder is 

in the magnet bore. Samples should be replaced or positioned into the core holder in 

the bench stand. 

 

 

 All of the high pressure fittings, and O-rings, employed in the core holder, must be 

checked out before positioning the core holder into the magnet bore. O-rings should be 

replaced if any spot, nicks, or cuts were observed on the rings. 

 

 Assembling/disassembling must be done in a safe distance from the magnet after 

removing the core holder from the magnet bore.  

 

 The tooling, which is utilized to screw or tight screws or fittings like wrenches, Allen 

keys, must be made of non-magnetic metals such as Brass.  

 

 Confining fluid shall be applied after inserting the core holder in the magnet bore. 

 

 The pressure of the confining fluid should be gradually increased to 500 psi higher than 

the fluid pressure injected into the sleeve. 

 

 Sample size can be from 1” to 1.5” in diameter and between 1” to 2” long. 

 

 Employ Anti-Seizure on the set screws before placing in the core holder 

 

 Employ high vacuum grease on O-rings 
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Core Holder Assembly Instructions 

1) Prepare the core plug sample. It must be 1.5” diameter, and up to 2” in length with 

clean faces at each end of the plug. Place the Aflas sleeve over the core plug and the 

fluid distributors, as shown in Fig. 3.  Evenly press these assemblies into the sleeve 

until the core sample is tightly compressed and centered within the sleeve. 

 

Fig. 3. The distributors were machined from PEEK bar, and provide a fluid conduit to the 

core plug sample. The core plug shown in the figure is 2 inches in length with a 1.5 inch 

diameter.  

 

Fig. 4. The core plug sample was enclosed by sleeve and heat shrinking tubing, placed 

between two distributors. The black sleeve jack is 3 inches in length.  
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2) cut a piece of heat shrinking tube to cover the integrated core plug sample with the fluid 

distributors and the sleeve. The cut should completely cover the O-rings on the fluid 

distributors as shown in Fig. 4. Employ a heat gun on the heat shrinking tube to seal the 

core plug assembly.  

 

Fig. 5. A spacer was positioned on the stainless tubing connected to the distributor.  

 

3) Position the spacers on the HIP tubings connected to the fluid distributors, as shown in 

Fig. 5. The spacers ensure that the core plug sample, 1.5” dia. and 2” length, will sit in the 

center of the RF probe, maximizing the RF field homogeneity.  
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Fig. 6. The closure was removed and positioned next to the core holder. 
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Fig. 7. The enclosed sample was positioned inside the core holder. 

4) Remove the regular closure from the core holder as shown in Fig. 6, and then place the 

integrated core plug sample in the core holder shown in Fig. 7. The closure, connected to 

the RF probe, should not be disassembled regularly. You can remove the regular closure 

to place the sample. If the RF probe required to be fixed, the user is advised to open the 

closure connected to the RF probe. After inserting the sample into the vessel, return back 

the closure into the vessel. Employ the set screws on the closure, securing the closure on 

the vessel shown in Fig. 8.   

 

 

Fig. 9. The O-ring was first placed on the tubing, then the brass fitting was positioned.   
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5) Employ the O-ring, size 010, on both the tubing passed through the vessel and then put 

the axial Brass fittings, as shown in Fig. 9. The longer tubing should be employed on the 

RF probe closure. Do not employ Teflon tape on the axial brass fitting. Screw the Brass 

fitting into the threaded hole.   

 

 

Fig. 10. Tubings connected to the closure and the RF probe are observed.  
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Fig. 11. Tubing and fittings were connected to the closure, transferring fluids to/from the 

core holder interior.  

6) Employ the high pressure tubing on the LF4 connections, placed on both closures. 

Employ the longer tubing on the RF probe closure, as shown in Fig 10 and 11. Connect the 

HIP fittings, 20-21LF4 NFA, to the tubings as shown in Fig 10 and 11. Screw the 1/8” NPT 

to 1/8” swagelock convertors into 20-21LF4NFA fittings as shown in Fig 13. Put Teflon 

tape on the NPT side of the convertors. Do not employ Teflon tape on the HIP fittings. See 

Fig. 12 and 13.   
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Fig. 12. High pressure fittings are required for assembling the core holder.  

 

 

Fig. 13. Close view of the RF probe and the tubing connected to the core holder 
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Fig. 14. The vertical stand is placed inside the magnet during the experiments 
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Fig. 15. The assembled core holder was positioned on the vertical stand. 
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7) Place the vertical stand, shown in Fig 14, in the magnet bore. Center the stand in XY 

and YZ planes. Now; move the core holder into the magnet bore, and then carefully sit in 

the stand, as shown in Fig. 15. Connect Swagelok 1/8” tubings to the fittings positioned on 

the HIP tubing lines. Those were placed on the core holder, injecting the confining and 

pore fluids. The last step is to place the tuning box, shown in Fig. 16, in the magnet on the 

top of the core holder.  

 

Fig. 16. The external tuning box should be placed inside the magnet bore. 
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Fig. 17. The top view of the tuning box shows the tuning, matching pins and 

transmitter/receiver ports. 

8) Connect the coaxial cable, shown in Fig. 16 and 17, to the BNC connector positioned 

on the top of the core holder. 
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Appendix B – Certified Pressure Test Reports for the Third 

Prototype Core Holder (MS-10000) 
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Appendix C– Annealing Procedures and Testing for the Third 

Prototype Core Holder (MS-10000) 
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